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PREFACE 

My interest in the medical anthropology of Tucson's Mexican 

Americans has extended through many years, but it crystallized one 

day when I was working as a clinical instructor in maternity nursing. 

I had come early to make student assignments when I found the personnel 

on the unit in an uproar over a doctor's written order. It seemed that 

he had prohibited the bathing of a young woman who was newly delivered 

of her first baby. Antonia Lopez had told the doctor that when her 

mother learned of Antonia's pregnancy, she had traveled from a village 

in the mountains of Sonora to visit her daughter and give her guidance. 

Antonia's mother had stressed that she must take care of herself after 

giving birth and that particularly she must not take a bath for the 

forty days that followed her delivery. So Antonia's doctor, acquainted 

with "these archaic customs" had reluctantly signed the order against 

baths for mother and baby. The nurses were horrified. So to "protect" 

other patients from "possible infection" by Antonia, they moved her 

bed out of the ward to the hall, where it was surrounded by screens. 

Was Antonia's case uncommon? I began to read medical anthro

pology and learned that the behavior of Antonia's mother was entirely 

to be expected. So I began to collect items of medical folklore myself, 

but since the most interesting customs were often described by aged 

people, I was concerned that I might merely be learning esoterica that 
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had little current relevance. Some time later I studied childbirth 

beliefs and practices of Mexican and Mexican American women system

atically, comparing populations in Guadalajara, Jalisco and in Tucson. 

This research was supported by a United Stages Public Health Service 

Research Grant CH00-132. Some of the findings were reported to the 

meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

•Rocky Mountain Division, May 3, 1967. In this study I used a 

questionnaire, careful sampling techniques, a projective test, and 

a large enough sample (130) for statistical analysis of data. But I 

continued to be uneasy about the validity of my findings. How does one 

really learn the beliefs of others? 

Since beliefs are not material, their existence can only be 

inferred. What evidence could be brought for such unsubstantial items? 

It was only after Professor Keith Basso first introduced me to the 

relationships between language and culture, and then to the ethno

graphic strategies of cognitive anthropology, that the way seemed clear. 

Since the methodology of ethnoscience had apparently not been applied 

to a broad study of women's medical beliefs, I decided to attempt it, 

working intensively with a relatively small group of individuals, 

chosen to represent different degrees of acculturation. 

Only those who have tried to write dissertations can appreciate 

the extent to which such work may be dependent upon the help of others. 

Those who have given me assistance are legion; I will single out a 

few for expressions of my gratitude. 
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First, Dr. Edward Dozier who suggested that I study anthro

pology and without whose encouragement in'the early years of graduate 

work I might have given up. I feel his loss deeply. 

Second, the Division of Nursing of the Public Health Service 

for the financial and moral support of a special predoctoral fellow

ship 5F-NU-27,135. Pearl Coulter, Dean Emeritus of The University of 

Arizona College of Nursing and Dr. Gladys Sorenson, present Dean, deserve 

special thanks. 

Third to my committee--my chairman, Dr. Keith Basso, directed 

my work with time and patience far beyond the requirements of that 

status. Dr. Edward Spicer's assistance to me was primarily through 

several years of classes. I hope that the ethnographic detail reflects 

satisfactorily on this training. Finally, Dr. James Officer, who 

knows Tucson's Mexican American community, gave me specific direction 

in the field when I needed answers. My field work began in October of 

1969 and extended through December of 1971. 

I should also like to acknowledge the suggestions of Dr. 

Hermann Bleibtreu, Dr. Thomas Ilinton and Dr. Thomas Weaver. 

I received help outside of the Anthropology Department, too. 

Dr. Dolores Brown of the Spanish Department went over much native text, 

the dissertation itself, and encouraged me. Dr. Jack Davis and Robert 

Bacalski also helped. In the herbarium, Dr. Charles Mason and his 
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staff assisted with the identification of botanical materials. Mr. 

Vicente Acosta of Rincon High School put his study of herbal remedies 

at my disposal. Miss Faustina Solis, a nortena and of the University 

of California at San Diego School of Medicine, encouraged me to 

question the universal adherence to the hot and cold theory of disease. 

Next I should like to thank friends for long, insight-

producing conversations--John Baroco, Museum Librarian, who acquainted 

me with the pharmacopoeas of Mexico, as well as other bibliographic 

items, Jim Griffith, who convinced me to visit Magdalena, Fr. Norman 

Whalen, who clarified Catholic belief and practice, Anita Louise 

Alvarado, who challenged my ideas as only a peer can, and Veronica 

Evaneshko who joined the arguments and also took all of the photographs. 

Sharon Urban made the drawings. Edith Hallefc typed the manuscript under 

difficult circumstances. 

Many individuals in Tucson have been especially helpful. 

These include David Herrera of Tucson's Council for Human Relations 

and also Los Dorados, who first told me that the women were the key to 

studying folk medicine. I should also like to thank Martha Rothman and 

the National Council of Jewish Women's Helpmobile, through which I 

gained entrance to Kroeger Lane; Mark Raven, then of the Pima County 

Legal Aid Society; Fr. Juan Shaughnessy of the Inner-City Apostolate; 

Julia Soto and Irma Villa of the Tucson Committee for Economic 

Opportunity. 
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The warmth and helpfulness of my informants can never be 

acknowledged fully. Neither can the steadfast encouragement of my 

husband, Dr. Arthur Kay, who knew I could do it myself. 

"Many an old wife or country woman doth often more good 
with a few known and common garden herbs than our bombast 
Physicians." 

From Sir Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy, 
1621 (Burton 1927:246). 
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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of what Mexican American women say and do 

about health and illness. Ethnomedical beliefs and practices in the 

New World have been the subject for anthropological scholarship almost 

since the Spanish conquest. All investigators have found a distinc

tive health culture that combines, in varying proportions, 

aboriginal concepts with medieval humoral medicine. The aim of this 

dissertation is to describe present-day illness concepts of women who 

live in one barrio ('Mexican neighborhood') in Tucson, Arizona. 

How does one learn another's medical culture? The definition 

of culture that proved useful in framing research comes from the 

writings of Goodenough, Frake, and Basso. Culture is what one needs 

to know in order to behave appropriately in a given society. It is 

the characteristic ways in which experience is categorized, coded and 

defined into the knowledge that is used to compose standards for 

behavior. Experiences are organized in the mind by classes or cate

gories of phenomena, which are further grouped in the way that they 

are seen to be associated. Ethnomedicine may be investigated by 

linguistic procedures called ethnographic semantics. These techniques 

rest on the fundamental assumption that words encode specific 

combinations of features of meaning, and that these combinations 

contrast at different levels of abstraction. These levels are 
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arranged hierarchically, thus forming a taxonomy. Learning the labels 

of lexical categories and their referents directs investigation to the 

conceptual rules which underlie behavior. 

These strategies were used in order to describe categories in 

the domains of illness, cures and curers by segregating the features 

which distinguish various levels of abstraction. At.the same time, 

descriptive data concerning the history, physical environment, social 

organization, religious practices, and integration with the health 

system of the larger society were also collected to learn what factors 

were being attended to and responded to when women made decisions about 

illness. 

The resultant taxonomy- of illness contrasted on several 

levels. At Level I, illness contrasts with health. At Level II, the 

location of illness conditions is separated into the physical body and 

the emotions. At the third level, illnesses contrast according to 

their probable course, self-limited, mild or severe. At the fourth 

level diseases are grouped according to the sharing of some feature 

such as vulnerability of potential victims, or certain symptoms. The 

fifth level is based on unique aggregates of symptoms, that is, the 

"defining features" which distinguish specific illness terms. 

The distinctions that emerged at Level II and Level III are 

made to facilitate therapy. The symptom serves as an important cue 

for the type of treatment to be sought, and the type of curer to be 

consulted. To give an example: for an enfermedad temporal ('temporary 
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illness1) women simply try to make the sufferer more comfortable. 

With an enfermedad benigna ('mild illness'), she may ask for 

suggestions from someone who knows more. For this category, herbal 

remedies are frequently used, so these treatments are thoroughly 

considered. Enfermedades graves ('serious illnesses') are taken to 

official curers, the doctor of scientific medicine in most cases 

except for a special category of "Mexican" disease. Concepts in this 

latter category are changing, encoding distinctive features of mean

ing that make the diseases in this category resemble those of 

scientific medicine. Among Mexican American women in Tucson, disease 

concepts reflect little of either aboriginal or medieval medical 

theory. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In Tucson, Arizona, in a barrio named Kroeger Lane, under 

Interstate Highway 10 and sandwiched between two large, luxurious 

motels, is a neat brick building with the identification, El Rio Santa 

Cruz Neighborhood Health Center. It is one of a new kind of health 

facility, located near to the people it serves. This kind of health 

service is designed to be responsive to the particular needs of its 

clients. So during the remodeling of the center building, after it 

was vacated by juvenile courts, the planners of this neighborhood health 

center asked about the people they would serve. The following study was 

inspired by their questions. 

What does one need to know about a people in order to tailor 

health care to them? One needs to know what makes them sick, and what 

gets them well, of course. But such a simple reply requires amplifi

cation. 

Such a question is commonly answered by an epidemiologist. He 

looks into another society from outside of it, and considers diseases 

as a result of biological, environmental, sociological and cultural 

factors. The epidemiologist's reply will concentrate on the natural 

consequences of a life style in its interaction with the physical 

environment. It will take those cultural factors into account that 

1 
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impinge on biology: patterns of mating, the prenatal environment of 

the fetus, the episode of birth, and infant and child care practices. 

He will look at customs that have consequences in indices of fertility, 

birth, morbidity and mortality. And he will have partially answered 

the question of what one needs to know. 

My reply to that question is based on the assumption that one 

also needs to know what the people who are to be served know about 

illness. Particularly, one needs to know what the women of that 

society know. In the following pages, the rationale for such an 

approach will be presented. 

As an ethnography, this study describes a regional life style 

that has been neglected heretofore. Anthropologists have written 

little about Tucson. Indeed, the recent bibliography, The Mexican 

American, selected and annotated at Stanford (1969), has only four 

entries for Tucson. Tucson's Mexican Americans have stimulated few 

doctoral dissertations. Some notable exceptions, which I will draw on 

in the following pages, include Barker 1947, Getty 1949, and Officer 

1964. None of these, however, give more than the briefest considera

tion of medicine, and they emphasize the life of men,'not women. 

Ethnography qua ethnography may be intrinsically interesting. 

But it becomes truly significant when its data form the basis for 

transcultural generalizations. Boas (1940) told the American Anthro

pological Association in 1896 that laws of science would come only 

after sound descriptions were made of particular cultures. 



Goodenough (1970) repeated in 1970 that "a science of culture rests on 

description." Some aspects of life are particularly useful to study 

because of their relative importance to the people being considered. 

One should describe those aspects of life which will be useful for 

making generalizations. It is our contention that the study of ethno

medicine is an especially fruitful focus for understanding the culture 

of Mexican American women. By selecting the ethnomedicine of women as 

the focus for a study, one may learn at the same time more about the 

women themselves, providing data for generalizations that go beyond the 

descriptions themselves. The women's epidemiology, their medical 

theory, will be deduced from the study of their ethnomedicine. 

If we consider a "theory" to be "a coherent group of general 

propositions used as principles for explanation of a general class of 

phenomena" (Random House 1967:1471), the class of phenomena to be 

considered in this dissertation is that of ethnomedicine. The prefix 

"ethno-" as Sturtevant (1964:99) uses it, "refers to the system of 

knowledge and cognition typical of a given culture." The term "medicine" 

encompasses a system, which in its entirety includes "the whole complex 

of a people's beliefs, attitudes, practices, and roles associated with 

concepts of health and disease, and with patterns of diagnosis and 

treatment" (Weaver 1970:141). Thus, ethnomedicine is the patterned set 

of ideas and practices which have to do with illness that are held by 

members of a specific society""participating in a given culture. Any 

medical theory springs from universal sources. It is firmly rooted in 
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"panhuman regularities in biology, psychology, and the processes of 

social interaction," to use Kluckhohn's (1953:507) phrase. Its theory 

consists of the propositions formulated from its answers to such 

questions as what is illness, what causes illness, how it may be pre

vented, and how it is treated. These are questions that any 

epidemiological study seeks to answer. But ethnomedicine obtains its 

answers from the viewpoint of the people themselves. 

Several ethnographers of the Mexican Americans have utilized 

the advantages of studying their ethnomedicine. As Rubel (1960) has 

pointed out, disease is an aspect of life that helps perpetuate Mexican 

American culture as a unique entity. Thus Saunders (1954) in Colorado, 

Clark (1959) in California, Rubel (1960, 1966) and Madsen (1964) in 

South Texas have pursued the topic of health and illness. Although 

the field work for these studies was done from fifteen to twenty years 

ago, they still tend to be regarded as authoritative sources of the 

ethnomedicine of "the" Mexican American. For example, Clark's book has 

recently (1970) been reissued, and is still considered important to her 

reviewer in The American Scientist (Landman 1970:701) because "by and 

large, the situation described by Clark persists." 

The roots of Mexican ethnomedicine have been the subject of 

considerable study. The theory of illness held by Spanish-speakers 

today is conventionally described as a mixture of aboriginal Indian 

beliefs and practices, Spanish scientific medicine of the sixteenth 

century, and folk medicine of immigrants to the New World, particularly 

that of the Spanish and German missionaries. The seminal work is 
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Foster's (1953a) "Relationships Between Spanish and Spanish American 

Folk Medicine." Using field research by Kelly, Erasmus and Simmons as 

well as his own, Foster discusses folk medicine in Mexico, Guatemala, 

El Salvador, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Chile. This work is referred 

to in all subsequent studies of folk medicine of Spanish speakers in 

the new world. Additional Spanish data come from writers such as 

Castillo de Lucas (1958), and there are new syntheses of Mexican 

materials from Aguirre Beltr^n (1963) and Juan Comas (1954). 

Continued interest in the ethnomedicine of Mexico has produced 

work such as that of Nash (1967) in Guatemala, Foster (I960, 1967) in 

Tzintzuntzan, Kelly (1965) in Coahuila, and Adams and Rubel (1967) for 

"Middle American Indian" communities. These writings have provided the 

models that are commonly used for understanding Mexican folk medicine 

today. These models have been applied and refined by C. Madsen (1968) 

in the Valley of Mexico, Currier (1966) in Michoacan, Kearney (1969) in 

Oaxaca and Ingham (1970) in Morelos, with the last three scholars relat

ing medical beliefs to the symbolic systems of the culture. They 

explain the persistence of certain patterns of belief by relating them 

to other aspects of the culture of an enclaved, culturally or physically 

isolated socio-cultural unit. Other writers such as Holland (1963) and 

Gonzalez (1966) have addressed their research specifically to the topic 

of change in medical beliefs and practices. 

When these anthropologists discuss disease, they are most likely 

to find medical practices located "in the domain of religious beliefs 

and practices" as Glick (1967:32) points out. There is strong emphasis 
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on forms which are exotic to western scientific medicine and concomi

tant stress on concepts that do not fit the "ethnomedicine" of today. 

For example, Nash (1967) describes ceremonies like "drawing the evil" 

by diagnostic and curative bleeding, or the Tamohel ceremony for 

"calling back the soul." However meritorious, concentration on such 

unusual, crisis events means that much illness behavior is missed 

entirely. 

Such ethnographers of medicine commonly note that the develop

ment of illness is attributed to the violation of social and religious 

rules. They fail, as Fabrega (1970:305) shows, to consider "the 

underlying and related issues of how illness is modeled and how 

distinctly this model and its component parts are reflected in the minds 

of representative members of the culture." But even for Fabrega, 

"representative members" in Zinacantan are all men. 

It is useful to construct a model of illness from the viewpoint 

of women. One apparent cross-cultural regularity in sex role behavior 

in Western society is that women are consciously interested in the 

health of their households. Women deal with illness regularly, for it 

is their responsibility. In societies where illness is believed to 

have supernatural causation, the woman's role may appear small. But 

Mexican American women believe that much illness is due to life habits. 

So women attempt to control the environment of those who are dependent 

on them to insure their optimum health, at least to the degree that they 

feel the situation can be controlled. They have explicit beliefs about 

the kinds of daily activity, nourishment, rest and recreation which lead 
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to good or poor health. Women are almost solely responsible for the 

nutrition of family members since women are the regulators of the diet 

and the preparers of food. When women interpret someone's behavior 

as indicative of illness, they attempt to discern what the illness may 

be and what care will restore health or at least give comfort. For 

Mexican American women, then, illness is a major daily concern. Thus, • 

as Read (1966:61-62) states, no study of people's attitudes and prac

tices towards health and sickness can get far without intensive 

investigation of women's roles. 

If the world of women is important to understanding ethno-

medicine, why is it so commonly slighted by medical anthropologists? 

It may be because the status of formal curer in most societies is 

occupied by men, and curing is more dramatic than daily living. 

Ceremonial life is complicated: a runny nose is merely tedious. Also, 

most anthropologists are men. So Rubel (1966:xxvi) explained: 

"Participant observation was not a useful technique for gathering 

information about women in this society," finding that "men tended not 

to volunteer information about their wives or mothers . . . that male 

key informants either were unaware of the activities and attitudes of 

their womenfolk or did not wish to discuss them." But he felt, 

nevertheless, the need to query women "to obtain information about 

concepts of health and illness, (for these were) sectors of life in 

which the women were specialized " /My italic^/. 

It is also possible that the medical theory of Spanish speaking 

people in Tucson today may not be the same as that ascribed by other 
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investigators to Mexicans and Mexican Americans elsewhere. There is 

danger in assuming that because (if) the Spanish Oikumene was mono-

theoretical in medicine at one time, it still is so. Romano (1968) 

feels that "historically the Mexican Americans have been and continue 

to be a pluralistic people." Why should generalizations derived from 

the study of one group of people remote in time or space be assumed to 

apply to another group just because both share the same language? There 

are more than nine million Spanish speakers in the United States 

(Census 1969). 

In Tucson, all Mexican Americans have, within certain economic 

limitations, the opportunity to make use of scientific medicine. They 

are also formally enculturated in its ideology at school, and hear its 

concepts from television and radio. The older people have Medicare 

benefits. Youngsters are accepted for programs like Head Start only 

with immunizations and physical examinations by doctors of western 

medicine. It seems likely then, that with such changes in opportunities 

and practices related to illness that there would be accompanying cog

nitive changes in the basic medical theory. 

One might also expect that Mexicans are changing their medical 

theories. People in Mexico also have opportunity to participate in 

scientific medicine. After education, health claims the largest share 

of the federal budget of Mexico. There are the Centros de Salud Publica 

in the cities, Centros de Salud Rural in the villages. Ten years ago 

over 20 percent of workers and their families were covered by the 

programs of the Instituto Mexicano de Seguro Social, and the percentage 
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has been growing steadily ever since. Although physicians tend to be 

recruited from the small upper class of Mexican society, and are quite 

impatient with folk medicine, they are taught to deal with folk con

cepts in medical school. Kelly (1965:vii) states that since her field 

work in 1953 "it is quite likely that the over-all folk-medicine picture 

is little changed." Such an assumption requires verification. It 

seems to me more likely that the Spanish speaking people on both sides 

of the border may have a changed ethnomedicine. 

How, then, to learn the medical theory of a culture other than 

one's own? A theory, we must claim, resides in the individual mind, a 

terrain that is hard to explore because it cannot be observed directly. 

Just because individuals have the opportunity to participate in another 

medical system may not mean that their beliefs have changed. Shall we 

just ask questions? The product of most questionnaires are "statistical 

descriptions of regularities in overt behavior" (Wallace 1962:351), not 

culture. 

Let me briefly discuss what I mean when I refer to culture, as 

in the "culture of women" and "medical culture." I am speaking only of 

the ideational order of culture, omitting its illustrations in material 

culture, social organization, sentiments, values, or other behavior. 

(These latter, the phenomenal order of culture /See Basso 1969/, are 

significant aspects of the content of an ethnomedicine, as we shall 

show later). According to Goodenough (1957:167), "a society's culture 

consists of whatever it is one has to know or believe in order to 

operate in a manner acceptable to its members." 
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Culture is knowledge that is used to organize behavior, the 

characteristic ways in which experience is categorized, coded and 

defined (Goodenough 1957, 1963, 1971; Spradley 1972). Experience is 

organized in the mind in terms of classes or categories of phenomena, 

which are further grouped in the way that they are seen to be associated. 

These percepts are then put into words which can be manipulated for 

communicating processes that have not been previously experienced. 

Products of such mental activity become concepts. Using these per

cepts and concepts, one then formulates propositions, which are 

expressions of relationships among these phenomena. Percepts, concepts 

and propositions may all be linguistically labeled. There is a range 

of variation in the application of these labels and their referents, 

but within this range, there is enough agreement so that the people 

who use them can communicate (Goodenough 1970). Thus, there are 

generally acceptable rules about what these labels mean. A culture 

then is a unique cognitive organization of existential phenomena. 

(Goodenough 1967:1203). 

This organization may be tapped by linguistic techniques called 

ethnoscience or ethnographic semantics. Ethnoscience was used in 

Frake's (1961) now classic study, "The Diagnosis of Disease Among the 

Subanun of Mindanao." In this paper, Frake analyzed the meanings of 

words which were 'disease names.' He performed his analysis by findirig 

contrasts in the components of meaning of these disease names, as shown 

by the presence or absence of combinations of specific features. He 

sorted these contrasts into levels which he then ordered hierarchically 
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by including increasingly more features. His product was aiSubanun 

taxonomy of disease. 

The taxonomist, whether scientist or housewife, organizes his 

experience in the same manner. The purpose of any taxonomy is to develop 

an economical method of ordering knowledge. In order to respond to the 

mass of data that composes an event, to reduce this chaos of information 

to manageable proportions, it is necessary to aggregate things into 

classes. The taxonomist associates such data, material or ideational, 

by two processes. The first process the animal taxonomist Simpson (1961) 

calls association by contiguity, that is, one considers the structural 

and functional relationships among phenomena that enter into a single 

gestalt. These are the kinds of factors that epidemiologists and 

housewives have found to be associated in the incidence of disease. In 

malaria, summer heat, rain, certain mosquitoes and fever are associated. 

The second aggregation is association by similarity, classifying 

together various different things because all possess one or more 

common characteristic. These aggregations are made on different dimen

sions. Thus, diseases may be grouped because they are caused by a 

microorganism on the one hand, but may be regrouped because they share 

certain symptoms, and regrouped again because they attack different 

organs. Classifications are arrived at by the same cognitive processes, 

but the content is organized by different principles. The task of 

the student of ethnomedicine is to identify and describe these prin

ciples. 
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The above might suggest that none of the methods of ethno-

science have ever been used by previous students of the ethnomedicine 

of Spanish-speaking people. Such is not the case. Sahagun is credited 

(Colby 1966:7) with the first such description of the native medicine 

of the Aztecs. I feel that he does squeeze the diseases into the 

standard classifications of classical medicine, beginning as they did 

A capite ad calcem. Padilla (1958), writing of Puerto Ricans, notes 

that diseases are classified according to their causes or origins and 

also on the basis of their symptoms and their effects on the organism 

or on particular organs. She then gives detailed descriptions of the 

diseases that are so specified, analyzing the components of each 

category, so one must infer her assumptions to be basically those of 

ethnoscience. (A personal communication with Dr. Vera Green, who 

assisted Padilla, verifies this assumption). Rubel (1964) has explored 

the distinctive characteristics of susto, and his model was applied by 

O'Nell and Selby (1968). More recently, Rubel (1969) has been con

sidering the contrasts between envidia and mal puesto, and is still in 

the process of refining this explication (Personal communication). 

Many recognize the utility of classes. Kelly (1965) stated that her 

informants recognized two major categories of illness, bad, or sorcery-

inflicted, and good, natural or God-sent. The former are specified by 

illnesses caused by the evil eye and emotions such as fright. In 

"natural" illnesses, the dominant theme is the antithesis between hot 

and cold. Clark (1959) and others of Foster's students have assigned the 

same classification. 
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The most comprehensive application of the methods of formal 

ethnographic semantics to this subject have been made with the Maya in 

Zinacantan, by Nash (1967), and by Fabrega (see Fabrega and Metzger 

1968, Fabrega, Metzger and Williams 1970, Fabrega 1970 and Fabrega 1971). 

We are now ready to return to the problem of how to study the 

ethnomedicine of women. In defining problems of urban research, 

Spradley (1972) has suggestions which aire directly relevant. He points 

out that literacy, communication and interaction among members of dif

ferent subcultures have provided iiiformants with a knowledge of the 

researcher's culture, information that is vital for their survival in 

that culture. The researcher formulates questions in his own dialect 

of English, based on the categories of his culture. When these 

questions are put to an informant, the answers are phrased in the idiom 

of the researcher's culture. It makes no difference if another language 

is used, for the problem of "measuring another's corn by one's own 

bushel" remains. One may simply learn, after the careful collecting 

and correlating of answers to questionnaires, what the informantsknow 

about the investigator's culture. To learn another's ethnomedicine 

which is not part of the investigator's culture, we need to know his 

categories. 

The above may seem to suggest that: (1) a taxonomy of disease 

is the final goal of the student of ethnomedicine, or (2) only data 

acquired by this method are valid and useful. Neither of these state

ments is correct. All ethnographers who utilize ethnoscientific 

techniques agree that the data thus obtained cannot by themselves produce 
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an adequate ethnography. The final goal of the ethnoscientist is, like 

that of other ethnographers, to describe and make explicit the rules 

governing behavior, thus accounting for the behavior itself (Basso 1969). 

And if we relate the behavior to the situation in which it normally 

occurs, "we require procedures for discovering what people are attend

ing to, what information they are processing, when they reach decisions 

which lead to culturally appropriate behavior." (Fralce 1964:133). 

Such a situation occurs when a woman makes a diagnostic state

ment by applying a specific lexeme. She makes a decision about illness 

from information that she obtains by questioning the sick person and 

observing his appearance and behavior. Her choice of questions is 

based on "association by contiguity" and "association by similarity," 

and is made to determine the presence or absence of those features that 

are significant in her associations. Now the process of obtaining 

these data is not conscious. She does not have a set of rules written 

down or otherwise put into words that describe the process of making a 

diagnosis. It is the ethnographer's task to formulate these rules. 

Their discovery is facilitated by retracing her diagnostic interview. 

A conversation may go as follows: 

Child: Me siento mal. ('I feel sick.1) 

Mother: Que tienes? ('What's the matter?') 

Child: Me duele el estomago. ('My stomach aches.') 

Mother: Que mas? ('What else?') 

Child: Estoy atarantada. ('I'm dizzy.') 

Mother: Entonces tienes el estomago sucio. ('Then you have 

dirty stomach.') 
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When the mother asks these questions, she is trying to learn if there 

are certain conditions present, conditions which ethnographers who 

follow a linguistic model call "distinctive features." These are the 

"necessary and sufficient conditions by which an investigator can 

determine whether a newly encountered instance is or is not a member 

of a particular category" (Frake 1961:122). The mother ascertains the 

distinctive features, learns that there are no differentiating aspects, 

and attaches a diagnosis. But this interview will not reveal what 

diagnoses are eliminated. That will be clarified by a step-by-step 

taxonomy. 

This is how taxonomies are constructed. First, one collects 

lexemes that label diseases, curers or treatments. Then one asks for 

conscious classification of these terms. The question frames that I 

used were of this kind: 

What is illness? 

Are there different kinds of illness? What are they? 

Is X an illness of Y class or Z class? Why? 

After obtaining the taxonomy, the next step is to consider the 

elements that are being attended to and responded to. These are derived 

by the investigator through studying what Goodenough (1970:122) calls 

extra-cultural phenomena, "such as the prevailing conditions in society, 

prevailing emotions and moods, the general level of health, or the 

condition of the physical environment." The ethnographer obtains this 

kind of information through the use of orthodox methods. These include 

recording genealogies and life histories, participant observation and 
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consultation of appropriate ethnographies. Largely, it involves asking 

questions--standardized questions about what one expects to observe of 

the informant's life, and impromptu requests for explanations of unex

pected phenomena. From such information the anthropologist formulates 

hypotheses regarding the propositions of his informants. 

Many categories derive from individual experience. For example, 

the category enfermedad hereditaria ('inherited disease') came up 

regularly, but only with those informants who had experienced congenital 

disease in their families. Childhood diseases loomed large for mothers 

of young children. What experiences were the common property of the 

group? What group? 

The Setting 

To answer the question, what does one need to know about a 

people in order to serve their health needs, one must identify the 

society under investigation. We have suggested that it is inappropriate 

to apply ethnographies of people living in central and southern Mexico 

to those who live in Arizona, and we have also indicated that little has 

been written of the Mexicans of the northwest or of their cousins across 

the border. This study might be additionally useful if it described a 

distinctive life style of this larger geographic area. But should one 

attempt to record the ethnomedicine of all Tucson's 35,000 Spanish 

surnamed people? 

The "wholistic bias" of the anthropologist is considerably 

strained in dealing with an entire city, as Spradley (1972) has pointed 
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out. The sociological concept of class assists one in restricting the 

field. In their studies of Tucson, Barker (1947), Getty (1949) and 

Officer (1964) addressed themselves to the question of the social class 

of Mexican Americans. Officer (1964:114) found five classes, using the 

criteria of occupation, income or wealth, and family line, and also saw 

place of residence as an important factor. These classes were Upper, 

Upper Middle, Lower Middle, Upper Lower, and Lower Lower. Numerically, 

the upper lower class was "overwhelmingly" the largest. Taking this as 

a cue, I searched for a group of upper lower class Mexican Americans. 

Officer (1964:74-86) has further shown that Mexican Americans 

are heavily concentrated in certain parts of Tucson, mainly in the south 

and west sections. Such neighborhoods are called barrios generally: 

some of these bounded areas have specific names. As individual families 

move upward socially, there seems to be a tendency to move from certain 

barrios to others, or, alternatively to move to the middle class eastern 

part of the city. Which barrio was the residence of upper lower class 

Mexican Americans? 

By studying demographic data and asking informed people of the 

Mexican colonia in Tucson, 1 learned that Kroeger Lane was a named, 

stable, traditional barrio which was populated by upper lower class 

Mexican Americans. And it was in the specific vicinity of El Rio Santa 

Cruz Neighborhood Health Center. 

Within this residential unit, the women of four families were 

used as the key informants. The sample was restricted for the following 

reason. If one is to learn what a woman attends to and responds to in 



dealing with health and illness, one needs to. know a great deal about 

her experiences. One needs to know the history of her life, what it is 

like now, whom she sees, and what kind of home she has. One needs also 

to know her ideals for her life and family and home, and what compro

mises with this ideal she can accept. By selecting entire families of 

informants, one may hear expressions of different shapes to similar 

events. As it happened, the network of consanguinal, affinal and ritual 

kinswomen and "mere friends" of these four families that I met included 

over fifty women. 

The specific sample of informants consisted of 25 women, ranging 

in age from 22 to 78 years, and who were either born in Mexico or were 

first, second or third generation Americans. They were distributed on 

the axes of age and nationality as follows in Table 1. 

It was hoped that by obtaining informants who might represent 

various points of view, different cognitive maps of medical theory would 

emerge. Such was the case. The sorting of lexemes at mid- and high 

levels was distinctly idiosyncratic. The individual taxonomies could be 

explained as the result of unique life experiences. But there was 

regular change in the content of the taxonomy at the lexeme level. Cer

tain disease names were omitted, in direct relation to the distance in 

age and Mexican generation of one informant from another. Also, all 

words shifted in meaning to converge with definitions derived from 

western scientific medicine. 
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Table 1. Age and nationality of informants. 

1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation 
Age Mexican American American American 

Over 
50 4 3 1 0 

36-50 0 2 3 1 

22-35 3 0 4 4 

Total 7 5 8 5 
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Four Families 

The first family, the Fuentes, (names have been changed) have 

been here longest. Amalia Fuentes, the oldest (78) survivor, reminisced 

Any translation/. 

Here was a desert, and in the wide river ran clear water. 
And on the banks there were fruit trees. Further up lived 
the Indians: Uchis, Taris, Comanches, Malinches and then 
the Aztecs, the last. And "El Tejano", the most valiant 
robber of them all. We arrived in 1905. It was four days • 
from Hermosillo, with stops to change horses, for there was 
no train, rather a diligencia (coach). I married in 1909. 
My husband had walked from Tomiston when it was the capitol. 
My mother came from Guaymas, and my father from Soyopa, where 
he was an Imperial soldier who guarded the trains from the 
Indians. He had a long beard, like Maximillian. 

She went on to say that when they married, they farmed his father's 

land directly by Sentinel Peak. Later, they bought land on the opposite 

side of the Santa Cruz River. Here they had a brickyard for many years, 

and then they farmed the "chaparral." Now there are only trees remaining, 

for the water table has dropped. When her husband died in 1956, he 

divided his land, apportioning it to each of his nine surviving children. 

The role of family head was given to the oldest daughter, who lives two 

miles away. Some of the land has been further subdivided for grandchil

dren. There is deep dissension over land ownership, with the women of 

each faction interacting regularly only with each other. 

On the adjoining land lives Dona Amalia's sister-in-law, her 

husband's half-sister, Juana Ramirez, and his half-brother Ignacio and 

his household. Born in Tubutama, Sonora, Juana came to Tucson as an 

infant. She has spent all her life in Kroeger Lane. The two old ladies 

remember their parents' tales of Mexico, seeing Geronimo and Pancho 

Villa. 
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The family fortunes fell seriously with the depression. Both 

sons and daughters stopped going to school, and found work as domestics, 

cooks, or in the fields. In turn, their children have stopped school 

early, few attending high school and fewer yet finishing it. The men 

work in construction labor or for the Southern Pacific Railroad. The 

* 

most prosperous is a grave digger. 

The Fuentes are compadres to the Salas, the second family in 

my sample. The Salas1 have always been very poor. Inez Salas, a 

Kroeger Lane resident of many years, now lies dying at the county 

hospital. She delivered many babies before her illiteracy forced her 

to retire through the Arizona Midwife Law of 1952. She was consulted 

in matters of illness and curing for many years following, however, and 

taught one daughter her knowledge. This daughter lives several miles 

away in Barrio Libre, and, not being able to drive, is not available 

to consult in health matters. Inez had eight children survive. I 

know only the children of her third son, Guadalupe Salas, nine in all, 

who have among them fifty children. Three of Guadalupe's daughters 

married the sons of neighbors in Kroeger Lane. These three still live 

here, while the others are very nearby, and visit frequently. 

Guadalupe and his wife, Candelaria, farmed Kroeger Lane. Both 

are now buried at San Xavier Mission, a church on the edge of the 

Papago Indian Reservation near Tucson. "They were Mexican, but they 

always went to San Xavier," explained one of their daughters. There is 

no more farming for the Salas, who, like the Fuentes, are construction 

laborers. 
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The third family, named Terrazas, is that of Carlota Salas's 

second husband. At 61, Francisca Terrazas is the oldest. Her par

ents migrated from Magdalena and she was born in Tucson on Drachman 

Street. Her husband, Ruben, named Valencia Road by San Xavier as his 

birthplace. Married at twelve, Francisca and her husband were 

agricultural laborers. Economically, they are the worst off of the 

four families, as they are supported by welfare. Asthma and heart 

disease caused Ruben to retire from the occupation of making adobes 

which supported the family in the thirty years that they have lived 

in Kroeger Lane. Seven of the thirteen children who survived infancy 

live with them in the two bedroom house,, and four of these are mentally 

retarded men. The others are married, living in Kroeger Lane or 

"within a four mile radius" according to daughter Isabel, a business 

college graduate-. Around the corner is Francisca's comadre, Rebecca 

Fraser, whose paternal great grandfather came from Scotland, and whose 

maternal grandmother was a renowned curer. The ritual kinswoman across 

the street also has a non-Spanish name, Dora Hawkins, from her husband's 

grandfather, a veteran of the American Civil War. 

The final family, the Beltr^ns, is made up of newcomers to 

Kroeger Lane. Trini and Fernando were the first to arrive, two years 

ago, when they heard of the house for sale on the Spanish language 

radio station. Trini was born in Chihuahua but lived with her grand

mother in Nogales, Sonora, because her health was too frail for the life 

of migratory agricultural labor of her parents. Thus, she was able to 
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complete secondary school. Besides being one of the best educated of 

my informants, she also seems to have an inquiring nature and a lively 

intelligence. Her husband, born in Tubac, Arizona and reared in 

Sonora, works in construction labor, the best he can find with two 

years of schooling. Fernando1s sister, Faustina, finished primary 

school in Nogales, met and married her husband who had come up from 

Llano Grande in Jalisco. A carpenter, he has been able to find only 

unskilled labor in Tucson. They rented a house on the edge of Kroeger 

Lane last year. Now they are buying another, and cousins from Nogales 

have moved into their former residence. 

Fernando's mother was in Kroeger Lane seeking medical help for 

her husband at the time that I was first beginning my field work. 

After his death, she returned to Mexico to arrange formal immigration 

for herself and her four unmarried daughters. She is living now in a 

rented house across the street from Fernando and Trini, and she has 

just been joined by another daughter and her family. 

I also visited and interviewed Petra Lopez, respected in years 

past for her knowledge and skill in treating all manner of illness. 

Born in Jalisco, she came to this country after her first husband was 

killed by Carranza's Army in 1918. She has been living in Kroeger Lane 

since she returned from California with a third husband, in 1954. 

Still another with whom I visited frequently is Manuela Romo, wife of 

the brother of Candelaria Salas and comadre of Juana Ramirez. Manuela 

came at eighteen from Sinaloa, illiterate, to find work after her entire 
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family had died of smallpox. Her five children all live in the east 

part of Tucson. 

These brief family biographies typify the stories of most 

upper lower class Mexican American people, not only of Kroeger Lane, 

but also of the rest of Tucson. The women who married into these 

families tell similar stories about their families of orientation. 

Their parents or grandparents came from Sonora; San Felipe, Magdalena, 

Agua Prieta; or further south from Sinaloa and Jalisco. Some were 

reared on American Ranchos--Red Rock, Reddington, Bear Canyon. 

Summary 

The purpose of this chapter has been to provide the rationale 

for the research: why the particular study was undertaken, how the 

investigation was made, and why the particular methodology employed 

was selected. 

Chapter 2 will treat the physical ecology of the neighborhood 

where this study was made. The geographical setting, the history of 

the area and the settlement of Kroeger Lane as a residential area are 

treated. It is then described in relation to other Tucson barrios. 

The appearance of the houses, yards and streets is described and illus

trated with photographs. 

The topic of Chapter 3 is the social environment of women. It 

includes the family structure, the kinship terminology that they employ, 

and an analysis of its components. A hypothetical day in the life of a 

woman is described, as are periodic social events. A consideration of 

how the outside world intrudes via mass media concludes this chapter. 
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The relation of religion and health will be the subject of 

Chapter 4. This will include further social data describing the calen-

drical cycle, ritual kinship, and life crisis ceremonies. There will 

be emphasis on the manda or vow made to a favorite saint in thanksgiving 

for the recovery from a serious illness. 

Chapter 5, nosology, will explicate the women's classification 

of enfermedad or 'illness', with an analysis of the components of 

meaning at five levels of contrast presented. 

Cures and curers will be discussed in Chapter 6. Subtopics to 

be included are a taxonomy of medicine and tabulations of medicines 

that are grown locally, commercial sources of these hierbas, and 

discussions of folk pharmacopoeas. 

Chapter 7 will consider fertility and childbearing. The native 

point of view regarding biological woman and folk concepts of biology will 

be discussed, including childbirth beliefs and practices and family 

limitation. 

In the final section, Chapter 8, I will summarize what this 

study has attempted, and what conclusions may be found in the data. At 

this time, variances in taxonomies will be considered as they relate to 

individual experiences. Then I will proceed to consider what are the 

varieties of theories that occur with my informants and those of other 

writers on the ethnomedicine of Spanish speaking people. Explana

tions will be sought, treating first principles of classification in 

any medicine, both folk and scientific. Finally, it will present 
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specific suggestions to the health practitioners who would serve 

Mexican Americans in Tucson. 



CHAPTER 2 

KROEGER LANE 

The Geographical Setting 

Tucson, Arizona is a city of 262,933 people in Southern Arizona • 

(Census 1970). Located in the Sonoran Desert, it is built on an out-

wash plain, surrounded by block faulted mountains, the characteristic 

terrain for this region (Dunbier 1968:5). Tucson's altitude, 2200 feet 

above sea level, is high for the Sonoran Desert, as are its mountains, 

especially the Santa Catalinas on the north and the Santa Ritas to the 

south. 

The climate of Tucson is marked by extremes. In the rain-

shadow of the Santa Catalina Mountains, the annual precipitation 

averages eleven inches. Rain usually comes in thunderstorms which are 

quick but intense and sometimes give rise to flash- or sheet-floods 

which can fill and overflow the banks of rivers, gully the fields, or 

flood streets as they pass into arroyo beds. Temperatures often reach 

108 degrees during June and July. Although the winters are comparatively 

mild, frost can be expected for fully 115 nights each year. 

The chief source of water comes from groundwater. Tucson has 

only ephemeral streams, that is, streams which flow for only part of 

the year, carrying water during the times of seasonal rains. Kroeger 

Lane is located immediately to the east of one of these streams, the 

27 
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Santa Cruz, and has been farmed from prehistoric times until the 

present (Dobyns n.d.). 

To understand the Mexican American settlement of Tucson, one 

needs to consider the history of the entire area. Tucson is located in 

that part of North America designated by Kirchhoff (1952:533) as the 

Greater Southwest, which includes Central, Southern and Baja California, 

the Great Basin, Arizona, New Mexico, Southern Coastal Texas, and 

Northern Mexico south to the Sinaloa and Panuco Rivers. The relation 

of this region to Mesoamerica is problematic for prehistoric times 

(Haury 1962). Aztec legends tell of their northern origins, and there 

are archeological evidences of trade links with the central Valley of 

Mexico (Di Peso 1966). At the time of the Aztec empire, the Greater 

Southwest had limited participation in Aztec culture. After Cortez, it 

was explored by various conquistadores, although none visited the 

region of Tucson itself, so far as we know. 

This region continued to experience a development that was differ

ent from that of the rest of Mesoamerica in historic times, influenced 

by a set of unique ecological characteristics. The chief environmental 

factors were the aridity and heat of the great Sonoran Desert, which 

restricted agriculture based on primitive technology. With limited 

agriculture, the land was available for Spanish-introduced animals. 

Another major factor was the presence of mineral resources which could 

be exploited only with the aid of a large, imported labor force. A 

third consideration was the inhibiting presence of nomadic, predatory 

Indians. Let us consider these factors in greater detail. 
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Northwest Mexico, at the time of the Conquest, was populated by F  

more than fifty different groups of Indians, ranging from strongly 

integrated pueblos to dispersed rancherias (Spicer 1964b; 4). The Span

iards introduced livestock and horses, zealously searched for gold and 

silver, and opened mines wherever possible. The Crown encouraged 

missionary priests to congregate the dispersed Indians into villages. 

These new ways of exploiting the land had profound cultural effects, 

resulting in the development of a number of distinct life styles. One 

group of Indians, the Western and Chiricahua Apache, were made mobile 

by Spanish horses and raided other peoples. Other Indians became 

enclaved in special Indian communities, like the Yaqui and Mayo. Most 

of the land came to be inhabited by a new group of people with entirely 

new adaptations. They were the Nortenos, as people in northwest Mexico 

call themselves, who are considered (see Spicer 19641^ quite distinct 

from other Mexicans. They were distinguished, not only by their life 

styles as discussed above, but also physically. In northwest Mexico, 

Spaniards intermarried with the local population to a greater extent 

than elsewhere (Spicer 1962). Ultimately blood group distribution in 

Sonora has come to resemble the blood group distribution of Europeans in 

Spain more than that of other parts of mestizo Mexico (Esteva-Fabregat 

1964:323-5). This change suggests either a "hybrid vigor" or, more 

likely that there was cultural selection for Spanish genes. The 

cultural disappearance of large groups of Indians like the 6pata by 

"voluntary amalgamation" (Hrdlicka 1904, Hinton 1959) also contributes 

to Sonora1s unique population. 
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Historical Background of Tucson 

The first European to explore the land on which Tucson was 

founded seems to have been the German Jesuit missionary, Eusebio 

Francisco Kino. By 1700 he had begun to build a mission at Bac, a 

village nine miles from the center of present day Tucson and approxi

mately six from Kroeger Lane. Tucson's founding is given traditionally 

as 1776 (Officer 1964:43), when the Spanish presidio, established to 

protect settlers from the Apache, was transferred from Tubac. When 

Mexico achieved independence from Spain in 1821, the presidio then 

became officially Mexican. 

First aboriginal, then Spanish, then Mexican, Tucson finally 

became American. This event took place in 1856, two years after the 

Gadsden Purchase, which assigned 45,000 square miles of Mexican terri

tory to the United States, was concluded in Mesilla, New Mexico. At 

this time, Tucson was a settlement completely walled by adobes eighteen 

inches thick and raised to twelve feet, according to Lockwood (1943:1-5). 

The settlement was adjacent to 

. . . the fertile valley watered by the Santa Cruz River, a 
small stream which rises ten miles northeast of the town of 
Santa Cruz, whence it flows south to that place. It then 
takes a westerly direction for about ten miles, after which 
it flows northward through Tubac and Tucson, and soon becomes 
lost in the desert (Bartlett 1854:326). 

The land directly to the south and west (the site of Kroeger Lane) was 

further described as highly cultivated, watered by irrigating ditches, 

which 

. . . were marked by rows of willows and cottonwood, and the 
whole landscape was very agreeable to the eye. Grain, beans, 
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peas, chili, squash, pumpkins, and watermelons were 
produced in large quantities when the Apaches could be 
kept axjay; and as to fruit, there were quinces, pears, 
peaches, currants, apricots, and pomegranates (Lockwood 
1943:4-5). 

At the time of the Gadsden Purchase, the Mexican population in 

Tucson was composed chiefly of common soldiers and their families, 300 

according to the official surveyer, Bartlett. The growth of the city 

since that time has been the result of factors on both sides of the 

border. Americans came with the expansion of the west—railroads, 

mines, ranches and farms. Dunbier (1968:289) says of the Southwest 

"Its first Anglo-American settlements coincided with a dynamic expansion 

of the national economy, and its first settlers represented a relatively 

homogeneous phalanx of youthful and technologically oriented people with 

a Northern European background." The Mexican immigration was a response 

to the need for labor for these enterprises, especially when they coin

cided with economic depression in Mexico. The same kinds of development 

and population shift were occurring on both sides of the border, but 

they contrasted in degree and intensity for various economic and 

historical reasons, and they occurred at different times on each side. 

The settlement of Kroeger Lane may be seen as a microcosm of 

the general response to these economic fluctuations and also to revolu

tion in Mexico and political alterations in the United States. The 

period of greatest Mexican immigration to the Tucson area occurred 

between 1870 and 1880 (Officer 1964:50). Many of the Mexicans did not 

come to the city, but rather to mining towns, ranches and farms where 



they could be employed. Many mining towns were founded during this 

decade. Some Civil War veterans came to Arizona and began to raise 

cattle or establish farms. They also married Mexican women. Most of 

my informants trace their families to one of these kinds of beginnings 

in Southern Arizona. Some families went back and forth to Mexico. For 

example, Josd Fuentes left Tubutama, Sonora, for work in California. 

There he met and married Maria. They returned to Mexico, where she was 

a school teacher and he was a prosperous farmer. Their son, Abelardo, 

was born in 1885, and was followed thereafter by twelve others. The 

Mexican Revolution that began officially in 1910 was already touching 

the lives of many of the people of Sonora, home of several important 

revolutionary leaders. Josd and Maria returned in 1908 to Tucson, 

leaving all their possessions behind them. 

Settlement of Kroeger Lane 

The area which is now Kroeger Lane began to be developed 

shortly after the signing of the Gadsden Purchase. Once the site for 

a Franciscan visita (see Chapter 4), most of the land seems to have been 

farmed by irrigation. In 1857, two brothers named Rowlett built a dam 

on the Santa Cruz River near the base of Sentinel Peak, now called "A" 

Mountain. Built to power a mill, the dam resulted in the creation of 

Silver Lake. The mill was fired by Union soldiers on July 15, 1861, 

in order to prevent its falling into the hands of the Confederate Army. 

In 1864, it was rebuilt and operated by James Lee, who also farmed the 

surrounding area. The farm employed Mexicans, Indians, and Chinese 

who had their homes near Silver Lake, in areas that include what is today 
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Kroeger Lane. One informant learned from his grandfather (a native of 

Liverpool who had participated in the Civil War) that Silver Lake was 

used not only to power the flour mill and water farms, but was also 

a "pastime park," a site for commercial amusement. The land north of 

the lake became a mile horse race track, and by 1881 had bathhouses for 

swimmers and sailing boats, together with a hotel which became Tucson's 

first roadhouse and nightclub (Lockwood 1943). 

The change of the land to its present condition, to be described 

below, involves a familiar story of forest removal and overgrazing. 

There were severe floods in 1886 and 1890. The heavy rains of summer 

would rush in torrents, filling the bed of the Santa Cruz, cutting its 

banks ever wider, and washing away the alluvial soils at its edges. 

Farms, homes, gardens and irrigation ditches were swept away in periodic 

floods. The river bed widened and deepened until its flow disappeared 

underground. Silver Lake was gone. 

From the turn of the century until World War I, the cultivation 

of the land was undertaken by large concerns. The east side of the 

Santa Cruz was farmed by the Chinese and Japanese tenants of a German 

man named Hess, according to Alberto Ormsby, the man who was zanjero or 

ditch-master for fifty years. On the west side of the Santa Cruz, farm

ing was done by Tucson Farms, whose enterprise stretched from Flowing 

Wells, five miles north, to Continental, twenty miles south, and was 

owned by a British Major Nichols. The west side also served as location 

for the brick works of Abelardo Fuentes. 



Abelardo Fuentes, as noted on page 32, had returned to the 

United States from Tubatama, together with his mother and father. The 

family lived first at the base of Sentinel Mountain. Here were born all 

of the Fuentes children. When the Chinese truck farmers left, Fuentes 

purchased the east parcel, some of which is still occupied by his 

children and their families. This land edged the street which gives 

the barrio its name, Kroeger Lane, after a physician who lived in the 

neighborhood for many years and whose house still stands near the 

northern limits of the barrio. 

Hess, whose land was immediately to the south of Fuentes'j sold 

most to a Mr. Hayhurst in 1920 when a wave of xenophobia forced out 

his Oriental tenants. During the depression, Hayhurst sold this 

property to several of my informants, or their fathers, for $10 down 

and $10 per month. Some of the other buyers lost what they had bought, 

the land reverting to Mr. Hayhurst's son, a physician who died in 1957. 

The renewal of farming in this area seems to have been sparked 

by the depression. Fuentes lost his brickworks and began to pump 

water, which required digging to a depth of only seventy-five feet at 

that time. Everyone speaks of the onions, squash, spinach and beans 

that grew, and credits this diet with their "good health." 

The end of farming in Kroeger Lane has been due to the continued 

effects of the erosive conditions of the previous century. The water 

table dropped, and pipe depths of two hundred feet could not reach it. 

Men who were part-time farmers now put all their time on wage-paying 

jobs, stoking boilers for the electric company, building roads, or 
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landscaping a growing land grant college nearby, the University of 

Arizona. 

The women continued to raise rabbits and chickens, which 

during World War II expanded the diet limited by Governmental food 

rationing. They also took jobs as cooks or housemaids for wealthy 

families who lived nearby, or for the university. 

Some of the men participated in World War II. Others served in 

the Korean conflict. They returned to Kroeger Lane, taking jobs mostly 

in the construction trades which played a major role in changing Tucson 

from a small city with a population of 43,000 to one of over 300,000 in 

less than two decades. Among the projects that men from Kroeger Lane 

engaged in was the construction of a freeway that separated their land 

from the rest of their neighborhood /Barrio El Hoyo/, their church, 

schools and stores. 

Since World War II, some people have moved into Kroeger Lane, 

and others have moved away. As in other times, this migration has been 

the result of economic fluctuations on both sides of the Mexico-United 

States border. Mexico has been expanding, especially in the northwest 

(Cdmara Barbachano 1964), the usual source of immigration to Arizona. 

Some of these Mexicans have moved up from Mexico into Kroeger Lane, to 

better their economic conditions. At the same time, some prosperous 

residents of Kroeger Lane have left it for the eastern subdivisions of 

Tucson. 
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Alternative Medical Systems in Kroeger Lane 

Throughout this period, several medical systems were utilized 

in Kroeger Lane. For most illnesses and injuries, each housewife knew 

enough to treat family members. Each knew where certain herbs could be 

harvested. Two women of Kroeger Lane, who died in the 1950's at the 

astonishing ages of 115 and 112 years, had continued to advise their 

children about "proper" diet and activity throughout their lives. 

Women who arrived in Kroeger Lane recently also reported that their 

mothers or grandmothers were knowledgeable about cures and curing. 

Some women were specialists who delivered babies, parteras. 

Many of these women had left Mexico during periods of revolution and 

are referred to as "las senoras de la revolucidn." The partera 

delivered all of the babies who were born during the first quarter of 

the twentieth century, and most of those born during the second quarter 

in Kroeger Lane. 

In the 1930's, several medical doctors were seeing patients from 

Kroeger Lane, especially the doctors Kroeger, and also Dr. Allen. Dr. 

Allen employed several Mexican parteras, including Inez Soto, graduated 

by St. Mary's School of Nursing in 1915 and retired in 1971. Dr. Del-

bert Hess and Dr. Darrold Hayhurst were two other medical doctors who 

practiced in Kroeger Lane, and who employed Mexican women as assistants. 

In 1936 the Pima County Hospital was built one and one-half 

miles from Kroeger Lane. All informants have been treated in this insti

tution at times in their lives when indigency made them eligible. The 
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county also established a very small health department nearby, with 

only Anglo employees for many years. The health department has often 

had public health officials who had previously served as protestant 

missionaries. These doctors were benevolent patrons of the people who 

required public health services. 

So both in private and public medical care, the official prac

titioner was an Anglo doctor, with nursing and auxiliary help 

frequently recruited from the Mexican community. The result was two 

parallel medical systems, the scientific but often old-fashioned medi

cine of the Anglo doctor (for the young and intensively trained 

physicians set up practice in the eastern subdivisions of the city), 

and the ethnomedicine of the Mexican women. 

After World War II, when Tucson began its spectacular growth, 

many scientifically advanced physicians began to practice in the city. 

All the old doctors had died or retired. The Midwifery Practice Act 

of 1953, which required literacy in English or Spanish, put many 

parteras out of work. Most women began to deliver their babies at St. 

Mary's Hospital. Their children attended public schools, where they 

saw school doctors and nurses and took courses in "Health." 

The presence of other health systems has been noted by the 

Mexican Americans. The main source of medicinal herbs for years were 

the Chinese grocery stores which were usually located in the barrios. 

The movement of a large population of black laborers into Tucson brought 

spiritualism and cures associated with clandestine attendance of 



Mexican Americans at Voo-Doo temples. There has alto been a long 

association with indigenous people of "Arid North America", especially 

Pima-Papago Indians, and migrant Yaquis and Mayos from Sonora. Indians 

have the reputation in Kroeger Lane of knowing the most effective 

folk cures. 

Kroeger Lane Today 

Kroeger Lane is a residential subdivision of the City of Tucson. 

It is cut off from the rest of the city by the freeway on the east and 

the Santa Cruz River on the west (see Figure 1). On the north, the 

streets end in garbage dumps and arroyo beds together with some giant 

trees which frequently shelter vagrants. Kroeger Lane may be entered 

directly from Twenty-second Street, which passes under the freeway to 

connect the old barrio of El Hoyo, of which it was a part prior to the 

construction of that freeway. Kroeger Lane is the name of a dirt road 

that runs parallel to the freeway in the northern portion of the barrio. 

After about one fourth of a mile, the road bends to the west where it 

runs into Santa Cruz Lane. The latter road was named by officials of 

Pima County when the land was haphazardly subdivided in 1925. A 

Tucson map shows about a dozen official streets. There are other 

streets, but they are undeeded, unpaved and unserviced. On the southern 

border of the barrio is Silver Lake Road, fronted by auto wreckers and 

grain markets. 

Kroeger Lane is one of the older settled parts of Tucson. 

However, until recently, it was known by few. The various documents 
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and studies of Tucson have not cited a barrio called Kroeger Lane. 

Getty (1949:183) observed that in the course of his study, "Kroeger 

Lane was mentioned only by (one informant). The short road known as 

Kroeger Lane in 1946 had 16 homes, nine of which were occupied by 

Mexicans. The author has no data concerning the rest of the area." 

Neither Barker (1947) nor Officer (1964) , speak of an area by such a 

name. Yet, if one asks any city or county official about Kroeger Lane, 

he immediately calls to mind a specific area which is the northern 

limit of census tract 25, ethnically homogeneous in population and 

considered as much a social unit as any other barrio. As a named 

neighborhood, Kroeger Lane has come to prominence only since it became 

an administrative unit of the Community Development Program of Tucson. 

Kroeger Lane is a well-circumscribed area inhabited by people who 

interact daily and who are related to other residents consanguinally, 

affinally, or ritually—it is a barrio. 

Social Characteristics of Kroeger Lane 

One may judge how well Kroeger Lane represents Mexican American 

residential areas in Tucson by referring to recent studies made for 

various federal programs. Among them are Section 405 of the Housing 

Act of 1959, as amended, or Urban Renewal (Greenleigh and Associates 

July 1969a). The Model Cities Program, which is here called the Commu

nity Development Program of Tucson (Greenleigh and Associates October 

1969b) is a second, and finally a survey by National Educational 

Television (Eiselein 1970). 
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According to these studies, Kroeger Lane is almost entirely 

Mexican American in ethnic composition. There are some two hundred 

households, principally occupied by nuclear families, living in their 

own "highly overcrowded" homes. /Greenleigh and Associates consider a 

house as overcrowded if the number of persons in each household exceeds 

the number of rooms (October 1969:11)^/ Of the heads of households, 

72.3 percent have less than nine years of school. Over 11 percent of 

the households are entirely dependent upon public assistance. Unem

ployment is 12.5 percent. Of all Model City neighborhoods, it is 

highest in the number of families with relatives in the neighborhood, 

and lowest in prevalence of social problems. It has the highest number 

of houses in poor condition and the largest number of privies (see 

Figure 2). 

Using these data, it is tempting to contribute to what Moore 

(1966) describes as "romantic anthropological nonsense about a poor 

and proud people." The residents of Kroeger Lane appear to do the best 

possible without much help (perhaps because they lack effective leader

ship to participate in the institutions of the dominant society) and 

have few of the advantages of prime location within the limits of a 

prosperous American city. Moore (1966:41) points out that "the device 

of 'special' improvement districts is often used to shift the burden of 

public services to the impoverished landowners." Such is the case in-

Tucson. 

Kroeger Lane has also been affected by the expansion of the 

city to the east. When the usually dry river runs, it becomes a menace. 
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Figure 2. Privy 



This change began about twenty years ago when the City of Tucson made a 

land fill on the other side of the river at the base of Sentinel Peak. 

There, forty acres of soil and garbage were dumped, filling the river 

bed, so that now with every new flood, new-banks are formed, diverting 

the river further into Kroeger Lane. With each flood, the soil by the 

river banks is further washed away, and houses that were once distant 

now stand dangerously close to the edge of the river or its arroyos 

(see Figures 3 and 4). 

One informant has urged that the city be sued for the effects 

of this practice. "No puedo" is what other landowners in Kroeger Lane 

say. "It could be stopped," my informant feels, "no Anglo would stand 

for such a thing. We are in a dry phase now, with little rain, but 

there will be a change back to more rain and then there will be more 

damage." 

Kroeger Lane is thus a unique barrio in Tucson, but in certain 

important ways it may be considered a representative Mexican American 

community. Its isolation is not unique--freeways make barriers all 

over the Southwest. It has suffered official neglect from the dominant 

society, as have other Mexican American areas. Its settlement has been 

stable for several decades, with most families living in their own 

homes. The people are poor, but they are not starving. Neither physi

cally nor psychologically are they slum dwellers. What does their 

environment look like ? It looks like northwest Mexico. There is visual 

continuity between their ancestral lands and their present residence for 



Figure 3. Garbage dumping has diverted the river. 

Figure 4. After a rain, there is flooding. 



the Mexican American. The design of the houses, their furnishings and 

their orientation on the streets; the flowers and trees that grow on 

the land; the animals that are corralled outside; one might be in a 

Sonoran village. The boundary of the Gadsden Purchase is only a 

political border. 

The House 

As Officer (1964) has noted, home ownership is generally high 

among Mexican Americans in Tucson, and the studies cited above indi

cate that Kroeger Lane has an especially high rate. Of the four 

families in our sample, only Candelaria Beltr^n, officially an emigrant 

from Mexico since September 1970, rents her dwelling. 

The Fuentes literally built their own homes. "We even made the 

adobes ourselves," recounts Carmen. Since most of the men are employed 

in the building trades, they are able to make additions and repairs to 

their houses. Fernando Beltrdn solicited the help of two friends at 

Easter and together they poured a concrete floor for a new back porch. 

Although such work parties are common, most of the houses are dilapi

dated and in need of paint. 

Most of the houses are quite small, but since they rest on sites 

that range from one quarter of an acre to several acres in size, the 

residential area appears spacious. There are many vacant lots. New 

houses are constructed from cinder block rather than mud adobe. 

Typically, the house is set at right angles on the lot, with the interi

or divided into four rooms. The living room is in front and to the 

right, the kitchen directly behind it. The bedrooms are to the left, 
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front and rear. If there is an indoor bathroom, it is located parallel 

with the kitchen, on the bedroom side of the house. 

The living room is dominated by a large television set, usually 

black and white, but color in one third of the houses (Eiselein 1970). 

There is also a living room juego or 'suite' of couch and chairs. The 

coffee table holds nick-nacks, hand-crocheted doilie^ and usually an 

ornate ash tray. The walls are decorated with religious pictures, 

wedding and restored family photographs, and occasionally examples of 

the children's art work from school. There are always flower pots 

which contain artificial flowers made of plastic. The family altar is 

usually in the living room, a niche with plaster statues or busts of 

saints, or perhaps pictures with votive candles burning in front of 

them. The floor is made of concrete which is often covered with lin

oleum. The most prosperous families have asbestos or vinyl tile, 

which they installed themselves. The windows are usually screened, and 

always have heavy blinds, either roll or slatted, in addition to 

flowered drapes made of plastic or cotton fabric. They are usually 

drawn so that the rooms are kept quite dark. If fresh air is desired, 

a door is left open. 

A small gas heater, resting on the floor against the outside 

wall, serves to keep the whole house warm. All the houses have some 

kind of evaporative cooler, too, installed in a window or on the roof. 

The kitchen is generally the largest room in the house. All 

have running water, porcelain sinks, and most have a gas stove and a 
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functioning refrigerator. Francisca's house, by far the most dilapi

dated, has only a wood-burning stove, which keeps the house warm in 

winter. Unfortunately, it serves to make cooking intolerable in the 

summer. At this time of year, she, as well as women with gas stoves, 

prefer to cook out-of-doors. 

Ideally, there is one bedroom for the parents, furnished with 

double bed and dresser, and one bedroom for the boys, another for the 

girls, each with a separate bed for every child. Actually, the ideal 

is never attained in this area of "high overcrowding." Often the 

living room must be converted into a bedroom at night when folding cots 

and sofas are utilized in every room for sleeping. 

Because the houses are so small, many activities are performed 

outside. The children play outside most of the day. They especially 

like to go to Trini's house, because she has an old swing set with two 

functioning swings. Several families have ramadas, areas where the 

packed dirt is swept clear and there is a roof of palm fronds. Here it 

is safe to play--elsewhere there is broken glass, pop-tops of beverage 

cans, and the fecal waste of dogs and other animals. Outside, too, the 

women wash clothes, hang them to dry and bake tortillas. 

Next to many of the houses there are nichitos, small shrines of 

rock and concrete which shelter a representation of a favorite saint. 

One may also commonly see a cross of sauz (Salix gooddingii) leaves 

nailed to the side of the house (see Figures 5 and 6). 

Each of the homes has at least a patch of garden. Here the women 

grow matas, plants, both as condiments and as medicines, such as oregano, 



Figure 5. Shrine of St. Jude. 

•, 

Figure 6. Shrine of the Holy Family. 
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cilantro, romero, ruda, chilis or other vegetables, and flowers. 

Gardening is both men's and women's work. The extent of gardening is 

limited by the cost of water. Most of the trees owe their life to 

their size--their roots can tap underground sources. The piocha or 

chinaberry /Melia azedarach/ and pina or tamarisk /Tamarix aphylla/ 

are everywhere (see Figure 7). 

Along the dirt roads, the arroyo beds, and the banks and dry 

bottom of the Rio Santa Cruz, there is a prodigious stand of growth. 

Many of the plants are highly undesirable as allergens, by standards 

of western medicine, although they are used medicinally be the resi

dents of Kroeger Lane, particularly chicura, or ragweed, Ambrosia 

ambrocoides, and hierba del burro, burro brush, Hymenoclea sp. Other 

plants are known to students of Southwestern flora as mallow (Malva 

rotundifolia), jimson weed (Datura sp.), and tansy mustard (Descurainia 

pinnata), and to Kroeger Lane women as malva, toloache, and pamita. 

Spurge, (Euphorbia maculata), dreaded invader of suburban lawns, is 

here the useful cure, golondrina. /Specimens were identified under the 

direction of Dr. Charles Mason, curator of the University of Arizona 

herbarium/. 

Some of Kroeger Lane's flora exists only in the memories of 

long time residents. The women who remember Kroeger Lane as it was 

thirty years ago recall gathering many different plants. There was a 

large variety of greens that no longer appear today, victims of drought. 

The desert yielded three kinds of 'spinach,' patatas (Monolepsis nut-

talliana), choales, and quelites (Amaranthus palmeri), and chinitas 



Figure 7. A mature tamarisk shades the animals. 



(Sonchus asper), a kind of dandelion. Vergolabas (probably Portulaca 

oleracca) grew in the sand when it was damp. Today it is necessary 

to venture far into the desert to find tunas, the fruit of the prickly 

pear (both Echinerosereus and Opuntia tuna). Pechitas, mesquite beans 

(Prosopis chilensis), used to be sweet, but they are very dry now, and 

can't be eaten, according to my informants. Even the fruit of the 

saguaro (Carnegiea gigantea) is no longer as sweet as it once was. The 

fruits were formerly used for syrups and jellies, but the women no 

longer make them. They also used to make atole (thin corn pudding) from 

the pechita and also from the fruit of the tapiro (Sambucus mexicana). 

Atoles are still made, but the flavorings must come from the grocery 

store. These changes in botanical configuration are viewed with alarm 

for future health. 

Today, in the spring, the blossoms and green leaves give a fresh 

look to Kroeger Lane (see Figure 8). If there is no rain (and usually 

the rain is restricted in winter to late January and early February) 

everything is .dry and dusty by June. According to Tucson folklore, the 

summer rains begin on June 23, San Juan's Day. By July, the hottest 

month, the rains do begin, and August is sometimes humid by desert stan

dards . 

Insects are a nuisance in Kroeger Lane. Because of the cows, 

horses, pigs, and goats that are corralled near the houses, and the 

chickens and turkeys that roam in the yards, there are always clouds of 

flies. These flies are seen as carriers of disease by women who don't 

own livestock. Stagnant water in the arroyo beds and the bottom of the 



Figure 8. Springtime in Kroeger Lane. 
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Rio Santa Cruz provides a breeding ground for mosquitoes, known to be 

disease carriers by all. Cockroaches may be seen in the houses, and 

since everyone owns a dog, one may see ticks along the walls. Hay 

racks shelter field mice which during cold winter nights may run into 

the house. 

The greatest problem, according to women living in Kroeger Lane, 

is dust. "You clean your house and then a car drives by and your work 

is ruined. We all cough and sneeze from the dirt and dust" (see Figure 9). 

At night, Kroeger Lane is almost silent. People who rise 

before dawn retire early. The sky glows in the distance from head

lights of cars on the freeway. There are no street lights. Few people 

walk the lanes, for each will awaken the large dogs that most house

holders have chained in their yards. There is no noise from cats since 

few have cats as pets. No one identifies cats as dangerous to health, 

just simply "not liked." Foster (1953a£09) finds that a gata parida 

(cat which has just given birth) is considered a dangerous source of 

pathogenic air in Galicia, Spain. On the other hand, caged birds are 

common. Parrots, parakeets, and lovebirds are brought (illegally) 

from Mexico. The women know that these birds have been condemned by 

western medicine, but they don't believe that birds could be harmful 

(see Figure 10). 

The Ecology of Kroeger Lane 

What does a summary of the history and geography of Kroeger 

Lane have to do with a medical culture? We have modeled our concept of 



Figure 9. A passing car stirs dust on Santa Cruz Lane. 

Figure 10. A retired curer and one of her five birds. 
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culture on that of Goodenough (1957, 1963), who defines culture as the 

knowledge that is used to organize behavior. This "knowledge" comes 

through several avenues. One is historical. We have stated that some 

of the content of Kroeger Lane ethnomedicine comes from the culture of 

northwest Mexico, from the combination of medical ideologies of speci

fic Indian groups like the 6pata and Pima, of Mediterranean Europeans, 

and of mestizo Mexicans. 

Scientists of western medicine commonly consider the biological 

ecology of an area when they make epidemiological studies. We maintain 

that all human cognitive processes are similar. If so, it appears 

likely that not only scientific but also ethnomedical knowledge could 

be affected by the physiographic properties of an area. What are the 

ecological characteristics of Kroeger Lane which are relevant to the 

development of a cultural theory of the cause, prevention and pathologi

cal processes of illness? Certain items in this physical environment 

signal the woman's attention. Some aspects of her surroundings are seen 

as promoting health, while other factors are seen as potentially patho

genic . 

For example, dust, heat or dryness should evoke biological 

reactions that are different from responses to snow, cold, or humidity. 

Women who have to cope with such biological responses could develop 

ideas about the cause of these reactions. So women were asked for the 

specific characteristics of un barrio saludable, 'a healthy barrio,1 

and how Kroeger Lane measured up to their ideal. The consensus was 
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that the area was by and large a healthy one. It was considered healthy 

because the air is clean, not laden with smog as in a big city, where 

their eyes would burn and they would be afflicted with coughs. How

ever, the diseases that the women enumerated most frequently (see 

Chapter 5 for a full discussion) were allergies and colds. These 

conditions resulted from Kroeger Lane's ever-present dust and also 

"came from" various plants and trees, as well as from the contrasts of 

summer's sudden rain and winter's frost. The women also felt that the 

nearness of the river was potentially dangerous for health. 

In praising their neighborhood, several women mentioned social 

characteristics. "A good barrio is one where there are neighbors who 

help you and don't spread stories." The quietness of the barrio, due 

to the absence of teenagers with cars was cited, also the low incidence 

of drug abuse which informants credited to "the strict Mexican family." 

The social influences on ethnomedicine will, therefore, be the topic 

of the following chapter. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE WOMEN OF KROEGER LANE 

In speaking of a culture /page 10/, we have used Goodenough's 

(1967:1203) definition, "a unique cognitive organization of phenomena." 

These phenomena, the property of a culture, are located in a specific 

physical or social environment. In the previous chapter, we described 

the physical environment in which Kroeger Lane's ethnomedicine developed. 

The following will be a discussion of the social milieu wherein the 

woman of Kroeger Lane obtains the experience that directs her ethno-

medical behavior. We will show that there is not only physical but 

also social continuity to life on both sides of the United States/ 

Mexican border. 

First we will consider the cultural ordering of a woman's 

relations with other members of her society. We will begin with her 

household, where she lives and who lives with her. We will describe 

that social unit which she calls la familia, stressing it for two 

reasons. First, the social identity of the Mexican American woman is 

defined primarily through her family relationships. Second, and more 

important to this dissertation, family members are the people whose 

states of "health" and "illness" concern her. The relevancy to Kroeger 

Lane of models developed by other students of the Mexican American family 

will also be considered. 

57 
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Since kinship statuses are labeled by special terms, I will 

discuss these terms and the attributes of the statuses to which the 

terms apply. Kinship terminology will be followed by a discussion of 

the use of language by the women of Kroeger Lane--ethnomedical concepts 

are communicated with Spanish and English words. 

Discussion will next turn to the visible regularities of life in 

Kroeger Lane. Women see the mundane activities of life as influences on 

conditions of "health" or "illness." Accordingly, how women cook and 

clean, work, spend their money and play affect their concepts of ill

ness. Finally, women's relationships with the dominant society affect 

whom will be consulted when there is illness. The chapter will there

fore be completed by a discussion of women's life outside of Kroeger 

Lane, and the integrating functions of mass media. 

The Household 

Gonzalez (1969:59-63) reports that those who write about Span

ish speaking people consistently stress the primary significance of 

kinship in the social structure. In many ethnographies, the writers 

(Rubel 1966:55-101, Foster 1967:55-86, Clark 1959:118-162, Madsen 

1964:44-58, Lewis 1960:54-69) devote entire chapters to the topic of 

"the family." The ideal family that is described is a nuclear family, 

father, mother and their children, which is often extended to include 

the husband's parents. Family relationships are organized on the 

principles of male dominance and respect for one's elders (Rubel 1966: 

59). Divorce is unacceptable for social and religious reasons. 



Kroeger Lane women recognize the existence of such standards, but their 

behavior departs from the ideal, as I will discuss below. 

Although many ethnographers (see Edmonson 1968:28) apply the 

term "la familia" to the kindred, in Kroeger Lane this word more common

ly refers to the nuclear family, todo un conjunto, or the occupants of 

a household. The conjugal family, familia carnal, ('blood family1), 

is made up also of otros parientes, 'other relatives' or parentesco 

lejano, 'remote kin' like uncles, grandparents and cousins. There is 

also a familia politica, 'in-laws.' Any one of these parientes may 

live in a household, and if so, are likely to be considered part of 

la familia. Once individuals leave in order to establish their own 

households, they may be considered as having other families. In Kroeger 

Lane, residence is an important criterion for assigning family member

ship. And a woman is responsible for the health of family members. 

Nuclear families live neolocally, although immediately after 

marriage a new couple may live with the wife's or husband's family for 

a time, with the wife returning to her mother's home to convalesce 

after childbirth. The new household may be located close to the 

husband's family. Four generations of Fuentes live on nine adjoining 

parcels of land, forming what Weaver (quoted in Vincent 1966:39) calls 

a "patrifilial household cluster." This term refers to two or more 

contiguous households among which there are agnatic kinship linkages. 

Other Kroeger Lane couples have located near the homes of the bride's 

family of origin. Still others, who have chosen their mates within 

the barrio, continue to live near both sets of parents. 
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Some women live near their parents (uxorilocal), others, near 

their husband's parents (virilocal), and still others near both. 

N = virilocal uxorilocal ambilocal 
3 10 5 

Generalizations about residence cannot be made because there was no 

effort to obtain a random sample. Moreover, a. comprehensive study of 

residence in this barrio is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

However, one is impressed by the varieties in composition that are 

presented by the 27 households of the four families considered. In 

four households, there are two adult generations, elderly parents and 

their unmarried children. One of these households consists of an elder

ly widowed woman, two sons who are dependent upon public assistance, 

a divorced daughter and one of her sons. In another, an adult son is 

employed, but has not yet married. Two informants are widows who live 

alone. A third widow lives alone in a tiny house between the houses of 

her brother and that of her second husband's sister. Another widow 

(aged 78) shares her large house with a man en una relacion sagrada—no 

es mi marido en ninguna forma. Another household consists of two women 

cousins who had been reared together as children. Of the younger infor

mants, one household consists of man, wife, children, and a son of the 

wife's unmarried sister. In all homes there may have been a temporary 

co-occupation by more than one nuclear family. None was a permanent 

compound conjugal household (Goodenough 1963:498-499), one in which 

there was more than one nuclear family. However, in Kroeger Lane, the 

household is commonly made up of man, wife, and children. 
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In the extended family, theoretically, the eldest male is the 

seat of authority. But when Abelardo Fuentes died, "Julia is now at 

the head of the family. Isidro didn't want it. He couldn't drive a 

car. And he didn't understand (official) papers." 

Within the household, the man is supposed to be the authority, 

but again, Kroeger Lane departs from the standard. In the Terrazas 

family, Inez is the authority, because although her husband is still 

in the home, Ruben and Inez are legally divorced. Younger wives give 

the impression that they have to consult their husbands for every 

decision. But they have also demonstrated that they have the option 

of making decisions first, and then asking for approval. In certain 

areas such as matters of health, the man is likely to defer to his 

wife's specialized knowledge. On the other hand, many women will ex

plain, "My husband won't let me," to outsiders' suggestions that she go 

to a doctor, practice birth control, make certain purchases, and so 

forth. This explanation has cultural sanction, and is taken advantage 

of accordingly. 

Marriage Relations 

In Kroeger Lane, marriage is a desirable condition and is 

entered early. This is so in part because a woman's social status is 

assigned primarily through her husband. She has no real social role 

without husband and children. Also, sexual intercourse is allowed 

culturally only to married people. Several informants married while 

they were still fifteen, one at twelve and only one as "late" as 



twenty-five. None had a marriage that was arranged by parents, not 

even the oldest. If a marriage ended by death or divorce in early 

years, remarriage occurred promptly, sometimes within a few weeks. 

More than a third of my sample had had more than one husband. The 

very young marriages tended to be unhappy ones. A bride of fifteen 

recounted later, "It was my mother-in-law. She worked me from morn

ing to night like a slave, and took my husband's paycheck, too. She 

wouldn't let me see my mother. One day I put my things in a pillow 

slip and ran home." Another, not yet sixteen said, "My husband was 

terrible. He was always jealous. Sometimes I would go out to buy 

something for the children and my mother-in-law across the street would 

tell him I was gone all day. Then he would lock me out in the cold." 

Several admitted to a marriage that was forced by pregnancy, and one 

gave birth out of wedlock. This event was strongly criticized by the 

community, especially by two women who were married before their first 

babies were born, and has caused a permanent rupture in family 

relations. Officer (1964:95-96) states that informal liasons were 

common and that there was a high incidence of illegitimacy in the 

Mexican colonia. My data do not contradict his, but I would emphasize 

that such sexual behavior is not condoned in Kroeger Lane. 

In stable families, the relation between husband and wife seems 

to be somewhere between the egalitarian ideal of middle class Anglo 

society and the segregated role relationships that Rainwater (1965) 

has found characteristic of lower class American populations. 
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Two models of marriage relationships have been applied to lower 

class Mexican Americans. One is the type abstracted from peasant liter

ature. Tharp, Meadow, Lennhoff and Satterfield (1968) studied changes 

in marriage roles in Tucson, using a questionnaire and random sampling 

techniques. The Tharp and others study (page 405) summarizes the 

literature on traditional marriage role structure as follows. 

There is a rigid division of labor with responsibility for 
various tasks being delegated in role-differentiated ways. 
Masculine dominance is central to the family; the wife is 
expected to respect, obey and serve her husband without 
question. One would expect to find strict authority values 
governing parent-child relationships. There is little stress 
on the importance of shared interests and joint activities. 
Although great emphasis is placed on premarital chastity and 
marital fidelity for the woman, satisfactory sexual relation
ships are not considered essential. Spouses tend to live in 
separate segregated worlds in the Mexican traditional culture 
with only brief moments of real interaction between them. 

What is summarized here are the marriage role relationships of any folk 

culture, particularly those of Catholic, Mediterranean societies. 

Wagley and Harris (1955:431-433) have noted that in peasant-type 

subcultures, there is a predominance of archaic European patterns. 

Most of the studies of Mexican family roles come from the southern part 

of Mexico, especially Tepoztlah, where conjugal relationships were in

vestigated first by Redfield (1930), then Lewis (1951), and Chiconcuac, 

studied by Maccoby (1967) and Schwartz (1962) under the guidance of the 

psychoanalyst Eric Fromm. 

Scholars (Foster 1967, Wolf 1955, 1967) find that the inter

personal relationships of peasants are related to the structure of 

their society and its dependent relationship with a dominant society. 



But Kroeger Lane residents have not come from a peasant society. They 

are descendants of ranchers, ranch hands, miners, migratory farm labor

ers and independent farmers. So, I would question how useful the 

peasant model of family relations is to the study of Kroeger Lane--the 

basic conditions do not obtain. 

Another model for studying relationships in Kroeger Lane, at 

the opposite pole, is offered by Lewis in his concept of the culture 

of poverty. As he (1968:407) pointed out, 11, . .the phrase is a catchy 

one and has become widely used and misused." Since many non-

anthropologists in Tucson have applied it to Kroeger Lane, I feel that 

it is incumbent upon an investigator of this area to explore the 

relevance of this model. 

Lewis (1968:408) views the culture of poverty as "an adaptation 

to a set of objective conditions of the larger society. Once this 

adaptation comes into existence, it tends to perpetuate itself from 

generation to generation." He points out that, "... the lack of 

effective participation and integration of the poor in the major 

institutions of the larger society is one of the most crucial charac

teristics of the culture of poverty" (page 409). It is mitigated, 

". . . when slums are separated from the surrounding area by enclosing 

walls or other physical barriers, when rents are low and fixed and the 

stability of residence is great (twenty or thirty years), when the 

population constitutes a distinct ethnic, racial or language group, is 

bound by ties of kinship or compadrazgo ..." As we have seen 
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earlier, all of these mitigating conditions obtain in Kroeger Lane. 

Further, although the people are often poor, and although they are 

not integrated into the major institutions of the larger society, 

they are notably absent (see Greenleigh and Associates 1969) from the 

very institutions that Lewis has separated as exceptions--the jails, 

the army and the public relief system. 

Lewis saw the major traits of the culture of poverty that exist 

on the family level as 

. . . the absence of childhood as a specially prolonged and 
protected stage in the life cycle, early initiation into sex, 
free unions or consensual marriages, a relatively high incidence 
of the abandonment of wives and children, a trend toward female-
or mother-centered families and consequently a much greater 
knowledge of maternal relatives, a strong predisposition to 
authoritarianism, lack of privacy, verbal emphasis upon family 
solidarity which is only achieved because of sibling rivalry, 
and competition for limited goods and maternal affection. 

The culture of Kroeger Lane does not begin to meet any of these 

criteria. Childhood is not lengthy, but it is relatively carefree. 

Matri-focal families are uncommon. According to Greenleigh and others 

(1969) 5.5 percent of families have a female head-of-household. 

Sanctions exist against early initiation into sex. Some mothers 

still do not permit their children to attend school social events such 

as dances, although I know of none in Kroeger Lane who chaperones her 

daughters on dates, a practice still observed in Sonora. 

In one of the four families, there was a history of delinquency, 

premarital pregnancy and poverty. I asked Consuela and her daughter-in-

law to define a good marriage. They agreed that it was one where there 
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"understanding." That is, husband and wife live and work contentedly 

together. They don't fight. The husband is good to his children and 

does not beat them. He brings his paycheck to his wife. Other women? 

"Men are like that, they have to do it. Maybe you won't know for a 

long time, if he is reserved. After you know, it's no use fighting 

about it." These ideas are closer to Lewis' concepts of marriage roles 

in the culture of poverty. 

But for another family, the distinctive characteristic of a good 

marriage was comprensi6n, by which my informant meant 'understanding.' 

Both husband and wife give orders, although the woman may need to 

utilize 'tactics' in hers. Other women? "If you are a complete woman, 

he won't need another. A man won't accept such behavior, so why should 

a woman?" Ideal types such as peasant or folk or culture of poverty are 

not useless in considering Kroeger Lane, but they cannot be applied with

out marked qualification. The four families of my sample show diversity 

which contradicts existing models. Marriage relationships will be 

considered further in Chapter 7. 

My informants would be astonished and offended to think that the 

model of the culture of poverty would be applied to them. For they see 

themselves as belonging to the middle class, in a society that is strat

ified into rich, middle, and poor classes. Their criteria for social 

stratification are primarily economic. 

It may be remembered that the subjects of this study were to 

represent upper lower class Mexican Americans. The determinants of 
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social class of Officer (1964), and Getty (1949), arrived at through 

consultation with upper and middle class informants, included wealth and 

occupational status. The average income of my informant families was 

$6,000 per year. Other determinants were residence and the time when the 

original immigrating families came from Sonora, and where they went after 

they arrived in Arizona. In most cases, the laborers went first to the 

mines and farms, and the middle and upper classes went to Tucson. Three 

of the four families, plus all of the marrying-in daughters came from 

such backgrounds. The Fuentes had been upper middle class, but their 

condition deteriorated through the years. Officer's and Getty's 

informants included the criterion of skin color in assigning social class. 

Dark color implies Indian genes, and such inheritance is considered 

inferior. It could also imply Negro genes. Mexican Americans are quite 

sensitive about skin color, valuing lightness. But in Kroeger Lane 

light skin and eyes do not correspond to upper social class. 

If a man has a regular job at some kind of work, he is of the 

middle class. Trini said— 

Here there is more middle class than poor, because, thanks be 
to God, there is no lack of food. Lack of food is poverty 
in extreme. The men who work from day to day, carrying boxes 
or cleaning yards, they are poor. This barrio is composed of 
middle class and poor class, but most people are in the middle 
class, even the woman who has no husband and who has children, 

because the government will help her with food and money. 

Names 

Kinship is reckoned bilaterally, but agnatic links are emphasized. 

Upon marriage, a woman takes her husband's name, for example, Mrs. Ricardo 



Ortiz. This does not conform to the standard Mexican practice, where 

the woman in question would have become Antonia Magallanes de Ortiz, and 

continue to be referred to as Antonia Magallanes. She is likely to 

register her child's name using the maternal patronym as middle name, 

so he might be called Emiliano Magallanes Ortiz. In Mexico, that child 

would be Emiliano Ortiz Magallanes. The differences in practices lead 

to some confusion for migrants, and sometimes to representatives of 

public welfare agencies, who for example may decide that a mother is 

not married because she gives her maiden name. 

Within Kroeger Lane, surnames of others tend to be unimportant 

and may be unknown. Women don't speak to strangers--they only interact 

with relatives and friends. The woman of Kroeger Lane may address 

another by a kinship term, especially the ritual kinship term of comadre, 

if this applies, by the honorific dofta attached to her first name, if 

that person is older, or by a sobrenombre or nickname if the same age or 

younger. The Spanish tradition of nicknames, as discussed by Pitt-

Rivers (1961:162-9) for Andalucia, and Diaz (1966:135-7) for a Jalisco 

village, is vigorous in Kroeger Lane. A woman may be baptized formally 

as Maria de Jesus, Teresa, or Esther, but she receives a nickname based 

usually on some event which caused a remarkable physical characteristic. 

Thus, one girl, whose earliest steps reminded her grandmother of the 

way a certain bird looks when it walks, is called by the same name, 

"Pita." Another is "Cherry," left over from when a mosquito bit her on 

the nose. A twin, now nearing forty years of age, is still "Cuata"; the 
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name is a contrived feminine version of the Mexican Spanish word cuate, 

'twin.1 Often women will know the nickname of another without knowing 

the proper Christian-or surname. Again, a representative from an 

official agency might have trouble locating a specific individual be

cause he is asking for a Mrs. Juan Romo, and everyone denies knowing a 

person by that name. 

Kinship Terminology 

Certain kinship statuses are labeled in Spanish, those status 

roles which are most likely to be activated. It indicates what group 

of people are the "significant others" in their world, significant in 

that there are critical responsibilities toward them, rights and obli

gations which affect their lives with respect to health. These are the 

people who may precipitate "mental" illness in each other (see Chapter 5). 

What are these labels or kin terms? The kinship system of all Spanish 

speaking people has been characterized (Murdock 1960) as bilateral, 

with the kinship terminology seemingly the same in each of these. Kin

ship terminology is "Eskimo" in type, with the modification that a single 

terra is used for each position defined by generation and degree of 

collaterality, and sex is differentiated by -o and -a suffixes, according 

to Schwartz (1962:102). Hence, many ethnographers ignore kinship 

terminology. Those who describe it (Edmonson 1968, for northern New 

Mexico, Schwartz 1962, for Chiconcuac, a mestizo village in Morelos, 

and Rubel 1966, for south Texas) do not each list all the kin terms that 

are used in Kroeger Lane. It thus appeared useful for the ethnographer 
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of medicine in Kroeger Lane to learn which kin terms were used, and 

"the criteria and principles by which people make membership decisions" 

(Goodenough 1961:1346), or to whom a term was applied. Otherwise was 

to be ignorant of the identity of a person being discussed, or of the 

significance of an event being discussed. 

I elicited kinship terminology by first preparing genealogical 

charts of each of the four families. Then my informants were asked 

what kind of relative each person on the chart represented. Since my 

informants were women, I have departed from custom and labeled ego a 

woman. The terms that I elicited were as follows in Figure 11. 

This chart yields twenty-three terms for each sex, and I believe 

it is complete. What do these many terms, or facts of kinship indicate 

about their features? Suggestions come from formal analysis. According 

to Tyler (1969:191), formal analysis is a translation procedure which 

seeks to explain the semantic features of one language by reference to 

features that are known in some other language. Tyler (1969:25) adds 

that even "rigorous data acquisition will not necessarily reveal rela

tionships among facts." In order to see the relationship most clearly, 

one must find the best arrangement for these facts. I am indebted to 

Basso for his (unpublished) design for the arrangement of kinship terms 

which provides for the most parsimonious statement of relationships. 

The procedures that were followed were those described by 

Wallace and Atkins (1969:347), who give five steps for the componential 

analysis of a kinship lexicon: (1) The recording of a complete set of 

the terms of reference, (2) The definition of these terms in a 
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traditional kin-type notation, (3) the identification, in the principles 

of grouping of kin-types of two or more conceptual dimensions each of 

whose values ("components") is signified by one or more of the terms, 

(4) the definition of each term as a specific combination of the compo

nents, and (5) a statement of the semantic relationship among the terms 

and of the structural principles of this terminological system. The 

resultant paradigm is as follows in Table 2. 

An inspection of this paradigm shows that there are differen

tiating terms for ego's own generation and the generations immediately 

above and below. The usefulness of such differentiation is illustrated 

by the Otero family, wherein there are five women who frequently interact, 

all named Teresa. If an Otero woman speaks of one of these five with 

the proper kin-term, the interlocutor is not confused. Teresa Otero 

has only one daughter named Teresa, as well as one spouse's sister 

(cunada), one spouse's brother's wife (concufia), and one cousin (prima). 

In ego's own lines there are kin-terms for each of four genera

tions. Parent's sister was identified as tia grande by some, tia 

abuela by others, and simply tia by most. After her padre ('father') 

is her abuelo, then bisabuelo, and finally tatarabuelo. Below her hijo 

is her nieto, then her bisnieto and her tataranieto. "How can you know 

who came before your tatarabuelo?" I was asked, with the implication 

that since you can't, you don't need another kin term. Likewise, 

obituary notices testify to the unlikelihood of even centenarians 

leaving survivors more removed by generation than a great-great grand

child , a tataranieto. 
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Table 2. Parentesco paradigm. 

Step Collateral Lineal Affinal 1° 2° 3° 

+4 tatarabuelo 

+3 bisabuelo 

+2 abuelo 

+1 padrastro tio padro suegro tfo politico 

Gen. 0 medio 
hermano primo hermano esposo cuiiado concuno 

-1 entenado sobrino hijo yerno sobrino 
politico 

-2 nieto 

-3 bisnieto 

-4 tataranieto 

_____ 
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Collateral relatives are differentiated only by generation in 

Kroeger Lane. Other Spanish speakers such as those discussed by Foster 

(1967), Rubel (1966), Edmonson (1968), and Schwartz (1962) differen

tiate between first, second and third cousins as primos carnales, primos 

secundarios and primos terceros. 

An entire terminological group is added to encompass relations 

resulting from remarriage. Thus, ego's 'stepfather' is his padrastro, 

his stepmother is his madrastra, his stepbrother is his entenado. 

The affinal relationship is made verbally explicit. There are 

terms to designate not only ego's spouse, marido, his parents, suegros, 

and ego's child's spouse, yerno (nuera, f.), but also ego's spouse's 

sibling, cunado, and ego's spouse's sibling's spouse, concutto. There 

are also terms for ego's parent's sibling's spouse, tio politico, and 

ego's spouse's sibling's child, sobrino politico. 

One might postulate that the large number of affinal terms, which 

makes the exact relationship explicit, implies frequent interaction 

between individuals whose statuses are so labeled. This would suggest 

then that in the other societies whose kinship studies are cited above, 

and who do not show this differentiation of affinal terms, there is 

less interaction with the spouse's family. Or it may simply be an 

artifact of data collecting. Perhaps females make better investigators 

of the culture of women. Lola Schwartz listed the same affinal terms 

that 1 elicited—Foster, Rubel and Edmonson did not. 
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The above are all kinship terms of reference. Which term is 

used for direct address depends in large part upon the degree of affec

tion felt. For example, step-kin are usually addressed by consanguinal 

terms, even familiar terms like Papa, Apa or Daddy for Padre. Sobrino 

'nephew* is used not only for sons of siblings but in place of sobrino 

polftico, 'son of spouse's sibling.' And, as Foster (1967) also noted, 

if the second cousin is in the age category of one's parents, he is 

addressed as tio rather than primo. 

Speech 

The women of Kroeger Lane speak Spanish and English. The older, 

Mexican born, use the fewest English words. The younger, American born, 

can sustain long conversations in English alone. But all, characteris

tically, shift from one language to the other, even within the same 

sentence, like the mixed utterance of a third generation American (See 

Weinreich ̂ 1963:68, 106-9/ for a discussion of this phenomenon). 

Las anginas get to the point that se hinchan £ uno no puede 
swallow mientras que no estan infected.' 

'The tonsils get to the point that they swell and one can't 
swallow, even though they are not infected.1 

Kroeger Lane women are speakers of a variant of Spanish which 

Barker (1947, 1950) designated as Southern Arizona Spanish. This dia

lect is characterized by: (1) archaic Spanish forms, (2) hispanized 

English words--"pochismos,11 (3) a tendency to rely on familiar verb 

endings, and (4) similarity to the Spanish of northern Sonora, with 

its pronounced sentence melody. Post's (1934) study, primarily 
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phonological, demonstrates that there are few distinctive sounds in 

Arizona Spanish. She also states (1934:10) 11. . .the language spoken 

in Northern Sonora, in Southern Arizona and in California is quite 

similar." (^specially noticeable are the frequent omissions of word 

initial consonants and the free variation of 'r* and '1 1 in Kroeger 

Lane.) Although these studies are not recent, their findings probably 

still apply. 

People who have recently come from Sonora talk very easily 

with those who already live here. The grammar of the latter group is 

less elegant. They do not use English in standard form, either. 

MacNamara's (1966:36-37) remarks in a study of bilingualism and educa

tion are instructive: 

Many of the bilinguals in the studies reviewed were the 
descendants of immigrants who were losing their ancestral 
tongue and learning a new one. Thus, the greater number 
of Spanish speaking bilinguals in the USA learned Spanish 
and possibly English at home, while at school they learned 
only English. It is quite incredible that their knowledge 
of Spanish should be as good as that of Spanish-speaking 
monoglots who in addition to learning Spanish at home also 
learn it in school. Moreover, when parents who originally 
spoke Spanish begin to lose interest in it and to replace 
it with English, they are hardly likely to take as much 
care with their children's Spanish as if it were to be 
their main language through life. Further, many immigrant 
parents who pick up English in a haphazard fashion as adults 
never learn to speak it as well as native-speakers of English 
who from an early age improved their knowledge of their 
mother tongue through schooling and reading. Consequently 
the English vocabulary of such immigrants is often quite 
limited, and some of their expressions ungrammatical. 
Linguistic interference from Spanish doubtless explains 
many of their mistakes, but not necessarily those made by 
their bilingual children, who may simply have learned these 
mistakes from their parents. 



Kroeger Lane women are very apologetic about their English, and also 

say that their Spanish is "bad." (Olstad 1971) who is collecting 

variants in phonology, morphology and syntax as a pedagogical device 

notes the keen embarrassment that Tucson's Mexican Americans are made 

to feel because of their language usage.) The young Mexican-born 

read and write Spanish, but the American-born have had no schooling 

in this language. With each other (and with the investigator) the 

women communicate in a torrent of words. The Spanish vocabulary of 

the American-born is small, with the lexemic content distinctively 

Sonoran. Post (1934:11) states, "As most people speak both languages, 

or at least understand both, the line of least resistance is followed 

and we have an impoverished vocabulary in the two languages. Through

out this study, vocabulary of nortefio dialect will be emphasized. 

In the final chapter of this dissertation, there will be a discussion 

of how the women's brands of English and Spanish affect ethnomedical 

terminology, and ethnomedical concepts. 

The Daily Round 

The day begins early in Kroeger Lane. If a husband must be at 

his job at seven o'clock, one rises at 4:30 to make tortillas for his 

lunch. Many of the women would prefer to buy bread, but their husbands 

feel they do not receive proper nourishment without tortillas. In this 

part of Arizona, tortillas are large, paper-thin wheat cakes known as 

flour tortillas. Dough or masa is made from flour, shortening and water, 

pinched into egg-sized balls, then flattened and pulled with the hands 
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until the cake is' the size of a saucer or a dinner plate. Larger 

tortillas are produced by pulling the ball with the fists under the 

dough, much in the same way that a central European peasant makes 

strudel. Corn tortillas are made from ground corn meal, obtained at 

a nearby mill. Masa is available in "instant" form, but this is not 

generally used since the resultant tortilla does not have the desired 

texture. The cakes are baked on a comal, a large frying pan without 

a handle, now of metal rather than pottery and purchased in Nogales, 

Sonora. 

Everyone in the family drinks coffee. The children are not 

encouraged to take it by being told that it will turn their skins dark, 

but they are given it anyway, diluted with milk and sugar. In houses 

where the living room doubles as bedroom, everyone is up early; 

otherwise, the children may sleep until the man is gone. The baby may 

be given a bottle before the other children are aroused—few mothers 

breast feed for more than a few weeks. 

Men who work at a distant construction project may participate 

in a car pool. Otherwise, they will use the family vehicle, which is 

most frequently a pickup truck. The younger American-born of the four 

families drive, the others do not. 

School-aged children are dressed in clean clothes and hurried 

to meet the bus. If the child does not feel well, or cannot find his 

shoes, he will be allowed to stay home from school. If the child goes, 

he is expected to follow the rules and be obedient to his teacher. 



Art Work and other school accomplishments may be displayed in the living 

room, but there is little involvement of mothers (let alone fathers) 

with the schools. Kroeger Laners remember when they were in school and 

were punished for speaking Spanish; they would prefer to forget the 

whole experience. If the child wants to stop his formal education 

after he has finished grammar school, his family may not urge him to 

continue. Some parents have felt that a high school diploma has not 

proved to be greatly relevant to a boy's occupational goals. Parents do 

not expect a girl to have a career, but rather to help her mother with 

household tasks. 

With the older children gone to school, and the younger ones 

settled at play, the woman of Kroeger Lane now dresses and then turns 

her attention to the house. The floor is swept and mopped daily; dirt 

on the furniture and walls is generally ignored. The woman is resigned 

to making little impression on the appearance of her house, "este 

cochinero", (Sonora idiom for 'dirty place'). She washes clothes in the 

back yard where the laundry equipment is installed. Antiquated pipes 

make automatic equipment non-functional. The radio is turned, on to one 

of the two Spanish language stations. Mother washes and irons while 

the small children play with little restriction on their activity. The 

older of the preschoolers may watch the younger, for they develop a 

sense of responsibility for their young siblings very early. Small 

children, especially girls, feed and care for babies. "Las muiercitas 

estan mtiy listas para eso." 
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The women are typically under five feet, three inches in 

height and, except for the teen-aged, are already obese. Weight is 

added with each pregnancy. They admire the slimness of television 

actresses, and at times try to lose weight. None but the oldest has 

gray hair; everyone else dyes it. As with current fashion, they use 

little makeup. The women assist each other with haircuts and home 

permanents, and in the daytime hours it is not unusual to see them at 

home with their hair rolled up on giant curlers. They are most com

monly dressed in pants and shirts and flat shoes without stockings 

over panties and brassiere. A religious medal on a chain around the 

neck, plain gold wedding band and ear-rings worn since their ears were 

pierced in infancy complete their usual dress. 

The activity of the small children is an ethnic variety of the 

play of all children. They manipulate "play dough," making tortillas 

with an authentic-sounding "slap, slap." They sing Spanish commercials 

that advertise soap and cigarettes. Boys play with toy trucks and girls 

play with dolls. 

Women visit their mothers every day if possible, even several 

times each day, or at least engage them in telephone conversations. 

Most families have telephones, or the use of those of their neighbors, 

expecially if the neighbor is also a sister. Usually the telephone is 

not listed in the directory. I was given various reasons for this prac

tice, most frequently that the individuals didn't want to be dunned by 
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creditors. Underlying all the reasons seems to be the attitude that no 

one is entitled to have access to your telephone number who is not 

close enough to get it from you. 

Family illness may occupy a significant part of the day in 

Kroeger Lane. A woman may take her sister or mother to clinic or 

doctor. She may take her daughter and grandchild to Well Baby Conference. 

If her mother needs medicine, all other duties are put aside while it is 

obtained. Employers have been obliged to accept unannounced absences 

<from work because, "X had to take my mother to the doctor." 

Visiting is frequent. Among friends a call "Soy Emma" is 

sufficient to gain admission to a house. A stranger must knock on the 

door and remain standing outside until invited in, which may not occur. 

Handshakes, marking the beginning and end of a visit, are exchanged 

only with women who have recently arrived from Mexico. Women who have 

not seen each other for a time may embrace, pressing lips to cheek. 

Visits commonly take place in the living room or kitchen, wher

ever there is room to sit. If another family member passes through, 

he will greet the visitor with a casual "Buenasan elision of 

"Buenas dias." The farewell greeting between young women will be 

"andale," ('get along,') or more formally "Hasta luego," ('until the 

next time'). Older women are likely to qualify "S^ Dios lo licencia" or 

*God willing.' 

At lunch time a woman and her small children consume a light 

meal at home. If she has company, she may go to the trouble of pre

paring gorditas, thick tortillas of corn meal and covered with chili 
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sauce. Or it may be a dish of refried beans, that is, pinto beans 

which have been cooked until soft in an uncovered pan with a little 

water and finally mashed and "re"fried with lard until soft and mushy. 

Or calabacitas, a dish of squash, onion and tomato boiled uncovered on 

the top of the stove until very soft, again. The ancient trinity of 

corn, squash and beans remains the mainstay of the diet. Soft drinks, 

kool-aid, and cookies are eaten regularly. Otherwise, by the stand

ards of western science, their diets are nutritious, for eggs, meat, 

vegetables and cereals are eaten daily by all but the very poor. 

"Wrong eating" is a primary cause of illness, according to the women. 

In the afternoon, the children return from school, first, those 

from Head Start and kindergarten, then early primary grades, then the 

later elementary grades (see Figure 12). The children greet their 

mothers formally and then run out to play. Outdoor play in the dirt 

is considered essential for "health." 

By four-thirty, the men are beginning to return from work. 

Some stop at a nearby cantina to drink with their friends, /Officer 

(1964:98) discusses this masculine practice in detail/. Others will 

buy a "six-pack" of beer, and still others go directly home for coffee, 

which their wives will have ready for them. 

The drinking of alcoholic beverages is a matter of contention. 

Both men and women enjoy beer, but getting drunk is only common for men. 

Although frequent drunkenness may be seen as una enfermedad moral 

(see Chapter 5), it is not acceptable. Women occasionally have the 



Figure 12. An informant graduates from Head Start. 
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beverage tesgiiina, which they make from parched corn, fermented with 

yeast. Hard liquor is not commonly found in the home. 

Now the boys are called in from play, perhaps from riding 

horseback. Many of the residents of Kroeger Lane own animals, commonly 

cows or goats. The most desired animals are horses, as they symbolize 

the good life for Mexicans. The women who were accustomed to ranch life 

as children do not question the considerable cost of feeding and watering 

horses until their incomes fall, drastically. The work of animal care 

usually falls to the men. The girls help their mothers prepare dinner. 

The few women who work outside the home are returning. Only 

women without husbands or small children want to work. The usual 

places of employment are the large motels, which are in walking distance, 

St. Mary's Hospital, a large commercial laundry, and The University of 

Arizona. The common employment is housekeeping, nurses' aide, and 

dishwashing or serving food. Some women would work, but the present 

practices of using disposable linens, dishes and sterile equipment has 

greatly decreased the numbers of jobs available. Private domestic 

work is considered least desirable, and is also difficult to arrange 

since the potential employers live on the other side of the city. Some 

of the women worked as salesclerks in little shops before marriage, and 

enjoyed the social contacts, but their husbands are opposed to their 

continuing work. "We want the things that money buys as much as anyone 

else, but not enough to neglect our families," they declare. So, al

though almost all of my informants worked at one time, few are employed 

today. 
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There are many things that families do at the same time and at 

the same place, but not together. Mothers may observe their children's 

play, but do not play with them. They do not read or tell stories to 

small children. Husband and wife may attend a social event, but once 

there, they spend the time in separate, sex-specific groups. 

After early childhood, there seems to be little generation gap 

between the women in Kroeger Lane. The longest separation is while the 

girls are attending school. If a mother feels ill, or even feels lonely, 

she considers it completely appropriate to keep her daughter home from 

school. At home, mother and daughter do the same things. For example, 

when Dolores came home from the hospital with her new baby, she handed 

him over to the care of her seventeen-year old daughter, Beatrice. 

Beatrice took care of four of her younger brothers in this way, too, 

and really looks like she enjoys doing such work. Beatrice's apparent 

satisfaction would corroborate what many writers (Tuck 1946, Heller 1966) 

have noted about the Mexican American girl, i.e., that she has fewer 

conflicts about her ultimate role in life because she is consistently 

enculturated in it from an early age. 

Beatrice dropped out of high school last year, as have almost 

all of the young women of Kroeger Lane. She said it was because she 

hated walking to school and worrying about the carloads of boys who 

followed her. Her cousin, Linda, dropped out because she failed 

English and General Science. "We had pronouns and nouns every year. 

It gets so tiresome. And what was I going to use Science for? But 
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you have to have it to graduate. And you can't go to business college 

like Armida, or beauty school like Petra if you don't have your 

diploma. Me, I got married." 

Domestic Economics 

On Friday, the men turn over their paychecks to their wives, 

and the women of Kroeger Lane go shopping for groceries. For meat, 

they patronize local markets which specialize in those cuts that are 

used only in the Mexican cuisine--hogs' heads for £OZole, beef neck 

for tamales, tripe for menudo, and so forth. Cilantro, green chilis, 

tomatillos and other Mexican vegetables are also availailable, as are 

nixtamal or hominy, corn husks, and masa. Careful shoppers find stores 

where food is least expensive and manage to feed their families on 

less than $10 per individual per week. 

Some women can economize by making clothes. One of my infor

mants has an electric sewing machine, bought en abonos, or on time 

payments. Others have treadle machines. Some borrow a relative's 

machine, but altogether, few sew. Crocheting is common, as is 

embroidering, but knitting is rare. 

Where does the paycheck go? Families spend little on housing. 

They may still be paying for their houses at $50 a month, or if paid 

for, annual taxes of less than $100. They spend more on transportation. 

Most are making car or truck payments, amortized by the banks. The cars 

are almost always bought secondhand, and they usually require extensive 
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repairs before they are entirely paid for. Many of the women own land 

in addition to that on which their homes are built, which is also sub

ject to taxation. This land, often a legacy, seems to have great 

importance to its owner as it is concrete evidence of family solidarity. 

Medical expenses are often large. For example, hospital and 

doctor fees for a normal delivery were over $800 in 1970. Most 

families have hospital insurance through their husband's unions, but 

none for doctors' fees. These economic facts affect disease concepts, 

as will be demonstrated later. 

Recreation 

One of the main social activities of women is a new kind of 

party which seems to have redistributive economic functions. This is 

an affair at which an outside professional hostess comes with merchan

dise which she demonstrates and solicits orders for. Some of these 

saleswomen sell housecleaning supplies, others plastic kitchen ware. 

The latest rage is the "wig party," when wigs of all lengths are tried 

on. All of these items are rather more costly than comparable ones at 

the discount stores where the wome do most of their other buying. 

Nevertheless, most women place an order at each party, and with enough 

orders, the neighborhood hostess receives premiums of the ware (e.g., 

$100 worth of wig orders entitles the hostess to a free wig). Sometimes 

similar parties are held within five days of each other, with overlapping 

guest lists. The party also includes games and prizes. Women, their 

mothers, sisters, friends and preschool children commonly come together, 
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usually in the late morning. Similar parties are held on "the other 

side," Mexico. One hostess told me that she has forty counterparts in 

Nogales, Sonora, and that she has also demonstrated her products in 

Magdalena. 

Much recreation includes the entire family. The most common 

form is a picnic in one of the city parks or national monuments such as 

Sabino Canon or the Tucson Mountains. Trips to Mexico are common, into 

the interior cities such as Hermosillo, Cananea, Agua Prieta, if there 

are relatives to visit, to Magdalena for religious purposes (see Chap

ter 4), or just to Nogales, which has hourly buses from Tucson. Family 

shopping in Nogales may include a trip to the barber or beauty parlor, 

where the dollar exchange is in the American's favor; a trip to the 

herb store (see Chapter 6), or to the doctor or dentist. (Wealthy 

Sonorans come to Tucson for shopping or medical treatment.) Another 

family activity is watching the high school football team play. 

Participating is considered dangerous—a slight injury may affect one 

for life! 

Beyond Kroeger Lane 

To what extent are the women concerned with the world beyond 

the barrio? Writers on other Spanish-speaking women in the United 

States indicate that these women are almost entirely restricted to their 

immediate neighborhood. As we have seen, such limitation does not 

occur with the women of Kroeger Lane. They go out to shop, to take 

their children to school or even attend meetings there themselves. 



They go to clinics and curers, all of whom practice outside Kroeger 

Lane. They usually have to wait for their husbands to bring home the 

car before they can leave. Then the entire family may go out together. 

If an emergency requires that some of the children be left behind, only 

relatives are considered as suitable caretakers. It is considered un-

pardonably neglectful to use baby-sitters. So, although the women move 

freely out of their barrio, they go because of their roles as members 

of a family. 

Kroeger Lane's structural integration is thus only on the family 

level, to use Steward's (1955) concepts. Women do not participate in 

community-wide activities, not even in those associations which are 

primarily Mexican American in membership, such as the Mexican American 

Womens League. Neither are they integrated on the state level by the 

several federal programs designed especially for their assistance. 

They have never been active in the programs of the Committee for Econ

omic Opportunity (the "War on Poverty"), and are hardly known to the 

area council to which they belong, although this division is directed by 

a Mexican American Woman. "At first some came in, but only to complain" 

the area council worker told me. Only this agency's Head Start program 

for preschool children has involved any of the Kroeger Lane women. They 

have not been quite as passive regarding the activities of the newer 

federal program known as Model Cities. One informant attended a regional 

task force meeting on health, traveling to California for the meetings. 

Kroeger Lane residents have registered enthusiastically at the 
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neighborhood health center which is funded by Model Cities money, and 

which is officially named El Rio Santa Cruz Neighborhood Health Center. 

Women express little interest in politics. Officer (1964:152) 

states that the high political interest among Tucson's Mexicans extended 

to the women. This finding does not apply to Kroeger Lane. Many can

not vote, having failed to become citizens, and others, timid of the 

possible literacy challenge, avoid the issue by not registering. Those 

who have voted are Democrats, although they verbally supported a 

Mexican American candidate on the Republican slate in the 1970 congres

sional campaign. The women are especially wary (distrustful) of what 

they Consider the radical activities of some Mexican Americans. None 

participated in a lengthy series of demonstrations for a "people's 

park" in a nearby barrio. Most women reflect the views of their hus

bands, who, as union members in the construction trades, tend to be 

conservative patriots. 

The central thesis of this dissertation is that the use of a 

certain label is a key to the cognitive processes of the person who 

applies this lexeme. Applying this thesis, perhaps a good clue to the 

woman's political views is their self-identification. The ladies of 

Kroeger Lane call themselves Mexican. "We are Mexican American when 

we are doing government papers." None calls herself chicana, the term 

• 

favored by activists of Mexican heritage, not even the young women. 

Mass Media in the Barrio 

How then are the women of Kroeger Lane linked to the wider 

society which they live beside? Mostly through mass media. Let us 
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consider radio, television, and newspapers (except for comic books, 

magazines are rarely seen in the home). 

Tucson has two radio stations that broadcast in Spanish, from 

sunup to sundown. These stations do not offer different points of 

view; indeed, staff members move back and forth between the two sta

tions, depending on personal agreements and disagreements. The programs 

include newscasts, soap operas sent from Mexico, and music--rancheras, 

polkas, mariachi music, boleros and the corridos of Sonora, both new 

and traditional popular music, and translations of current American 

and British hits. Programming is very personal, with frequent dedica

tions on birthdays, saint's days, anniversaries, or no particular 

occasion at all. There are also personal advertisements for jobs or 

help wanted, and used furniture or clothing for sale. Commercials are 

sung in Spanish, praising soaps and tomato sauces and the gamut of 

products that the housewife might buy. 

Barrio dwellers have few television programs in Spanish. In 

one daily program, which originates every morning from Nogales, Arizona, 

and is transmitted locally, a popular personality and his guests are 

presented. Tucson has a Sunday morning program in which a pair of 

brothers intersperse variety acts and commercials. Recently, the Uni

versity of Arizona's television station has shown a weekly program in 

the Spanish language for adults, and a Spanish version of a popular 

preschool educational program for children. 

Tucson does not have a Spanish-language newspaper. English-

speaking members of the Mexican colonia read one of the daily newspapers. 
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In the Eiselein (1970:49) survey, 61 percent of the Mexican Americans 

who live in the twelve barrios sampled stated that they read news

papers. My informants frequently refer to some item of news in the 

paper which has not been reported on the radio, showing that they, too, 

read the paper. No one has ever asked me about medical items in the 

"doctor's advice" columns, but many have spoken of medical topics 

touched in television soap operas, suggesting that reading is not 

thorough. Some cite articles in weekly tabloid newspapers. 

Many educators have been puzzled because television has not 

succeeded in homogenizing the American population. Rogers (1969) in 

Modernization Among Peasants: The Impact of Communication addresses 

himself to this question. He (page 38) feels that the individual 

presence of what he calls empathy, "the ability of an individual to 

project himself into the role of another person," determines whether or 

not individuals will be changed by mass media. Empathy probably 

develops from meaningful interaction with persons in different roles, 

he says, and simply exposing people to mass media is not likely to 

have much modernizing impact. 

To conclude, then, In Kroeger Lane, the life style of the women 

contains many elements from Northwest Mexico which are renewed by 

regular contacts with this region. Much of the culture is Anglo, 

learned in school from newspapers and television, and from contacts 

with institutions such as clinics, doctors' offices, banks and stores. 
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There are also elements in the social structure that have 

potential effects on ethnomedicine. Certain kinship statuses are 

labeled; those sufficiently important to be given a specific name are 

those which are most important to women. 

The existing sex differences in life styles and the structure 

of the family are also likely to affect ethnomedicine, as these factors 

are parameters of what is normal and acceptable role behavior. Illness 

has been defined (Parsons 1952) as the inability to perform role expec

tations, so it would follow that the investigator of ethnomedicine should 

know just what the specific role expectations are. Finally, the daily 

activity of women will have certain effects on the health of family 

members, which in turn will influence their own theory of illness. 

Women frequently explain illness as the result of one's life work. The 

existence of a specialty called occupational medicine in western science 

further supports our thesis that disease cognition is everywhere 

similar. 

Before turning finally to this ethnomedicine, religion should 

be examined, for it has a large potential for influence. Accordingly, 

religion and ethnomedicine is the topic of the following chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

RELIGION AND ETHNOMEDICINE 

The women of Kroeger Lane are Roman Catholic, in their fashion. 

The Church has never been a single system of ideas and practices, so 

it is not surprising that the specific form of worship of Spanish-

speaking people in northwest Mexico--southwest United States has its 

own unique stamp. An especially deviant form is known as "Sonora 

Catholicism'' (Spicer 1964a:28) . The term generally refers to Indian 

syncretisms that developed in conjunction with Jesuit, and later Fran

ciscan guidance. This form of Catholicism, although officially 

rejected by the Church, has affected more orthodox worship forms in 

Sonora and Tucson. 

In this chapter we shall examine Spanish, Mexican, Indian and 

American influences on the religious customs of Kroeger Lane. The 

calendrical cycle of events in Kroeger Lane will be discussed, followed 

by a description of compadrazgo, a system of ritual relationships, life 

crisis rites, and finally health-related religious activities. We will 

see that some of their Spanish religious forms have changed. Certain 

customs (primarily Indian) have been rejected, other customs are being 

rediscovered and revitalized (Mexican), and still others (generally 

Anglo-American) are being added to their repertoire of behavior. 

94 
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The new combination of religious customs in Kroeger Lane 

provides a model for considering illness behavior. In the next chap

ters of this dissertation, we will consider a few disease concepts which 

originated with Indian cultures. Some disease concepts will be persis

tent survivals or newly emphasized Mexican folk beliefs. And many 

concepts and practices will have come from standard American folk 

medicine, others from western science. 

Annual Events 

The annual calendar in Kroeger Lane is an interesting 

combination of Mexican and American holidays. These include New Year's 

Eve, Good Friday, Easter, Cinco de Mayo, Mothers' Day, El Dia de la 

Santa Cruz, the Feast of St. Francis, El Dia de los Muertos, Thanks

giving and Christmas. These events are commonly celebrated by 

individual or groups of families, with men preparing the sites of 

activity and women cooking the food. The first holiday is New Year's 

Eve, celebrated with beer and tamales, and, because of the especially 

late hour is the one event that usually excludes children. 

One would expect any Catholic community to celebrate Easter, 

especially one that was heir to the teachings of the Jesuits and 

Franciscans. But until recently, there had been no celebration marking 

either the start of Lent or its end, neither a "carnival" nor a Holy 

Week observance. This bothered David Herrera, born in Kroeger Lane, so 

he has organized efforts to create a new tradition. Four years ago, 

when his truck got stuck on Sentinel Peak, he decided to carry the small 



cross that he had made for ecumenical Easter Services the rest of the 

way up the mountain. Inspired by "this chance events" he has directed 

an increasingly elaborate series of ceremonies. During April of 1971, 

the course of events was as follows: 

First, Los Dorados, the service group referred to in Chapter 2, 

constructed a sixteen foot cross of wood, plastered and painted white. 

Then on the Saturday preceding Holy Week, these men placed the cross on 

the northern border of Kroeger Lane, at Simpson Street and the Santa 

Cruz River. "This place isn't in the history books, but my great

grandfather said that this is where the people lived who built San Jose 

Church and Tucson's wall." 

On Good Friday., a procession was formed to carry the cross up 

Sentinel Peak (see Figure 13). The group was led by Los Dorados on 

horseback. They were followed by the men who actually carried the 

cross, (Figure 14), closely followed by the priests who were to con

duct the traditional El Via Crucis, 'The Way of the Cross.1 Next came 

the women who carried the sudario, the long white cloth which represents 

the robes of Jesus (see Figure 15). The many people who came from the 

entire colonia to participate in the procession were close behind. The 

group stopped for prayers at each of fourteen places marked by piles of 

rocks. Here they recited an Ave Maria and a Padre Nuestro and then 

sang a verse of the hymn which recalled Christ's mother on the Way to 

Calvary. The "Fifteenth Station" was the place where the cross was 

erected on the south side of the mountain, and where the remaining 



Figure 13. The procession goes up the mountain. 

Figure 14. Men carry the cross. 
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Figure 15. Women carry the sudario. 



verses of the hymn were sung. Finally, the priests heard confessions. 

Members of Los Dorados, wearing their white helmets with Dorado let

tered in gold, took turns "guarding" the cross until Easter morning. 

Dawn on Easter saw the same priests who accompanied the Good 

Friday procession now dressed in vestments made of brightly colored 

print and ready to say Mass at an altar improvised in front of the 

cross (see Figure 16). As soon as the sun became visible on the horiz

on, a band of mariachis began to play Maftanitas Tapatxas, the traditional 

Mexican birthday song, reworded for Christ. Mass was celebrated in 

Spanish, with the mariachis joining to accompany two more songs, 

Mananitas a La Virgen de Guadalupe and Adios 0 Virgen de Guadalupe. 

Many residents of Kroeger Lane participated in these ceremonies. 

Still more did not. The more common celebration was a family picnic 

in the mountains. 

El Cinco de Mayo, a Mexican patriotic holiday, is celebrated by 

a carnival at the public school. The mothers of the school children 

make Mexican foods and organize games, even as they would for the 

school kermds across the border. 

Mother's Day, officially recognized in Mexico on May 10, is 

celebrated on the second Sunday in May in Kroeger Lane, as it is in 

the rest of the United States. The women cook ham or turkey or make 

tamales. Hopefully, their children will make cards or presents at 

school, and those children who are grown and gone will also remember to 

send a card. Women expect also to hear from their godchildren. 
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Figure 16. Mass is celebrated at dawn. 
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" Si Dia de la Santa Cruz, the third of May, is an important home 

religious day. (This day, commonly celebrated in northwest Mexico, was 

especially noted by dpata)(Hinton 1959:16). The night before, women 

walk over to the bosque ('wooded area1) at'the south end of Kroeger 

Lane, to gather sauz, willow. They form the branches into crosses of 

about one foot in size. The crosses are taken to Mass to be blessed, 

and then they are hung on the house. The ones from the previous year 

are supposed to be burned the day before, although one may notice some 

old ones hanging beside the new one. Mass on this day is dedicated to 

the problems of the home, illness and "juveniles," i.e., delinquency. 

Popular celebration of this Day of the Holy Cross is common in Mexico, 

where the Cross is the patron of masons and bricklayers (Foster 1960: 

190), common occupations in Kroeger Lane. 

Father's Day in June is reported to get the same attention as 

Mother's Day, but I saw no evidence for this. And less attention is 

given to the Independence Day of the United States than to the Mexican 

one of September 16, when there are picnics in the nearby city park. 

On October fourth, the feast of St. Francis is celebrated. 

This is the time when everyone wants to go to Magdalena, Sonora, for 

the festivities there. Some families go every year, others go only if 

there are special reasons, which may range from "asking the blessing of 

San Francisco on a new car" to recovering from illness. Details of 

this pilgrimage will be discussed below. 

Halloween is observed by the children at school. Mexican 

families, however, celebrate All Soul's Day, El Dia de los Muertos, 
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on November 2. They visit the cemetery where relatives are buried, and 

place fresh or plastic flowers on the graves. They may also have a 

family picnic. As Officer (1964:104) notes, these picnics are not held 

in cemeteries, nor are any of the macabre customs characteristic of 

central Mexico followed. Kroeger Lane women are derisive of the customs 

followed on this day by their Papago neighbors. 

The American holiday of Thanksgiving is celebrated by everyone 

in Kroeger Lane, even the new immigrants from Mexico. Commonly, the 

family feast of turkey or ham is served in the home of the oldest or 

most respected woman. Pumpkin and mince desserts may be prepared as 

pies or as empanadas, fried turnovers. 

Christmas is also celebrated American style. The houses are 

cleaned, refurbished and decorated with plastic Santa Clauses and real 

trees. On Christmas Eve, many familes observe the Mexican practice of 

serving beer and tamales as the family holds the velar al nino. "It's 

like staying up for the birth of the Baby, Jesus." Other families may 

travel to observe the day with relatives in Mexico, going to Cananea, 

Agua Prieta, Hermosillo or Santa Ana. Christmas is seen as a family 

celebration for the children, and the women start early in the fall to 

make presents, not only for all of their children, but also for all of 

their sobrinos and ahijados (see below). 

Compadrazgo and Life Crisis Rites 

When a woman in Kroeger Lane faces a major turning point in her 

life, she looks to those closest to her for support. This general human 
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tendency has been institutionalized throughout the Catholic Spanish 

world in compadrazeo. Compadrazgo has been described in the ethnog

raphies of Spanish speaking people as a system wherein sponsors are 

found for the principle life crisis rites. It has also been spoken of 

as a system of "fictive kinship" because the people involved "custom

arily address each other and act toward each other in ways that closely 

parallel true kin behavior forms" (Foster 1967:78). Although the 

practice of seeking ritual sponsors has long been the custom in Europe, 

authorities (Mintz and Wolf 1950 and Foster 1953b) agree that compad

razgo followed a different line of development in Latin America, with 

the tie here between compadres more important than the tie between god

parent and godchild. However, Pitt-Rivers (1961:107) says that in Spain, 

although the godparent relationship is defined in terms of the 

responsibilities of godparents to a child, the most important feature 

". . .is the relationship which it creates between the parents and the 

godparents . . . it is a bond of formal friendship more sacred than any 

personal tie outside the immediate family" Ross (1953) studied the 

social functions of the godparent system of middle class Mexican Americans 

in Tucson. He found that compadrazgo worked primarily to dramatize the 

social value of certain occasions and also "to inaugurate enduring 

relationships." 
• • 

Compadrazgo functions differently in Kroeger Lane. Here it 

strengthens already existing bonds of kinship or friendship. When a 

woman gets married, baptizes her baby, confirms it to the church, or 

dedicates it to a saint in gratitude for the child's recovery from 
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illness, she turns to people who are already close to her. These people, 

as we have shown in the previous chapter, are most likely to be rela

tives who are also friends. 

Godparents have been chosen for a variety of events, with a 

much greater number in the past (Dozier 1969:158). This discussion will 

be confined to the most common occasions today, marriage, baptism, 

confirmation, and illness. In each case, the godparents for these 

events are formally referred to as padrinos (madrina, f.), and inform

ally addressed as ninos. The child is called ahijado. Sponsors and 

parents refer to each other as compadres. It will be noted that the 

terminology derives from kinship terminology, and also has gender marked 

by -o and -a suffixes. Let us now look at the principle occasions for 

selecting godparents. 

Marriage 

When a couple wants to marry, the young man sends his father to 

petition for the hand of his sweetheart. If he has no father, his 

baptismal padrino may be asked to serve in the same capacity. 

Couples are usually married by religious ceremony in Arizona. 

(In northwest Mexico, as in much of Latin America, a civil ceremony 

occurs first). Following a reading of banns, amonestaciones, on three 

preceding Sundays, marriage is consecrated in church. For this wedding, 

there are four kinds of marriage padrinos: padrinos de matrimonio also 

called padrinos de honor; padrinos de lazo, the sponsors who place the 
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silver cord that joins the kneeling couple during the rites, the madrina 

de ramos, who holds the wedding bouquet; and padrinos de arras, who 

carry the wedding rings, symbolizing family wealth. The padrinos are 

usually the sibling of either bride or groom and that sibling's spouse 

or novio. 

Marriage compadrazgo has changed in Kroeger Lane. Padrinos de 

matrimonio were once considerably older than the couple they sponsored. 

This was when their advice and support was expected to be useful. 

Today marriage sponsors are commonly chosen from age mates. Also, not 

all Kroeger Lane informants marry in church. Some have had civil cere

monies, especially divorced women or pregnant brides. With civil 

services, only one pair of padrinos are witnesses. 

Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy Communion 

Baptism has always been the most important Catholic rite because 

at this time the child's soul is given to God. Should death occur early, 

the passage of the soul to heaven is assured. At this time the infant 

is also named, a recognition of his individuality. All Kroeger Lane 

babies are baptized, but the sacred aspects of this ceremony appear to 

have become less important than the social and there is even a de-

emphasis of baptism as a social occasion. 

Ideally the infant is dressed in beautiful new clothes, purchased 

by the padrinos, who also hold a party in honor of the baby after the 

ceremony. Kroeger Lane residents often pass the baptismal clothes from 

one child to the next. The party, too, is becoming rarer, according to 
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some because of the cost involved, and, according to others, because it 

has occurred to them to wonder, "What can the party mean to the baby?11. 

So parents and padrinos simply take the baby to the church when there 

is a mutually convenient date for all. 

The choice of Christian name appears to be an indicator of cul

ture change. Girls born in Mexico are often given names as Marfa de 

Jesus. Jesus as a name is discouraged by priests in Tucson, so children 

more commonly have been named after the saint with whom they share a 

birthday. But with increasing use of English in speech, parents pick 

nonreligious names, such as those made popular by television and movie 

personalities. 

Confirmation, a sacrament which helps prepare one for adulthood, 

is the next religious ceremony. It is commonly scheduled when the child 

is still very young. At under two years of age, a child is too young 

for the occasion to have meaning, according to Tucson priests who have 

opposed the practice to no avail. Confirmation is the only sacrament 

bestowed by a Bishop, but such small children can have no memory of it. 

The practice of infant confirmation was established in the 18th century 

to take maximum advantage of a rare episcopal visit. The custom contin

ues in the diocese of Tucson even though this rationale no longer 

obtains. Padrinos are selected for confirmation, too. 

There are no padrinos for the first Holy Communion. This 

ceremony follows a prescribed amount of religious education for both 

the child and his parents, and is conducted with more family recognition 
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of the child. Eight and nine year old children get new clothes for 

this occasion and they are frequently taken to Mexico for portraits in 

their white dresses and veils, or white shirts and new suits. The fact 

that there are padrinos for baptism and confirmation and none for the 

first communion supports the idea that in Kroeger Lane, the social 

value of compadrazgo to the adults is greater than the religious 

value. 

Padrinos for baptism and confirmation are most commonly chosen 

from among relatives. Pitt-Rivers (1961:108) found that in Spain, 

grandparents expected to be their grandchild's godparents. But in 

Kroeger Lane, such a selection is frowned upon. "How can you tell 

your child that his grandmother is also his nina? It isn't right." 

It would seem that this choice is inappropriate because it confuses the 

paramount relationship of mother and child. The compadre relationship 

is one of deference between peers. For this reason, it is more appro

priate to select a lesser relative. One chooses someone for whom 

"respect" is felt already, and the compadre relationship increases 

this respect. As Trini said, "I asked my younger brother to baptize 

Fernando, because he has always been very respectful and well-mannered 

to me." For baby Lupita, she has asked her husband's older brother 

and wife, to be formally arranged when they can travel from Phoenix. 

In some cases, such as with Consuelo, she is nina to all five of her 

sister's children. Sylvia, however, has asked a friend to sponsor the 

baptism of her eighth child. Sponsors must be Catholic and have been 

married by Catholic rites. 
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In selecting (or being selected, for women often ask "to 

confirm" a child) ten or more comadres, a woman picks from among her 

many relatives those on whom she feels she can rely. From these 

comadres there is further selection of individuals who prove to be most 

supportive. This relationship is most likely to be activated in times 

of illness. The comadre helps the mother seek treatment. If the 

comadre "has a little knowledge" of cures, so much the better. Many 

people in Kroeger Lane related seeking the advice of comadres in curing. 

And they also spoke of being treated by their ninas when they were ill. 

When a sister or aunt serves as madrina to a child, she is no 

longer addressed by the kin term, but by the term comadre. Sylvia and 

Linda, aunt and niece who are neighbors, always address each other as 

comadre. There are only two ritual kinswomen of my Kroeger Lane 

informants (who are also curiada to each other) .who simply use first 

names. "We've known each other since we were babies. I just can't get 

used to calling her comadre." Contacts between parents, compadres and 

ahijados are also dependent upon proximity. "Olga never sees her ninos 

because they moved to Chandler." Some give up the relationship. "It's 

no good anymore. Kids don't have respect today. They won't listen to 

you." Comadres can then commiserate with each other. 

Death 

The only time that the entire kindred is brought together as a 

social unit is at the time of death. Adults, upon their death, will have 
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one or more ceremonies. After death, the body is taken to a commercial 

mortuary. At the mortuary, the body is placed in recumbent position in 

the casket and prepared for viewing, somberly dressed with rosary en

twined in the hands. At a scheduled time, a service called the Rosary 

is held in the chapel of the funeral home. Visitors dressed in black 

and wearing veils or hats arrive over a four hour period. They sign 

one of the guest books and then file up to look at the body. The bou

quets that friends have sent are displayed behind the casket. The 

visitor then passes to the section where family members are seated. 

Relations who are closest to the dead, parents, children, or spouse, sit 

in the front row. Other lineal relatives and their collateral and 

affinal kin are seated behind. All are greeted, embraced or hands shaken 

and regrets expressed. 

After a time, the formal ceremony begins. The entire service is 

in Spanish, including the eulogy and the recitations of the rosary. 

Not only the kindred but also friends attend this service in large 

numbers to repeat the Ave Marias and Pater Nosters. Even small children 

attend. The next day, the body is buried in the Catholic cemetery. 

Burial may occur as much as four days after death. 

On the first Monday that follows death, novenarios, nine 

consecutive prayer services are conducted on nine consecutive evenings. 

In Kroeger Lane, novenarios are held at home where someone in the 

community who is used to leading prayers may be hired to lead the 

recitations of the rosary. 
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Families are "in mourning" for six months to a year, during 

which they dress in black and restrict their social activity. The 

length of this period is dependent upon the closeness of the relation

ship. For example, Trini, who spent her childhood years reared by her 

grandmother, mourned her death almost as long as she would her own 

mother's death. 

Religion and Illness 

The people of Kroeger Lane belong to Santa Cruz Parish. In 

recent years, services have been offered in Spanish (the Spanish of 

the priests who come from Valencia and Barcelona), in an effort to 

encourage attendance. But although residents see themselves as Cath

olics, few other than old women go to church. Recently priests of the 

Inner City Apostolate, housed at the city's cathedral, have been trying 

to bring the Church to its people. During a six month's period, many 

Ifesses were said in the homes, whenever requested, sometimes almost 

nightly. Some M.asses were arranged simply because of the devotion of 

individual people. 

Manuela is devoted to St. Jude. In her garden she has a 
three foot statue. He came to all of us. There were nine 
days of Masses, held every nine days. Father Ricardo gave 
a Mass at Manuelafe, and then we took the statue to Carmen's 
house, then to Beatrice, then to Norma, then to Margarita, 
then to Linda, then to Laura, then to Ignacia. On Wednesday 
we will have Mass here, and then take San Judas to Anita. 
When it is hot, we have Mass outside, at night. Now it is 
too cold. 



Ill 

The occasion was frequently an episode of illness, with the 

Mass said in payment of a manda, a vow. One home Mass to which I was 

invited was arranged some six months after Consuelo had recovered from 

abdominal surgery at the county hospital. It had been postponed until 

her husband had obtained steady employment on a construction project. 

It was scheduled for 7:30 one August evening, to be said by a priest 

from Santa Cruz Church, in the family ramada. 

At the appointed time, the men of the family improvised an 

altar by placing a large piece of plywood on the television table. 

Then the men left, to sit on a pickup truck and drink beer. Meanwhile 

the priest, who spoke in a rich Irish brogue, heard confessions in the 

house. (The children giggled that he was hearing confessions in the 

bathroom). He then came out, and with the help of three boys of his 

parish, unpacked two cases of altar cloths, vestments, chalices, can

dles and other religious paraphernalia. The boys passed out booklets 

with the service in English. The brief service was read to the hatted 

or veiled women and children, most of whom received communion. The 

priest made a few remarks about the absence of the men, the great 

strength of the family, and reminded the children to be ready for the 

Saturday morning bus which would take them to catechism classes. 

Besides Masses of this kind, there are other religious activities 

which are associated with illness. Castillo de Lucas (1958:137-8) re- • 

fers to simple prayers, small personal sacrifices, donations, the 

adoption of religious habits, and pilgrimages. Mexican Americans have 
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all of these practices. They are all offered to God, usually to that 

aspect of Him conceived of as the Sacred Heart of Jesus. According to 

official doctrine, God may be considered as a Holy Trinity made up of 

Father, His Son, and the Holy Ghost. For Kroeger Lane, the Trinity is 

usually envisioned as the Family of Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, which is 

not officially correct. I have seen a picture of the Holy Trinity in 

which it was presented as three identical pictures of Jesus. This 

picture was one of many cards which may be purchased at the large herb 

store in Nogales, Sonora. The cards present a large variety of relig

ious figures associated with illness. 

Most students of Mexican culture note the importance of the 

Virgin Mary, especially as the Mexican Virgin of Guadalupe. In Kroeger 

Lane a few houses have posters glued to their front windows which are 

also seen over much of Mexico. These declare in Spanish, "We are 

Catholic. We do not admit Protestant or Communist Propaganda," and are 

illustrated by a picture of the Virgin of Guadalupe. Other saints are 

more commonly used for intercession in health matters, however. The 

function of these saints, an informant explained, is that of a lawyer. 

They have already been forgiven for their sins, and will take on your 

case. There are a few general favorites, especially St. Francis Xavier, 

St. Martin de Porres, and St. Jude. 

St. Francis Xavier has been a valued supernatural for the people 

of this entire region since Father Kino named the mission that he estab

lished at Bac for this saint. The personage that is revered, however, 
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is not the historical St. Francis Xavier, but rather a simulacrum that 

combines the attributes of St. Francis of Assisi, on whose date the 

feast of St. Francis Xavier is celebrated, and Father Kino with some of 

the characteristics of St. Francis Xavier himself (Williamson 1950). 

One of the most important days of the year is October 4, the feast of 

St. Francis, when people from all over Sonora and Arizona make a pil

grimage to the Church in Magdalena. At this church, Father Kino's 

remains are buried. The tradition of pilgrimage has been a long one, 

preceding the replacement of the Jesuits by the Franciscans, and was 

lively even before Arizona's separation from Sonora with the Gadsden 

Purchase. According to one Mexican writer, people saved for this event 

during the entire year, because if an individual vowed to go and did not, 

St. Francis would "sent the bill back with calamities" (Zamora 1944:104, 

my translation),. Here they see the saint, pay their vow, beg his pity 

and pardon of their sins and implore that their needs be met. But, 

Sonoran style, the pilgrimage has always been combined with recreation, 

a time of fiesta, camping and picnicking. 

Such church fiestas are common throughout Mexico, but the one 

for St. Francis has a unique emphasis on curing (personal communication 

of James Griffith (1967), who has studied these fiestas extensively). This 

stress is demonstrated by extensive commerce in folk medicine. There 

are many stalls for merchants of herbs who come from all over Sonora 

and from as far away as Vera Cruz (see Figure 17) . Besides medicinal 

herbs which are packaged in brown paper sacks or plastic bags in kilo 



Figure 17. Stalls for merchants of herbs. 



lots; there are cans of ointments, dry starfish and sea horses, and 

amuletos ('amulets'), such as iron filings, beads, and ojos de venado 

('deer's eyes', actually seaweed seeds), and all these items are labeled 

according to the diseases that they cure. Merchants also sell reli

gious articles such as pictures and prayers of special saints associated 

with cures, and have racks of h^bitos ('habits'), whose use will be 

discussed below. Women may be seen helping themselves to water just 

blessed by the priest, or buying eyeglasses or sunglasses. Roaming 

around the fiesta are men who occupy a special status of merolico 

('charlatan'), who with histrionic skill and pseudoscientific demon

strations, urge the purchase of some patent medicine. The audience 

for his pitch is almost entirely men—Kroeger Lane women scorn his 

products. Proprietors of the small expendidos de hierbas ('herb stores') 

of Sonora and Arizona are able to get supplies of all their merchandise 

during this fair. 

When the trip to Magdalena is a pilgrimage made in fulfillment 

of a manda ('vow'), several elements are involved. They include 

prayers, a sacrifice and sometimes equipment like special costumes and 

an effigy. These same elements are important in smaller pilgrimages, 

too. The prayer is not prescribed, but the women pray extemporaneous

ly, repeating what is in their hearts. They promise to honor a saint 

in return for the recovery from illness of a loves one, especially a 

child. When the child is well, he may be taken to church with a god

parent selected for this occasion in the traditional garment of this 
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saint, which is often his religious habit (see Figures 18 and 19X The 

godmother of this occasion is the madrina de habito, and may be anyone, 

asked by the mother, "Do you want to put the habit on my child?" 

Kroeger Lane women commonly acknowledge their gratitude for 

recovery from a major illness by a walk to San Xavier Mission. It is 

no small sacrifice to walk over twelve miles, especially in summer. 

The mother precedes her walk by a trip to a shop of religious articles 

to purchase a model of that part of the body that is affected by the 

illness. This effigy is called a milagro ('miracle') in Arizona and 

Sonora, exvoto, elsewhere. For example, Lupe bought a head, because 

her dehydrated infant was receiving many intravenous feedings through 

scalp veins. The effigy is then deposited beside, or attached to the 

image of St. Francis /this statue is actually the torso of Christ 

Crucified, taken from Tumacacori in 1848 when the mission was closed 

because of Apache depredation (personal communication, Fr. Norman 

Whalen)/, where the supplicant also attempts to lift the statue, to 

learn if her prayers will be answered. With catastrophic illness, the 

same elements are utilized, but the walk may be made from Nogales to 

Magdalena. 

St. Martin de Porres, the half-Indian saint of Lima, Peru, has 

great appeal to the Mexican Americans, both because of his dark color, 

and his American origins. St. Jude, the patron of lost causes, also is 

valued in Kroeger Lane. Many of the women have persuaded their^husbands 

to construct shrines in their yards to house favorite saints 
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Figure 18. Child wearing the habito 

Figure 19. Mother wearing the habito. 
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These are usually kept clean and bright, with flowers or Christmas 

type decorations for elaboration. 

Castillo de Lucas (1958:123-33) has studied many of the saints 

in Spain who are patrons of a certain illness or part of the body which 

may be afflicted by disease. He explains that his list of 137 is in no 

way complete, because the saints are largely local, chosen because 

that saint was born in the region, or his image had appeared in a 

certain site there, or the type of martyrdom, or the analogy of his 

name or role could cause his association with a particular affliction. 

In comparison, the Kroeger Lane women have a very slim repertory 

of such paracletes. They invoke San Juan, especially when a cure from 

cafda de la mollera, ('fallen fontanel1) is sought. (San Juan is also 

supposed to make it rain which would make him a likely associate with 

a disease of dehydration.) Men named Juan are reputed to be natural 

curers, and the only effective ones for children named Juan. San 

Roman Nonato ('unborn1 --he was "untimely ripped") is petitioned at 

childbirth. St. Jude's statue on nearby Ninth Avenue is also visited 

after an illness. A few women petition the saint on whose feast day 

they were born. Most women do not pay particular attention to their 

saint's days (dias onom&sticos), other than receiving radio greetings 

broadcast on one of the Spanish language radio stations. The usual 

petitions are to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, San Xavier, and San Martin, 

in that order. 

Although women pray to God for cures, they deny that He sends 

illness. It is true, they say, that God does everything, and for His 
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own reasons, so He is the ultimate Cause. But none of my informants in 

Kroeger Lane could accept vindictiveness as an aspect of their deity. 

Dios no castiga, God does not punish. Also, we must note that they are 

not especially fatalistic (see Edmonson 1968, Madsen 1964:16, Lewis 

1960:91 for differing assessments of world view and Samora 1961 for 

divergent beliefs of the role of God in illness). Generally, women in 

Kroeger Lane adhere to the dicho,^Ayridate 2 Dios te ayudar^! Help your

self, and God will help you. 

How did the women of Sonora develop their way of relating 

religion and health? They learned it from the priests. A history of 

the niissionization of Sonora shows that it was Jesuits who were the 

first to come, in the late seventeenth century. Jesuits accommodated 

the beliefs and practices of the Indians that they sought to convert 

(Spicer 1962), incorporating their ideas wherever they could. The 

resulting contact cultures have been only partially documented, however. 

We know all about what missionaries told the men, but nothing about 

what they must have told women. Nothing has been written about an 

amalgam of the culture of Indian women with that of European women. 

But we have seen that many of the religious customs that relate to 
• & 

health have European Catholic roots. Foster (1953a:204) points out 

that priests helped the sick and suggests that they were the vehicle 

for bringing Spanish scientific medical thought to Mexico. However, • 

the Jesuit priests who came to northwest Mexico were more commonly 

German, or German-speaking Swiss, like Pfefferkorn, Baltazar, Nentuig 

and Kino. The first missionary to San Xavier del Bac was the Swiss 
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German, Fillipe Segesser, from 1733 to the 1750*s. His letters, now 

being edited at The University of Arizona contain references to medi

cinal herbs that he wanted his mother to send to him for curing 

(personal communication, Dan Shaw Matson, The University of Arizona). 

An interesting example of priests' effects on medical theory 

comes from the Rudo Ensayo (Unknown 1951:45) in 1763. Here one learns 

how women may have decided that they should never bathe during their 

menstrual periods. The priest wrote of women dying "choked by the 

stopped blood" of menstrual disorder because they "go into the water 

and bathe at all times, without regard to the injuries that may follow, 

and this is the cause of the disorder." Today the idea is firmly fixed 

in ethnomedicine that bathing is dangerous during the menstrual period. 

Father Nentuig's essay is filled with his concepts of the cause and 

treatment of illness, ideas which we shall see reaffirmed in the 

following chapters. 

One may surmise also that from contacts with German priests 

there were effects of larger scope. The Swiss medical doctor, 

Paracelsus, (1493-1591) who opposed the humoral theory of disease and 

publicly burned Galen's books, had great influence among his fellow 

speakers of German. 

After the Jesuits were expelled in 1767, they were followed by 

Franciscan missionaries, sent from the Holy Ghost Province of Queretaro. 

The Franciscans were then turned out after the new Mexican government 
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decreed general expulsion of Spaniards in 1826. There would be few 

regular sources of European medical thought to northwest Mexico there

after. New ideas would be filtered from Mexican and then American 

medical doctors. 

Summary 

What, then, is the relationship of religion to ethnomedicine? 

We have shown that for the women of Kroeger Lane, religion has all the 

usual functions in their lives that it has for women of other societies. 

Religion has been discussed primarily as an instrument of social inte

gration. It enters the lives of the women daily, but especially 

during calendrical rites and life crisis rites. It extends the kinship 

system. It is activated especially during illness. It provides a 

rationale for their values, and, as a component in their logical 

system, explains causation. Some religious customs vary widely from 

those of orthodox Catholicism, and from those of other Spanish speak

ing people. We have illustrated that these customs are changing and 

that the women of Kroeger Lane are willing to accept at least one of 

the changes (the service of Mass) that have been imposed by their 

church. In the following chapters, I shall discuss the topics of 

illness, its definition, cause, prevention and pathological processes, 

who cures it and with what, before finally illustrating the specific 

influence of religion on these topics. 



CHAPTER 5 

NOSOLOGY 

The Mexican American domain enfermedad subsumes the two English 

concepts, 'illness' and 'disease.1 Fabrega (1970) separates the con

cept of disease from illness. "Disease refers to bodily events and 

processes conceptualized in terms of a scientific framework. Illness 

designates the socioculturally structured behaviors and interpretations 

of persons which are a response to these processes." According to 

informants, enfermedad is caused by such factors as fatigue, disregard

ing hygienic rules, environmental alterations, and animalitos ('tiny 

animals') or microbios ('germs'). The individual's constitution 

determines whether or not he will become ill, for cada quien tiene 

su sistema, 'each has his own system.' Enfermedad is defined in terms 

of changed behavior. It is said to exist when one or more of the 

following conditions occurs: 

You're (normally) very active, but then you want to stay in bed. 

You have a pain. 

You are dizzy 

Some body function is no longer normal or natural. 

The conceptual content of the domain enfermedad is most clearly 

revealed by an analysis of the disease categories that comprise it. 

122 
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The hierarchical taxonomy presented in Figure 20, Bage 124 and Table 4, 

Page 155 illustrates the ordering of disease categories according to 

their position on one or more levels of contrast. 

The general features of enfermedad" include cansancio ('fatigue1), 

debilidad ('weakness'), incapacidad ('incapacity'), and tarantas 

('dizziness'). The presence of one or more of these features denotes 

enfermedad as it contrasts with salud ('health') at Level I. 

Level II contrasts enfermedad corporal ('illness of the body') 

with enfermedad mental ('mental illness') and enfermedad moral 

('character disorder'). The class features of enfermedad corporal 

include calentura ('general fever'); calentura local ('local fever'); 

dolor ('pain'); basca ('nausea' or 'vomiting'); pujo ('griping'); 

moco ('mucus') or tos ('cough'); cambio de color ('change in color'); 

and erupcjdn ('rash'). One or more of these conditions occur in 

enfermedad corporal. (The class features of enfermedad moral and 

mental will be presented later). 

Level III is partitioned into classes which are temporal 

('temporary'), benigna('mild') and grave ('serious'). The features 

that determine location at this level have to do with treatment. 

Enfermedades temporales are transitory or self-limited; the conditions 

are in themselves inevitable. Enfermedades benignas, on the other hand, 

are generally avoidable, but they respond to simple therapy. Enfer

medades graves, however, cannot usually be explained as the results of 

breaking hygenic rules, and, moreover they are very serious and 

sometimes incurable. 
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Figure 20. Hierarchical taxonomy of enfermedad corporal. 
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Level IV categories result from different kinds of groupings, 

such as the age group of potential victims of a certain illness, the 

acuteness of the symptoms, or the external conditions that may "cause" 

the attack of illness. 

Specific disease lexemes are located at Level V. The features 

that define particular types of illnesses are combinations of symp

toms; i.e., the general features of enfermedad, the class features 

of enfermedad corporal, the features that have determined location at 

Levels III and IV, and finally one or more features unique to that 

illness. In some cases, two diseases are identical except for the one 

attribute which is critical for its definition, and which, following 

Bruner et al. (1967:30), we could call the" criterial attribute. Such a 

pathognomonic feature does not occur for every enfermedad, however. 

Key to the Taxonomy 

The general partitioning of enfermedades is illustrated in 

Tables 3 and 4. The information is presented in a matrix form, mod

eled after a botanical key, with a numerical system like that 

conventionally used by linguists. After the taxonomic number, the 

Spanish term for the enfermedad is given, followed by an English gloss. 

Next, each general feature and class feature is given a column, and 

the presence of the feature in any given disease is noted by a 

mark. Finally there is a succint statement of defining features. 

Before turning to the key, I should like to discuss three 

issues that complicated its construction, because they are likely to 
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apply to any disease taxonomy. These issues concern the homonymous 

lexeme, the gloss and the unlabeled category. 

One of the initial problems of classification is that of the 

homonymous lexeme (see Black 1969:179). When is a lexeme a taxon, a 

distinct kind of enfermedad, and when is it a feature of several 

enfermedades? In many cases, the application of the lexeme will 

depend upon the medical sophistication of the informant. Thus, cdlico 

('colic'), catarro ('catarrh'), and diarrea ('diarrhea') may be seen 

as distinct diseases by some informants and as features of diseases by 

others. But in other cases, a particular lexeme may appear at more 

than one place in the taxonomy, that is, at different levels of con

trast. This is a true condition of homonymousness. 

A second problem is that of selecting a gloss. The translator 

is faced with three choices. He may choose a term that translates 

the Spanish word literally, or try to find a common English expression 

that conveys similar features, or decide on a scientific medical term 

that seems to encode many of the same symptoms. For example, the 

disease tripa ida translates as "gone intestines." There is an 

expression in English that conveys the same idea that is meant—'locked 

intestines." The closest scientific counterparts are 'spastic colon' 

or 'colon stasis.' Latido translates as 'beat' and probably refers to 

the visible pulsations of the abdominal aorta. Modern medicine recog

nizes a condition with such extreme debilitation as 'cachexia.' La 

chanza translates as 'joke,' refers to visible swellings of the neck, 
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but my informants believe that the disease called 'mumps' by lay people 

is what they mean. The scientific term is 'epidemic parotitis.' 

In short, tripa ida has no corresponding scientific term, latido, 

lacks a common English expression and la chanza is too broadly defined. 

I have compromised and offer a common English expression wherever pos

sible for the gloss. Since many of my informants are bilingual, it was 

often possible to verify the choice of gloss with them, thus obtaining 

additional understanding of their views of illness. In a few instances, 

the scientific term is given instead, enclosed by brackets. 

The final question concerns the nature of folk taxonomies, and 

the extent to which categories require a monolexemic label. In an 

important paper by Berlin, Breedlove and Raven (1968), the writers 

stress the need for recognizing unnamed, mid-level categories. They 

point out that any grouping is synthetic, and that "... the label

ing of initially unnamed categories that prove to have cultural 

validity and predictiveness about the included forms would appear to 

have been a principal route to the verbalization of more and more 

complex hierarchies." When the mid-level category name has not 

originated from informants, it is enclosed in brackets. 

Let us now focus on the taxonomic key. As summarized above, 

features define enfermedad. The descriptive terms are explained as 

follows: 

General Features of Enfermedad 

1. Cansancio ('fatigue') indicates tiredness from over

use. Sleep is not restorative to cansancio of the whole body. 
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There may also be cansancio of an organ. The extreme state is 

agotamiento (^exhaustion'). 

2. Debtlidad ('weakness') signifies inability to muster the 

energy or strength for the efforts of normal life. The extreme state 

is decaimiento. 

3. Incapacidad Cincapacitatiorf) indicates inability to perform 

normal role obligations because of pain, or the type of injury that 

has been sustained or the nature of the treatment that requires the 

individual to be immobilized. 

4. Tarantas ('dizziness') is the sensation of the head's 

spinning. 

Class Features of Enfermedad del Cuerpo 

1. Calentura ('fever') denotes the condition of the entire 

body feeling hot to touch. If a thermometer is placed in the mouth or 

in the armpit an elevation of temperature will be measured. 

2. Calentura local ('local fever1). A specific place on the 

outside or the inside of the body will be hot. Internal fever may be 

measurable by a rectal thermometer. 

3. Dolor Cpain'). There are various kinds of pain, or altera

tions in tactile sensation. First comes cosquillas ('tickles'), and 

congestion, ('congestion') or pain in the least degree. The next kind 

of pain is numbness or dormido. With hormigueo, a prickling kind of 

pain, one feels as though many insects are moving over, a part. 
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Piquetes are stinging pains and picadas are stabbing pains. Un escozor 

is a smarting pain. Punzadas ('stitches') are feelings of pressure on 

one or more places, especially the eye or the side of the chest. Ardor 

is burning pain. Un dolor necio is characterized by its persistence. 

A strong pain is dolor agudo. The most severe kind of pain, el dolor 

m£s fuerte is called un dolor clavado. A cramp is un calambre. 

Scratching is rasquera, and itching is un comezdn. None of these par

ticularly descriptive lexemes is commonly employed; informants simply 

use dolor, and expect the interlocutor to know which kind is meant. 

Pain is closely related to fever. 

4. Basca ('nausea'). This term denotes both the sensation of 

nausea and the act of vomiting. Vomitus is deposicidn. 

5. Pujo ('griping') corresponds to the medical term tenesmus. 

It refers to the desire to move the bowels without necessarily doing so. 

If there is a bowel movement, it commonly contains mucus and sometimes 

blood, disenteria. 

6. Moco ('mucus') is the secretion of mucous tissues. It may 

be clear, moco cristalina; white, flema; or yellow, moco amarillo. 

If there is a mucous secretion from the nose, it is often accompanied 

by a cough, tos. 

7. Ponerse pdlido, azul, rojo, amarillo ('to become pale, blue, 

red, or yellow') refers to changes in the appearance of the skin. 

8. Erupcion ('rash') refers to the appearance of various kinds 

of lesions on the skin. Llaga, ('sore') subsumes various kinds of these 

lesions, although it applies specifically to one kind. 
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1. Enf. del Cuerpo Physical illness 
1.1 Temporal Temporary 
1.11 Juvenil Of Childhood 
1.111 Denticidn Teething + + + 
1.112 Tos ferina Whooping cough + + + + 
1.113 La Chanza Mumps + + + + + 
1.114 Viruela Pox + + + + + + + + 
1.115 Sarampion de 3 dias 3 day measles + + + + + 

1.12 Del tiempo Seasonal 
1.121 /Jey fiver/ Hay fever + + + 
1.122 Catarro Catarrh + + 
1.123 Resfriado Cold + + + + + 
1.124 Alergia Allergy + + + + + + 

1.13 (del cambio) 
1.131 Frfo de la garganta Throat spasm + + 

1.132 Temblor de o-jo Eye tremor + + 
1.133 Dolor de nervio Nerve pain + + 
1.134 Aire en el corazdn Air in the heart + + + 
1.135 Punzadas Stitches + + 
1.136 Rerima Rheumatism + + 
1.137 Ataque de viento Attack of gas + + 

1.2 Enf. benigna Mild illness 

1.21 Simple Simple 
1.211 Anginas Tonsillitis + + + + + + 
1.212 Jaqueca Migraine + + + 
1.213 Sangre ddbil Weak blood + + + + 
1.214 Grano enterrado Boil + + + 
1.215 Llaga Sore .+ + 
1.216 Postemilla Abscess + + 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
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Affects body. 
Cannot be avoided. 
Affects children. 
Sore gums, much saliva. 
"Very bad" cough. 
Prominent swellings of neck and jaw. 
Itching blisters on body. 
Red rash which disappears quickly. 

Occurs at certain times of year. 
Red itching eyes and pain in bone under eyes. 
Runny nose. 
Bones ache. 
Ronchas, 'hives.1 

Malaise following rapid environmental change. 
Sudden pain in throat after drinking ice wate 

Muscles surrounding eye twitch. 
Stabbing pain in various places. 
Stabbing pains in the heart. 
Sticking pains, especially in eye. 
Aching of bones or joints, especially fingers 
Pain in chest relieved by belching. 

Yields to uncomplicated treatment. 

Mild pain or discomfort. 
Sore throat, swollen tonsils. 
Head hurts in one part. Black spots in visio 
Lack of red cells in the blood. 
Hard red lesion below surface of skin. 
Skin lesion with pus. 
Lesion is located in the gums. 
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1.218 Muela podrida 
1.219 Mai de ojo 
1.22 Lastimada 
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la nariz 
1.222 Rasgufta infectada 

Herida infectada 
Cortada infectada 

1.223 Quemadura 
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1.226 Descompostura 
1.226 Torcedura 
1.23 Malestares 
1.231 Dispepsia cronica 
1.232 Acedias 
1.233 Falta de digestion 
1.234 Ataque de viento 
1.235 Crudo 
1.236 Puerco del estomago 

1.3 Enfermedad grave 
1.31 Enfermed. dolorosa 
1.311 Maledades 
1.3111 Mai de rindn 
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1.3113 Dolor de oxdo 
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Cdncer de herida 
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Burn 
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Broken bone 
Displacement 
Sprain 
Digestive disorders 
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Inadequate digestion 
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Tooth ache, decay is often visible. 
Eye is red, sore and crusted in morning. 
Specific episode. 

Bleeding from the nose 
Scratch has red and painful edges. 

(Or wound or cut) 
Skin is red, burned 
Palpable break or alteration in shape. 

Pain in affected joint, something out of place. 
Swelling with pain in affected joint. 
Ingestion of disagreeing food. 
Frequently occurring indigestion. 
Sour taste. 
Feeling of fullness 
Pressure on chest relieved by belching. 
Follows too much alcohol. 
Constipation 

Serious, possibly fatal. 
Pain 
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Painful, frequent or unable to urinate. 
Severe Pain in abdomen and chest with anger. 
Air in ear. 

Sudden death 
Numbness of one side of body, "clots" 
(Depends on type). 

amors 
wound 
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1.3118 Mai de HLgado Liver disease + + + + + + 

1.312 Mai. de andancia Epidemic disease 
1.3121 Sarampidn malo Measles + + + + + + 

1.3122 Polio Poliomyelitis 
1.3123 Meningitis Meningitis 
1.3124 Hepatitis Hepatitis 
1.3125 Paludismo Malaria + + + + + . + 

1.3126 Difteria Diphtheria 
1.313 Maledades Mexicanas 
1.3131 Empacho Intestinal (Ileus) 

infection + + + + + 

1.3132 Caxda de la 
mollera (Dehydration) + + + + 

1.3133 Latido Emaciation + + + + 

1.3134 Tripa ida Locked intestines + + + + + 

1.3135 Pujo Griping + + + + + 

1.3136 Pasmo Infection + + + + + 

1.314 C61icos Severe cramps 1 

1.3141 Piedras en el 
vesfculo Biliary stones + + + + 

1.3142 Ulceras Ulcers + + + + 

^astriticas stomach 
quemantes burning 
heridas wound 

1.3143 Apendicitis Appendicitis + + + + + + 

1.3144 Parasitos Parasites + + + + + + 

1.3134 Mai de iiar Flank pain + + 

1.3146 Fri'o del vientre Inflammation of 
the belly + + + + + 

1.315 (Consequencias) Consequences 
1.3151 Almorranas Hemorrhoids + + 

1.3151 Roto de la aldilla Hernia of groin + + 
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Wide variety of symptoms, portmanteaux category. 

Contagious. 
Severe headache. 

No appetite, cramps. 

+ + 
+ + 

+ 
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+ 
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Not recognized by Anglo doctors. 
Mildew on affected fecal particles. 

Swollen belly, great thirst. 
Cannot suck, eyes fall back in head, palate feels lumpy. 

Stomach pulse is visible, no appetite, extreme thinness. 
Severe constipation after frightening experience 
Abdominal cramps, may have mucous or blood in excrement. 
Swelling and redness at affected place, rash around it. 
Pain in abdomen. 

Stones shown after X-ray or operation. 

Pain in mouth of stomach. 
3 sub-types differ in degree of pain. 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + 

Continuous pain in lower part of abdomen. 
Worms come out of anus or even mouth. 
Pain in lower abdomen comes and goes. 

+ + + + 

+ 
+ 

Illness follows unwise action 
Very painful anus. 
Swelling of groin. 
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1.3153 Desombligado Umbilical hernia 
1.3154 Insolacid'n Sunstroke + + + + + + 
1.3155 Pulmonia Pneumonia + + + + + + 
1.3156 Sinusitis Sinusitis + + + 

(Catarro constipado) 
+ + 1.3157 Bronquitis Bronchitis + + + + + + 

1.3158 Enf. vendreas Venereal disease 

1.32 Enf. crdnica Chronic disease 
1.321 Enf. hereditaria Inherited disease 
1.3211 Diabetis Diabetes + + + 
1.3212 Corazdn- grande Enlarged heart + + + + 
1.3213 Corazdn debil Weak heart + + + + 
1.3214 Rinon grande Large kidney + + + 
1.3215 Alta presion High (blood) pres. + + + + + 

1.322 Sobrevenidera Sequential diseases 
1.3221 Artritis Arthritis + + + 
1.3222 Artritis que Deforming arthritis 

tuerza + + + 
1.3223 Rerfma seca Dry rheumatism 

(Sciatica) + + 
1.3224 Anemia aguda Severe anemia + + + 
1.3225 Tuberculosis Tuberculosis + + + 
1.3226 Alferecia Convulsions + 
1.3227 Asma As thma + + + + 
1.3228 Peritonitis Severe constipa

tion + + + + 
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Defining 
Features 

Swelling of navel, no other features. 
Episode of absorbing too much sun. 
Painful breathing. 

Yellow mucous from nose. Headache. 
Difficult breathing. 
Follows extra-marital affairs. 

Does not appear suddenly. 
Comes from family inheritance. 
Sugar in the urine. 
Progressive exhaustion. 
Heart beats too much. 
Sufferer needs artificial kidney. 
Dizziness and headache. 

Comes from neglecting other enfermedad. 
Body aches at times of weather change. 
Specific places are twisted (neglected pasmo). 

Pain moves down the leg (neglected reuma). 

Like sangre debil except that vigorous treatment is now required. 
Blue ear lobes and finger tips (neglected anemia). 
Follows after recovery from high fever (neglected sarampitfa). 
Choking, suffocating with breathing (neglected hay fever). 

No bowel movement. 
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Enfermedades Temporales 

1.1 The class temporal ('temporary'), also called pasajera 

('passing') is defined by its temporariness or self-limitation of the 

condition, which is in itself inevitable. 1.11 Its first subdivision 

includes those conditions which "must" come in the early stages of 

human development; they are known as enfermedades juveniles. The 

first of these is denticidn ('teething'). Denticidn includes the 

features of runny nose, diarrhea, and fever and is distinguished from 

other conditions that include similar symptoms by the defining features 

of excessive salivation and discomfort in las encias ('the gums'). 

A second is tos ferina ('whooping cough'). This term trans

lates as 'whooping cough' in the dictionary (a condition caused by the 

Hemophilus pertussis) but in Kroeger Lane the condition is not that 

specific; it is the spasmodic coughing that "children get in winter." 

It contrasts with garrotillo, ('croup') for some informants with the 

latter cough producing more mucus. 

La chanza is translated by informants as 'mumps.' However, they 

do not speak only of swelling of the parotid gland. La chanza may also 

refer to prominent swelling of any throat glands, especially those of 

the external cervical chain. Another departure from Western scientific 

nomenclature occurs with the next class viruela. This term translates 

as 'smallpox' in all dictionaries, but my informants mean 'chicken pox' 

when they use the term, and viruela encodes the same features. 
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Sarampi(5n de tres d£as (three day measles) is recognized as a 

mild disorder with the features of general fever, and also local fever 

of the skin where it becomes flushed and then erupts into una salpicada 

('a sprinkling1) of red (spots). Again, more is included than the 

specific disease of rubella (German or three day measles). All children 

are prone to various sarampiones, especially at the time that se anda 

('they go around1). All the above conditions are recognized by 

other societies in the western tradition of medicine. Science would 

take issue with the inevitability of these diseases—the concepts of 

Kroeger Lane women reflect their experiences. 

1.12 Enfermedades del tiempo ('seasonal diseases') are impor

tant in Kroeger Lane, containing the lexemes most frequently elicited, 

hay fever and resfriados ('colds'), plus catarro ('runny nose1) and 

alergia ('allergy'). All conditions have the general feature of fatigue, 

but resfriado and alergia add incapacity, since sufferers from these 

conditions must go to bed or limit their work. Similarly, all condi

tions have the class feature of mucous in the nose. The term /jey 

fiver/ encodes the features of red and itching eyes, a feeling of 

something like dust in the eyes, and pain in the bone under the eye. 

Hay fever contrasts with resfriado ('cold') in that the latter occurs 

from chilling. The class feature of fever demonstrates infection, and 

the defining feature becomes the generalized aching of the bones. 

Informants are agreed that /jey flyer/ "comes from" plants, trees and 

grass, but the pathological processes are not defined. One says that 
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the soldiers brought it from Korea. It also comes from humo (femog'), 

also called aire sucio ('dirty air'), which may develop into alergia, 

the final class member which encodes more features, adding ronchas, 

'hives' which are locally "hot." 

The dust and pollens noted in the discussion of the physical 

environment of Kroeger Lane (Chapter 2) are thus closely attended to 

and responded to in the lexicon of disease, as are the rapid diurnal 

temperature changes, important "causes" of respiratory illness. 

One group of enfermedades temporales was omitted from the 

taxonomic key because of lack of consensus among informants. This 

class contains those conditions which normally are cyclic in women. 

Some informants insisted that el embarazo ('pregnancy') is definitely 

an enfermedad because one suffers from mareo ('nausea and dissiness'), 

alta or baja presidn, ('high or low (blood) pressure'), and corale 

('rage'). Other informants stated that these were not distinctive 

features of el embarazo, but enfermedades in their own right, from 

which not everyone suffers at this time. Mainly, they argued that 

pregnancy is a natural condition, however uncomfortable, and thus did 

not qualify as an enfermedad. In the same way, JLa regla or the menstru

al period is seen as an enfermedad by some women and not by others. 

We shall return to this problem in Chapter 7. 

A final group in this class is a category which lacks a 

monolexemic label (cf. Berlin, Breedlove and Raven 1968). It 

includes those conditions which are caused by rapid environmental 
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change. With such change, it is said, frjfo agarra el cuerpo ('cold 

seizes the body'). All of these conditions are uncomfortable but 

entirely harmless unless their victim persists in exposing himself to 

more of the same conditions. There is fir-st frio de la garganta 

('throat cold'), a passing pain in the throat that comes from drinking 

iced fluids. To avoid it, very cold drinks are eschewed by most 

informants. Similarly, it is "known" that if an individual steps into 

the wind with an unprotected head, he may get temblor de ojo ('tremors 

of the eye muscles'), punzadas, ('stitches') or dolor de nervio ('pain 

in the nerve'). From breathing cold air, there may be pain in the 

chest, identified as ataque de viento ('attack of gas') or aire en el 

corazdn ('air in the heart '). Finally, there is redma ('rheumatism') 

pain in a joint which may come when an individual has overheated a 

part like his hand in some household task, and then plunged it into 

cold water. 

Enfermedades Benignas 

1.2 Enfermedad benigna ('mild illness') is a major class, 

including all the conditions which are molestias ('annoying') but 

which yield to uncomplicated treatment. Enfermedad benigna is charter-

ized by: (1) sin temperaturas altas ('without high temperatures'); 

(2) no encamadas en los hospitales ('not hospitalized'); (3) sie puede 

aliviar ('one can get over it'). 
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Enfermedades Simples 

1.21 The first kind are enfermedades simples ('simple ill

nesses'), conditions which cause discomfort or mild pain (dolencia) 

that may be treated by aspirin or home remedies. They include anginas 

('tonsillitis'), jaqueca ('migraine') and sangre ddbil ('weak blood'). 

There are also many conditions of the skin, which often have none of 

the other general features of illness, excepting that "something isn't 

normal." Piel is the general term for skin, and cutis refers to the 

skin of the face. Skin lesions are differentiated by what they look like, 

where they occur on the body, or by cause. A grano is a skin lesion of 

any kind. A grano enterrado or granujo Colorado ('boil' or 'furuncle') 

is a skin lesion that goes below the surface of the skin and is 

infected. The appearance of granos over large parts of the body is an 

erupcidn ('rash'), also called una salpicada ('a sprinkling'). An 

ampolla ('blister') is a lesion filled with clear liquid that commonly 

appears on the hands or feet from rubbing, such as would occur with 

manual labor. If the ampolla becomes infected, and the fluid is thick 

and yellow material ('pus') the lesion is a llaga ('pustule'). When 

open, it is an tilcera ('ulcer'). 

A bola is a lump. One kind of bolita ('little lump') is a 

small lesion that swells up and then disappears, a roncha. Ronchas 

may be caused by ant stings (picadas) or those of another insect, and 

can also be caused by plants; thus, the best translation is ('hives') 

/weals/. Ronchas ('hives') are characterized by comez<5n (itching1) 



so the condition may also be called un comezdn. Una erupcidn de 

muchas ronchas ('a rash of many hives') is a sampullido ('urticaria'). 

The cause and also the closeness of the lesions differentiates piel 

de gallina ('chicken skin'), known as "goose flesh" in English. An 

individual who is suddenly cold or frightened will note of his skin, me 

pongo chinito ('it got curly') or tengo piel de gallina ('I have goose 

flesh'). 

Mai de ojo ('pinkeye') /conjunctivitis?/ is mildly incapacitating 

because "it hurts to look at the light." The affected eye or eyes are 

red, sore and crusted in the morning. 

Lastimadas 

1.22 The active play of the children occasions small lasti

madas , ('injuries'). They are all incapacitating to some degree, if 

only briefly. A sangreada de la nariz ('nosebleed') follows the 

contact of the hand of one preschooler with the face of another. There 

may be a rasguna ('scratch'), herida ('wound') or cortada ('cut') which 

may become infectada ('infected'). A quemadura ('burn') occurs from 

touching something hot, like the stove where mother makes tortillas. 

A fall from a horse may occasion a fracture, el quebrado de un hueso, 

sometimes so severe that se sali6 el hueso ('the bone broke the skin'). 

There are also descomposturas, painful joints where something is out of 

place and torceduras ('sprains'). A tooth may become decayed, muela 

podrida, or there may be an abscess of the gum, postemilla. One may get 

a cactus sticker or espina in his finger or una astilla ('a splinter). 
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Excepting for quite severe degrees of the above, all are enfermedades 

simples, cared for by the housewife. 

Malestares 

1.23 Many of the enfermedades benignas belong to a third 

category, labeled malestares. These are digestive disorders for which 

there are a variety of terms. Disturbances of the estdmago ('stom

ach'), which includes the entire gastrointestinal tract from the lower 

esophagus down, may be caused by not eating, or eating something that 

does not "fall" well. In older people, bad teeth can cause 

enfermedades del estdmago: (1) Algo te hizo dafto ('Something hurt you1); 

Se cay6 de panza ('His stomach was upset'); (2) La comida no le caycf bien 

('The food did not agree'). 

Eating something that did not agree with the victim is the post 

hoc factor identified in more illness diagnosed by Kroeger Lane women 

than any other. Almost all malestares ('digestive disorders') are 

characterized by tarantas ('dizziness'); some are incapacitating; 

some cause weakness. The class feature of all is nausea. Acedxas 

('heartburn') is defined by a sour taste and intense pain in the center 

of the chest, at la boca del estdmago ('the mouth of the stomach'). 

Falta de digestidn ('inadequate digestion') is defined by a feeling of 

fullness, and the class feature of general pain, which contrasts with 

ataque de viento ('attack of gas') wherein the pain is also in the 

center of the chest but lacking the agrurra ('bitter' or 'acid') taste 
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in the mouth. Ataque de viento may also be confused with something 

more serious, for the pressure of the gases may make the individual 

complain of pain in the heart. Diagnosis is made if there is 

successful belching or, if necessary, vomiting, to help the ataque 

de viento to pass. Cruda is the malestar that follows too much 

drinking. Puerco del est<5mago ('dirty stomach'), also called estdmago 

sucio, has similar features, but with overindulgence in food as ante

cedent, and constipation as the defining feature. Dispepsia crdnica 

is the frequent occurrence of indigestion. 

If enfermedades benignas are neglected, the conditions become 

more serious and lead to new diseases with new names. The home phar-

macopea, or remedios caseros, is especially rich in treatments for 

various types of malestar de estdmago. These will be discussed more 

fully in Chapter 6. 

Enfermedades Graves 

1.3 Enfermedades graves are defined as serious and perhaps 

incurable. The majority are classed as dolorosas ('painful'). To 

deal with the large number of these diseases, sub-categories of 

Level IV are introduced, some lacking monolexemic labels. The first 

of these classes may be labeled maledades ('diseases'), and includes 

those illnesses that are named according to the location of the dolor 

('pain'), and called dolor de X, or mal de X. Thus there is mal de 

rindn ('kidney disease'), defined by painful or frequent urination. 

One form is called rifidn recargado ('overloaded kidney') which 
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manifests itself by the desire to urinate without being able to do so. 

Any pain in the back is kidney pain. 

Other maledades are dolor de oido ('earache'), dolor de hiel 

or vesicula, or simply bilis (pain in the gall bladder') mal de corazdn 

('heart disease'), ataque de corazdn ('heart attack'), /estrok/ 

('stroke'), and various kinds of cancer ('cancer'), and finally mal de 

lv£gado ('liver disease'). These diseases all feature fatigue, usually 

to the point of agotamiento ('exhaustion'), weakness, and incapacity. 

The class features are poorly defined. In the case of mal de corazdn 

(heart disease'), defining features are not known. "That's why one 

goes to the doctor; he knows," I was told. If someone is reported as 

dying suddenly, the first assumption made in Kroeger Lane is that death 

was caused by ataque de corazdn. Death may be preceded by pain in the 

ches t. 

Enfermedades Contagiosas 

Some enfermedades graves £ dolorosas are considered to be 

contagious, maledades de andancia. The most common of the serious 

infections is sarampidn malo ('hard measles'). It is the one child

hood disease that is a member of this category because the child is so 

acutely ill and because of the complications that may follow inadequate 

care. The important features are high fever, cough, and severe head

ache. 

Hepatitis ('hepatitis') is also recognized when it is in 

"advanced" stages, with many specific features cited. But the other 
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maledades de andancia are vague to informants. They list polio. 

meningitis, difteria ('diphtheria'), paludismo ('malaria'), as well 

as other lexemes for communicable diseases known to western medicine. 

But they do not know how these diseases "start" because "they don't 

go around any more." Some of these diseases are identified only by 

English names. "Scarlet fever" occurs when one has high fever and the 

skin dries. With "Valley Fever"(Coccidiodomycosis), "one has a spot 

on the lung. One needs rest or it will turn to TB and then they have 

to take the lung out." Since these can be diagnosed only by medical 

doctors, any defining criteria are eschewed in Kroeger Lane. 

Cdlicos 

When individuals have had personal experience with a disease, 

they will remember the symptoms that concerned them and the explana

tion that was given by the official diagnostician. Most informants 

have suffered c<5lico ('pain in the abdomen'). Cdlico is a disease 

name, and also a class of enfermedades which are related because they 

are characterized by calambres ('acute cramps'). The first disorder is 

inflamacidn del vientre ('inflammation of the belly'), also called 

frio en el estomago, which comes from neglect of conditions such as 

dispepsia crdnica, described above. Inflamacion del vientre may be 

inflammation of the stomach, intestines or uterus. Inflamacion is 

synonymous with frio ('cold'). It contrasts with infeccidn in that 

the latter is caused by un microbio ('a germ'). When the uterus is 

the affected part of the belly, and the victim has frio de la matriz 
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the condition may manifest itself actively by uterine cramps, or 

silently, by sterility. 

Other cdlicos include piedras ('stones'), which may occur "in" 

the gall bladder or in the kidney. Sharp pain in the upper part of the 

abdomen is usually credited to tilceras ('ulcers'), caused by too much 

acid in the stomach. Ulcers may progress from the stages of gastri-

ticas ('simple stomach') to quemantes ('burning') to heridas (wounds'). 

Apendis ('appendicitis') is defined by acute pain in the lower part of 

the abdomen, and mal de ijar ('flank pain') is intermittent pain in 

the same area, which can become apendis. "Some people have apendis for 

years until it is operated on. It is full of pus and can kill you." 

Finally, there are parasitos ('parasites'), worms which may inhabit 

the intestines. The most common type is the soltaria ('round worm'), 

but pinworms /sic/ and ameba ('amoeba') are also frequent. The merolico 

who sold patent medicines at the Magdalena Fair had an elaborate dis

play of worms preserved in bottles to impress potential customers. 

Mexican Diseases 

There is an entire group of enfermedades which informants 

describe also as characterized by digestive disorder and which they 

further call "Mexican" diseases, since Anglo physicians do not tend to 

recognize them. Not all Kroeger Lane informants recognize them either, 

as will be discussed in Chapter 8). These enfermedades include empacho 

('intestinal infection'), latido ('cachexia'), tripa ida ("locked 

intestines1), and pu.jo ('dysentery'), and are identified wherever 

Spanish is spoken, with regional modifications. 
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Empacho is the enfermedad caused by the adherence of undigested 

food in some part of the gastrointestinal tract, which molds. 

Le pega algo de la comida en los intestinos. Se enmohece. 

('Some food sticks to the intestines. It molds.1). This causes an 

internal fever which cannot be observed, but betrays its presence by 

great thirst, and abdominal swelling that accompanies the drinking of 

water to quench this thirst. Children, who are prone to swallow chew

ing gum, most commonly suffer this enfermedad, but its incidence is not 

restricted to any age group. 

Latido ('cachexia') is a form of debilidad which is diagnosed 

by great weakness accompanied by the pulsating of the '.'stomach." 

This condition is most likely to occur in adults, especially aged ones. 

Tripa ida is a severe, generalized condition that is the result 

of a susto--a fright or trauma, as my informants translated it. A 

very disturbing experience, such as observing an automobile accident, 

can cause the intestines to lock (see Hrdlichka 1908 re tripide). 

Mollera caida ('fallen fontanelle') is a condition of infants 

whose fontanelles have not yet closed. Most attention is given to the 

anterior fontanelle, the diamond-shaped "soft spot" at the top of the 

head, although especially knowledgeable informants state that there are 

also several molleras in the back of the skull. The fontanelle is felt 

to be vulnerable to depression which is mechanically caused by a fall. 

The fall may not be witnessed, but such an episode is conjectured when 

a baby fails to suck efficiently. Kiev (1968) presents a convincing 
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psychodynamic explanation for this interpretation, arguing that the 

care-tender of the baby'feels guilty about not watching the baby more 

vigilantly. The fontanelle may also drop if a nipple is jerked rather 

than gently pulled out of the baby's mouth". Symptoms are crying, 

fever, vomiting and diarrhea. Medical doctors note the correspon

dence of these symptoms with those of dehydration, so many informants 

see deshidratacidn ('dehydration') or carencia de agua ('lack of 

water') as synonymous with caida de la mollera. 

Pujo as a lexeme stimulates disagreement among informants. 

According to some, it is abdominal griping best translated by the 

medical term 'tenesmus.' Others say it refers to an umbilical hernia, 

magically caused by permitting a menstruating or recently delivered 

mother to handle someone else's new baby. It is also seen as diarrea 

en extremo ('severe diarrhea') to which different causations are 

imputed, such as teething, or disagreeing foods. Le pega a uno cuando 

est^f comiendo cosas que no le caen bien. ('It attacks one when eating 

foods which disagree'). Thus, pujo is a homonymous lexeme, as is the 

disease that follows. 

Pasmo ('infection') is a Mexican disease without digestive 

features. It is an infection stimulated by rapid chilling of the 

body. Luisa spoke of her son, "My youngest son went and got pasmo. He 

was sick from his teething and I bathed him and then took him out. 

Pasmo then struck him in the cheek." Pasmo is the name of another 

disease which occurs in newly delivered mothers, as will be discussed 

in Chapter 7. It can happen to other women: 
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I had it three years ago. Well, it was a real hot day 
and I went to my sister-in-law and I was sweating a 
lot. She told me, did I want a beer. So I had one. 
Then I got a rash on one arm and then on the other. 
The eyes swell. I went to Thomas Davis Clinic. They 
just gave me calamine lotion. But from inside I thought 
I was burning. 

I like to drink beer when I make tortillas. I was 
breaking out with blisters and I thought it was the 
soap, you know, the detergent you wash the dishes; with. 
My sister-in-law told me to buy Yerba De Pasma /sic/. 
I drank it and washed my hands with it for three 
days. 

When the women of Kroeger Lane are trying to decide if a 

condition is alergia ('allergy') or pasmo, retrospection of an event 

of rapid temperature change suggests the latter diagnosis. Both 

conditions feature warmness of the affected parts, for a skin eruption 

nearly always predicts local fever. 

Consecuencias 

The final class of painful illness groups those conditions 

which follow some unwise action, and lack a monolexemic label. Since 

each is spoken of as consecuente a ('resulting from') certain events, 

I am labeling the class consecuencias. The first is almorranas ('piles') 

/hemorrhoids/, caused by sitting too long in a hot car. The same 

condition results from sitting in the snow or on cold cement in northern 

climates, according to folk concepts of physiology. The next is rotura 

de la aldilla /hernia/ ('rupture of the groin'), which follows lifting 

something heavy, and desombligado ('umbilical rupture') which is con

sequent to an improperly bound navel in early infancy. Insolacidn 



('sunstroke'), also called resolacirin, comes from absorbing too much 

sun. It is an especially dangerous condition for children. The adult 

who is in the direct sun when temperatures are 90-98 degrees Fahren

heit for a period of time will have headache and malaise. Some 

individuals can stand more sun than others; the alcoholic is especially 

vulnerable. Taking ice water when working in the sun, walking swiftly 

or otherwise rapidly cooling the body are all dangerous and can lead to 

this condition. One can become insolado indoors if one sits where 

the sun passes through glass. As described in Chapter 3, curtains 

are drawn in the house, because of the hazards of insolacidn. If 

children play out-of-doors, they do so under the ramadas. All general 

features of disease, weakness, fatigue, incapacity and dizziness ob

tain. The defining features are faintness and profuse sweating. Next 

come the conditions that may follow a neglected resfriado ('cold'). 

There may be sinusitis, also called catarro constipado ('sinusitis'), 

bronquitis ('bronchitis'), and pulmonfa ('pneumonia'), also called 

/lumonia/. Sinusitis is defined by headache and yellow mucus from the 

nose, flema. Bronquitis affects los tubos ('the tubes') making it hard 

to breathe, and pulmonia the lungs, making it painful to breathe, the 

symptoms the defining features. Finally, informants list enfermedades 

ven^reas (Venereal diseases') as consequent to extramarital affairs. 

Neither general features nor class features could be elicited for 

these conditions. It was thought that there is a skin eruption with 

enfermedades ven^reas. 
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Enfermedades CrcSnicas 

A second major category of enfermedades graves ('serious 

diseases') is crdnica, and contrasts with enfermedad dolorosa (pain

ful illness') in that the former do not occur suddenly and cannot ever 

be cured. 

The first sub-type is enfermedad hereditaria ('inherited 

disease') which comes de la herencia de la familia ('from the inheri

tance of the family'). Most commonly known is diabetis ('diabetes'), 

related to gaining too much weight. There are four kinds of diabetis, 

differentiated by treatment and severity, but all defined by sugar in 

the urine. The most severe kind requires daily injections of insulin. 

Milder forms may be "cured" by vitamins or other medicines. 

Another common disease is coraz^n grande or crecimiento de 

corazdn ('enlarged heart'). The feature of incapacitation increases, 

and the enfermedad is ultimately fatal. There is also coraztSn d£bil 

('weak heart') defined by the fact that "the heart beats too much." 

Rindn grande ('enlarged kidney') is an exotic disease, but Tucson's 

first patient for hemodialysis was the granddaughter of one informant, 

ahijada ('god-daughter') of others and was known by many of my in

formants. She, as well as four siblings, died of the same disorder 

that requires the complex therapy administered through an "artificial 

kidney." Alta presign ('high pressure'), too, is known in many older 

patients. Pallor, headache and dizziness define this disease. 
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Sobrevenideras 

The second sub-type, enfermedades sobrevenideras ('sequential 

diseases') classifies those diseases which result from neglecting a 

pasmo. There are three kinds of artritis, one in which the whole body 

hurts, another which twists a part of the body, such as the hand, and 

a third called reuma seca ('dry rheumatism') or si^tica ('sciatica'), 

when pain moves up and down from the knee. The condition may come 

from the regular practice of overworking, and the neglection of reuma 

('rheumatism'). 

Se le cua.jan los nervios (|The nerves clot'). There is also 

anemia aguda ^severe anemia), diagnosed by noting falta de gl6bulos 

ro.jos ('.lack of red blood cells') in a laboratory test. It is the 

result of not eating, so that the body does not have enough "vitamins" 

such as iron. Tuberculosis, called tisis by older informants, is a 

member of this class. Tuberculosis is the result of neglecting res-

friados and sangre ddbil. It may be suspected by observing that the 

ear lobes and fingertips are blue, rather than normal pink in color, 

but diagnosis is dependent on a prueba de la piel ('skin test') and 

X-ray. Asma ('asthma') which results from hay fever, is defined by 

great difficulty in breathing. Se ahoga ('one chokes'). 

Alferecia ('convulsions') is the dreaded complication of 

diseases that feature high fevers, such as, sarampidn ('measles'). 
• ^ 

Alferecia is characterized by convulsions and mental retardation. Only 

fevers from infections can cause alferecia; those caused by empacho 
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and other "stomach" disorders cannot, for the latter are local fevers. 

If an empacho is neglected, however, the consequence is peritonitis 

('severe constipation1) /obstipation/. Death can follow the cessation 

of bowel movements. 

Summary of Enfermedad Corporal 

The entire lexicon of physical illness reflects many disease 

concepts that are common in other systems of folk medicine. Grattan 

and Singer (1952) have suggested that folk medicine was formerly 

official medicine, with scientific principles misinterpreted and misapplied. 

Kroeger Lane ethnomedicine diverges from official medicine in those ways 

that represent old-fashioned ideas. Possibly the greatest difference 

lies in the emphasis given to diseases of the "stomach." 

Let us now turn to the other major category, enfermedad emo

cional. In Figure 21, the taxonomy of enfermedad emocional is presented, 

followed by Table 4, the taxonomic key. 

Enfermedades Emocionales 

The enfermo (1 patient1) who suffers from enfermedad corporal 

can point to an external lesion or a place where it hurts inside. The 

enfermo who has enfermedad emocional ('emotional illness') is told of 

his condition by others, who make their diagnosis by his behavior. 

There are two kinds of enfermedad emocional to contrast at Level II, 

mental('mental') and moral ('moral'). Both refer to conditions de los 

nervios ('of the nerves'). The category of enfermedad mental is 
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Figure 21. Taxonomy of emotional illness. Ui 
ro 
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characterized by its non-volitional qualities. The patient cannot 

help getting sick. He is a victim of circumstances. At Level IV, 

these circumstances are grouped into categories that help to explain 

the process, such as trastornos ('derangements'), or daflos (witchcraft). 

Enfermedad moral ('character disorder') is the patient's fault. 

At Level V, the disease lexemes are located. 

Class Features of Enfermedad Mental 

The following features may occur in enfermedad mental: 

1. Mortificacidn ('worry') or miedo ('fear') signifies dwelling 

on unpleasant events, possibilities, or problems of life. 

2. Desequilibrio ('lack of equilibrium') refers to confusion or 

disorientation. 

3. Tristeza ('sadness') characterizes habitual depression, 

accompanied by tears. 

4. Coraje ('rage') is an angry, hostile feeling. 

5. Desvario ('delirium') is unrestrained irrational action. 

6. Desmayo ('fainting') is temporary loss of consciousness. 

7. Ataques ('convulsions') are episodes of loss of consciousness 

together with jerking movements of the body. The term is also used 

interchangeably for 'delirium.' 

8. Alucinaciones ('hallucinations') connotes seeing and perhaps 

talking to the dead. 

9. Pequenos olvidos ('forgetfulness') refers to memory loss. 
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Trastornos Mentales 

2.11 Trastornos mentales Omental derangements') group a variety 

of situations in which behavior is uncontrollable. This category 

includes the mental states that are caused by a specific episode such 

as a golpe ('blow') to the head. There may be a brief amnesia ('amnesia') 

when the victim does not know his identity, or a more lasting locura 

('craziness'). Locura is defined by unpredictable, irrational actions. 

Un susto ('a shock') may result in varying degrees of disturbed 

behavior. It occurs de alguna sorpresa ('from something unexpected'). 

There may be physical effects, discussed above under tripa ida. With 

histeria ('hysteria') one feels heavy and sore in the neck and cries 

uncontrollably. In ataque de nervios ('nervous breakdown'), the defin

ing features of histeria are intensified. There may be agitation, 

crying or scolding. The victim faints. His nerves "stick out like balls 

along the back of the neck." There is swelling over the left side of 

the chest "where the heart is." 

Too much thinking, or dwelling on morbid thoughts, may cause 

enfermedades emocionales de pensar ('anxiousness'). Such illnesses 

include congoja ('pressure') defined by shortness of breath and a feel

ing of being squeezed in the chest. Tirisia ('anxiety') is a more 

severe degree of congoja, which is defined by a sorrowful mien and lack 

of appetite. It is common in toddlers when their mothers are absent; 

adultQ similarly, suffer the loss of loved ones. /Padron (1956) noted 

that tiricia is an archaic form of ictericia ('jaundice')_^/ 
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2. Enfermedad Emocional Emotional disease 

2.1 Enfermedad mental Mental disease 
2.11 Trastornos Derangements 
2.111 (de golpe) From a blow 
2.1111 Amnesia Amnesia + + + + 

2.1112 Locura Craziness + + + + 

2.112 de susto From a shock 
2.1121 Histeria Hysteria + + + + + 
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2.1132 Tirisia Anxiety + + + + 

2.12 DaTins Witchcraft 

2.121 Mai ojo Evil eye + + + + 

2.122 Hechicerxa Bewitchment + + + + + 

2.123 Envidia Envy + + + 

2.13 Enf. hereditaria Hereditary 
2.131 Inocencia Idiocy + 

+ • + 

2.132 Epilepsia Epilepsy + 

Affects e 

Involunts 
Behavior 
Result oi 
Victim dc 
Irratiom 
Result oi 
Heavy anc 
Intensify 
Victim is 
Shortness 
Sorrowfu! 

Wide var: 
despil 

Eyes are 
encoui 

Physical 
Physical 

Similar 
Various 
Convulsi 
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ieral Class Defining 
itures Features Features 

W 
e o 

OT *rl tO 
(3 C 4J to 

a o &>-. ono 
0 -rl 4J 60 vH C hJ 
•H CO -H C to *H 
01 W i—) i-< O 

^3 H)*iu d S H 
Mm MU C o 
HaCUtO-rlCr-lB 
o o m o n j o n j o )  
S O Q t d h U K S  

Affects emotions or nerves. 

Involuntary mental effects. 
Behavior uncontrollable. 
Result of blow to head or injury. 

+ + Victim does not know identity. 
+ + + Irrational actions. 

Result of sudden fright. 
+ + Heavy and sore in neck, uncontrollable crying. 
+ + + + + Intensification of hysteria plus swelling over left chest. 

Victim is preoccupied with worries. 
+ + Shortness of breath, feeling of pressure. 
+ + + Sorrowful wan face, no appetite. 

Wide variety of physical symptoms persist 
despite treatment. 

+ Eyes are sunken, severe headache following 
encounter with admiring stranger. 

+ + Physical symptoms after unfaithfulness. 
+ + Physical illness result of others' envy. 

Similar behavior has occurred in family line. 
+ Various degrees of mental retardation. 

Convulsions not related to any illness. 
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Danos 

Enfermedad endaffada ('witchcraft') is illness which is puesto 

('put on') for dano (damage'). It has limited representation in the 

taxonomy. It is defined by a wide variety of physical symptoms which 

persist despite medical treatment, and whose occurrence cannot other

wise be explained. Mai ojo ('evil eye') may be cast by someone because 

of her envy of something you have, which is projected onto that which 

is envied. Typically, a beautiful child is envied and becomes gravely 

ill as a result of the unfulfilled desire to hold the child by the 

person who admires it. Twins are more likely to cast a lesser evil 

eye, especially if they are denied a request. 

"If your twin wants to taste the soup and you don't let her 

then the soup will be spoiled." 

Pets and plants may die from this power, which is distributed 

to both sexes. "I guess if that person can't have it, he doesn't want 

anybody to have it." Envidia ('envy') is due to the jealousy of a num

ber of others and in Kroeger Lane is known only by name. 

Hectiiceria ('witchcraft') is used to refer to a condition that 

occurs in adults, especially an unfaithful lover. Class features of 

confusion and memory loss combine with a variety of physical symptoms. 

This enfermedad may be expected from an episode of unfaithfulness. 

Enfermedades Hereditarias 

A final category is comprised of enfermedades hereditarias 

('hereditary diseases'). It includes inocencia ('mental retardation') 
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and epilepsia ('epilepsy'), conditions which are due to prenatal events 

which are not the fault of the sufferer. The occurrence of disease 

that is inherited is duly noted by individuals in Kroeger Lane, 

because, . .it will burn itself out in five generations." 

Presence of inherited disease does not appear to be a deterrent to 

marriage. 

Inocencia is characterized by incapacity and memory loss, 

although women tend to lack consensus about both features. For a 

sizeable number of individuals here have been relegated to "special 

education" classes during their schooling, leading the women to ask 

if mental retardation is especially common in Kroeger Lane or if the 

educational system is at fault. Drawing on their experiences, the 

women ask how deficient is a man who is so labeled but who can read and 

write, do the geometric calculations required in construction labor, 

and supervise the work of others, like Linda's husband. Although they 

express less doubt about Francisca's sons, who have not met any of 

these criteria, informants still feel that these men's ability to fol

low and give directions, and also their skill with animals demonstrates 

some mental capacity. But there are no lexemes to reflect these 

varying degrees of ability. As£ es el ('he is that way') denotes 

inocencia. 

Epilepsia ('epilepsy') is characterized by convulsions. It 

contrasts with alferecxa (1.3226) by defining features; the convulsions 

are not related to any previous illness. 



Table 5. Taxonomic key to enfermedad moral 

Number Spanish Name English Name General 
Features 

Class 
Features 

Defii 
Featt 

2.2 Enfermedad moral 

2.21 Emociones mal 
controladas 

2.211 Coraj e 
2.212 Celos 
2.213 Envidia 

Moral disease 

Uncontrolled 
emotions 

Rage 
Jealousy 
Envy 
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Affect: 
bad 

Normal 
of 

Anger 
Envy o 
Envy o 

2 .22  

2.221 
*2.222 
2.223 

2.23 
*2.231 
*2.232 

Debilidad del 
caracter 

Alcoholismo 
Cleptomania 
Gordura mala 

Vicios . 
Marijuanero 
Drogadicto 

Weakness of 
character 

Alcoholism 
Kleptomania 
Overweight + + 

Vices 
User of marijuana 
User of drugs 

+ 
+ 

+ + 

Succum 

Regula 
Compul 
"Bad" 

Incorr 
Smokin 
Taking 

*Class features not knovm. 
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General 
Features 

Class 
Features 

Defining 
Features 
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Affects character. Individual wants to be 
bad or has no will power. 

Normal responses are allowed to get out 
of control. 

Anger grows to fury, then mania. 
Envy of another's attributes or status. 
Envy of another's possessions. 

Succumbs to temptations. 

+ 
+ 

+ + 

+ + Regular drinking bouts until drunk. 
Compulsive stealing habit. 
"Bad" fatness. 

Incorrigible or hardened character. 
Smoking of marijuana. 
Taking narcotic pills and injections. 

i 
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Enfermedad Moral 

Enfermedad moral ('character disorder1) contrasts with enfer

medad mental at Level III in that the former occurs because the 

individual "wants to be bad." At best, he is deficient in "will power." 

First there are hdbitos ('habits') or emociones mal controladas ('poor

ly controlled emotions') such as coraje ('rage'), celos ('jealousy'), 

and envidia ('envy'). Homonymous with the envidia of witchcraft, 

Kroeger Lane women almost always this term as "envy of possessions" 

which affects the person who does the envying. Another class is 

debilidad del caracter ('weakness of character'). Some people get the 

support that they need to bolster their weak character from drinking 

and thus suffer the enfermedad of alcoholismo ('alcoholism'). Others 

get into the habit of stealing and become cleptomanos ('kleptomaniacs'). 

Overeating demonstrates weakness, with gordura mala ('obesity') the 

result. 

Vfcios ('vices') are indicative of un caracter duro ('a 

hardened character'), the end result of uncoltrolled habits. Such 

enfermedad cannot be treated. Notable victims of vxcios are mari.juan-

eros (users of marijuand) and drogadictos ('addicts of drugs'). 

For many other Spanish speakers (see Foster 1967, Rubel 1966, 

Kelly 1965), the disorders which are classified by my informants into 

enfermedades mentales and enfermedades morales are categorized as 

"unnatural diseases." These diseases necessitate elaborate and expen

sive ceremonies, and have important functions in the maintenance of 



the social structure. Thus, my findings may occasion surprise or 

perhaps disbelief. My informants have all heard of witchcraft, for 

example, but think that believers in witchcraft are loco ('crazy'), and 

need some kind of therapy, perhaps a tranquilizer. 



CHAPTER 6 

CURES AND CURERS 

The classification of medicines by persons in Kroeger Lane 

is based upon two different principles. One of these is the source 

from which the medicines come. In other words, who prescribes them? 

In Figure 22, a taxonomy of cures is presented. At the first 

level of contrast are the remedios caseros ('home remedies') which 

consists of herbs or kitchen vegetables, discussed at length below. 

The second class is recetas del medico, ('doctors' prescriptions') 

such as antibiotics and various capsulas ('capsules') and cucharadas 

(literally 'spoonsful') liquid preparations prescribed for various 

enfermedades graves. Practically all the ladies of Kroeger Lane had 

such prescriptions given by their private physicians or clinics in 

Tucson or Nogales, Sonora. The third class consists of remedios de la 

farmacia or proprietary drugs. These are the medicines which the 

women of Kroeger Lane may buy at the drug store after hearing them 

advertised on the radio or on television. The class contains pills 

and powders such as aspirin and Alka Seltzer, and various topical treat

ments such as pomadas ('ointments'), often patent medicines. 

One may obtain all these medications at a pharmacy. Herbs, • 

prescriptions and patent medicines may all be purchased at la botica. 

But the source of authority for which medication is given differs. 
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IJedicina 

Remedios caseros Del medico De la farmacia 

Aplicacrones Fastillas Pomadas Yerbas Antibioticos recetas 

/ ./ / / / / 
tafiate Papas cortadas Penicilina Para el coraz6n Aspirina Mr. Bell 

Figure 22. Taxonomy of cures. 
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Remedios caseros are prescribed by knowledgeable housewives, recetas 

are given by the doctor, and the druggist recommends the proprietary 

medicine. Since the other two classes are authorized outside the home, 

by specialists, the housewife knows little about them. For example, 

she states that antibiotics "are to cure viruses." She has more infor

mation about the first category, that of remedios caseros, and her 

information is highly standardized. The bulk of this chapter will be 

devoted to the herbal remedies known in Kroeger Lane, the sources of 

information that have made their use uniform, and the folk specialists 

who know their use. 

The reader is now referred to Table 6, Pages 166 through 168 

which presents herbal remedies used in Kroeger Lane today. The first 

column gives the common name of the herb in Spanish, next in English, 

then the Linnean.name, next the mode of administering the herb, 

followed by the enfermedad for which it is used. The last three col

umns identify the place where the herb is obtained by the women, and 

finally whether the herb was originally brought from Europe or whether 

it was indigenous to Sonora. 

Folk medicine makes extensive use of herbs, which of course 

were almost the only medicines until modern technology made chemical 

synthetics possible. Many herbs that are used by the women of Kroeger 

Lane are the same ones used and known since ancient times. Of the 

remedies summarized in Table 6, approximately half were introduced by 

Europeans after the conquest. These are some of the 400 Galenic 



"simples" known to Egyptians and Grecians, some because of actual 

therapeutic value, others because of the doctrine of similarity 

(yellow brews for urinary complaints, red for the throat or for blood 

disorders), still others from the doctrine of contraries (cool brews 

for fevers). These are all part of the home pharmacopeia wherever 

this combination of ancient and Arabic medicine was introduced. Many 

(for example oranges, pomegranates, and chamomile) are cultivated so 

extensively that it is hard to remember that they did not always 

flourish in the New World. Some have escaped the garden and grow wild 

all over, mallow for example. It will be noted that the herbs that 

were introduced include anise, orange blossoms, borage, cinnamon, 

coriander, pomegranate, dock, plantain, mallow, mint, chamomile, oregano, 

rosemary, rue, and the rose /data from Kearney and Peebles 1969, 

Martinez 1969, Henkel 1904, White 1948, Standlee 1961, and personal 

communications of Charles Mason/. Wheat and garlic were also intro

duced by the conquering Spaniards; the latter especially has been 

utilized for alleged medicinal properties from ancient times. 

There are a few cases of "independent invention" where differ

ent species of the same genus were in use in both Europe and in 

preconquest America. The use of the elder was recorded in both 

Egyptian papyri (see Martinez 1969:290, Curtin 1965:86) and by 

Sahagtin. The febrifugal properties of the willow were likewise valued 

by the Europeans and the Aztecs. Artemesia, as Levi-Strauss notes 

(1966:46, 61) has been known in the popular pharmacopoeia all over 

the world. 
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The other half of the remedios caseros summarized in Table 6 

originated in the New World. Some are herbs indigenous to Sonora 

vhose leaves', roots' or flowers' value was noted by missionaries to 

northwest Mexico. As stated by Fr. Nentuig (Unknown 1951:43), one 

of the Jesuits referred to in Chapter 2: 

Divine Providence has enriched this Province, destitute 
of skillful physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries, with 
such excellent medicinal products in the way of herbs, trees, 
roots, gums, fruits, minerals and animals, that no such 
collection will be found in any of the botanical gardens 
of the whole of Europe. 

In the Rudo Ensayo, a description of the Province of Sonora in 

1763 just before the time of the Jesuit expulsion, he lists 79 plants 

and minerals "already known in medicine," and then goes on to describe 

"those medical productions whose virtues seem not to be known in other 

countries, which have been discovered either by the Indians of this 

land, or by the old Spanish women who have either set themselves up or 

have become in the natural course of events the College of Physicians 

of Sonora." He then selected thirty-five to identify in dpata, and 

describe their uses, many of which are known today in Kroeger Lane. 

These include at least anise herb, spasm herb, manso grass, swallow 

herb, cocolmecate, estafiate, damiana, mug-wort, temitzo. It would 

appear that the descendents of this "College of Physicians of Sonora" 

have continued in this tradition, selecting some of the Sonora herbs 

and some of the European herbs. 

Local plant ecology dictates a few exceptions. Otherwise, 

the same herbs are used for the same conditions by Spanish speaking 



Table 6. Curative substances 

Spanish 
Common Name 

English 
Common Name Linnean Preparation 

rbal remedies: 

1. Anis anise Pimpinella anisum tea 
2. Azahar orange blossom Citrus aurantium tea 

3. Boldo bold Peumus boldus tea 
4. Borraja borage Borago officinalis tea 
5. Canela cinnamon Cinnamomum zeylanicum tea 
6. Canutillo mormon tea Ephedra trifurca tea 
7. Chicura ragweed Ambrosia ambrocoides solution 
8. Cilantro coriander Coriandum sativum tea 
9. Chilitipin chilipiquin Capsicum baccatum fried 
10. Cocolmeca sarsaparilla Smilax mexicana tea 
11. Damiana damiana Turnera diffusa tea or 

douche 
12. Epazote wormseed Chenopodium ambrosoides tea 
13. Estafiate wormwood Artemesia mexicana tea 
14. Golondrina spurge Euphorbia maculata tea 

appli
cation 

15. Hediondilla creosote Larrea tridentata tea 

16. Granada pomegranate Punica granatum tea 
solution 

17. Hierba colorada dock Rumex crispus solution 

00 H
 Hierba del burro bush Hymenoclea sp. solution 

burro 
19. Hierba del desert milkweed Asclepias sp. tea 

Indio 

•
 

o
 

CM 

Hierba del swamp root Anemopsis californica tea 
manzo 

21. Hierba del spasm herb Haplopappus tea 
pasmo turpentine bush larincofolius solution 

22. Lanten plantain Plantago mayor tea 

Use 

colico 
corazon 
nervios 
falta de digi 
la tos 
la tos 
sangre d£bil 
lavado vagin, 
altrasos de ! 
dolor de oxdi 
dolor de ririi 
frio en la mi 

dolor de est* 
cdlic 
diarrea 
mesquinas 
llagas 
rittdn 
c6lico 
pasmo 
colico 
anginas 
anginas 

cortadas inf 
rindn 

estomago 

pasmo 

disenteria 
garganta 



Use Where European Indigenous 
ration Obtained Origin New World 

colico 
corazon 
nervios 
faita de digestidn 
la tos 
la tos 
sangre d£bil 
lavado vaginal 
altrasos de la regla 
dolor de oxdo 
dolor de ririon 
frio en la matriz 

dolor de estd'mago 
cdlic 
diarrea 
mesquinas 
llagas 
rittdn 
c6lico 
pasmo 
colico 
anginas 
anginas 

ution artritis, 
cortadas infectadas 
rin<5n 

estomago 

pasmo 

disenteria 
garganta 

herb store 
herb store 

herb store 
cultivated 
grocery 
wild 
wild 
grocery 
grocery 
herb store 
herb store 

cultivated 
cultivated 
wild 

wild 

cultivated 

herb store, 
cultivated, 
wild 
wild 

wild 

wild 

wild 

cultivated 
wild 

x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

b 
b 
X 

b 
x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 



Table 6. Curative substances--Continued. 

Spanish 
Common Name 

.English 
Common Name JLinnean Preparation 

Use 

23. Malva mallow Malva parviflora 

i 

enema fiebre 
24. Manzanilla chamomile Matricaria chamomilla tea c<Slico 

deplores de i 
25. Naranja orange leaves Citrus simensis tea cdlico 

26. Nogal walnut Juglans regia solution sangreada 
douche 

27. Yerba buena mint Mentha piperita tea calico 
28. Maiz corn tassel Zea mays tea rifion 

29. Negrita elderberry Sambucus mexicana tea calico 
30. Oregano oregano Origanum vulgare tea la regla 

resfriado 

31. Pamita tansy mustard Descurainia pinnata tea empacho 
32. Pionillo croton Croton coresianus tea cdlico 
33. Romero rosemary Rosmarinus officialis tea atrasos de 

la regla 
34. Sangre de drago limberbush Jatopha cardiophylla tea sangre debi 
35. Sauco elderberry Sambus mexicana tea sarampion, 

flower fiebre 
36. Sauz willow Salix gooddingii tea fiebre 
37. Rosa de Castilla rose Rosa sp. tea purga 
38. Ruda rue Ruta graveolens emulsion dolor de ox 

in lard 
39. Tlachichinole Kohleria deppeana douche lavado vagi 

a. Imported from Chile 
b. Introduced from tropical America 
c. European use diffused to Mexico 



Where European Indigenous 
Obtained Origin New World 

enema fiebre wild X 

tea cdlico herb store, X 

deplores de pauto wild 
tea c<51ico herb store, X 

cultivated 
solution sangreada grocery store X 

douche 
tea c«5lico cultivated X 

tea rifton herb store, X 

grocery store, 
cultivated 

tea cdlico herb store X 

tea la regla herb store, X 

resfriado grocery, 
cultivated 

tea empacho herb store X 
tea c<51ico herb store X 
tea atrasos de herb store, X 

la regla 'cultivated 
tea sangre debil wild X 
tea sarampion, wild, c 

fiebre cultivated 
tea fiebre wild c 
tea purga cultivated X 

emulsion dolor de oxdo cultivated X • 

in lard 
douche lavado vaginal herb store X 

. . Use 
eparation 



Table 6. Curative substances—Continued. 

Spanish 
Common Name 

English 
Common Name Linnean Preparation 

Vegetable remedies: 

1. Ajo garlic Allium sativum suppository 

2. Harina flour Triticum aestium toasted 

3. Papa potato Solanum tuberosum poltice 

4. Tomate tomato Lycopersicon poltice 
esculentum 

Mineral remedies: 

1. Anil bluing Indigofera crushed 
suffruticosa 

2. Azufre sulfur dissolved 
in alcohol 

3. Carbonato soda bicarbonate solution 

Animal remedies: 

1. Cagada del burro dung tea 

burro 
2. Telarana spider web poltice 

Proprietary drugs: Use: 

1. Anacin Pain 
2. Aspirin Pain 
3. Alka Seltzer Indigestion 
4. Compound W Warts 
5. Don Enriquez High blood pressure 
6. Gotas de oido Earache 
7. Mejorana Purge 
8. Mr. Bell Infection 
9. Peptobismol Indigestion, diarrhea 
10. Vicks Vaporub Cold 
11. Baby Percy Purge • :• 

Ui 

tripa idi 
quemadur, 
dolor de 
dolor de 

empacho 

pasmo 

indigest: 

aire 
cortada 
infectad. 
sangread. 



/ ; 

1 

Use Where 
Obtained 

European 
Origin 

Indigenous 
New World 

tripa ida 
quemaduras 
dolor de cabeza 
dolor de garganta 

grocery store 
grocery store 
grocery store 
grocery store 

x 
x 

X 

X 

empacho 

pasmo 

indigestion 

herb store 

herb store 

grocery store 

aire 
cortada 
infectada 
sangreada 

barnyard 

garden 
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people from Spain to Puerto Rico to Mexico to California. How is 

this possible? This stability is maintained by pharmacopoeias 

that may be found in every herb store, or in the larger houses that 

supply the little Expendidos de Yerbas Medicionales at health fairs 

such as the one for San Francisco in Magdalena described in Chapter 4. 

I should like to discuss two of these herbals /an herbal is a treatise 

on herbs/ in detail, since none has been translated into English. 

The first is Maximinio Martinez' Las Plantas Medicionales de 

Mexico, now in its fifth edition. In the introduction, Martinez 

related the study of Dr. Francisco Hernandez, commissioned by Philip II 

of Spain in 1570 to study the natural history and regional geography 

of Mexico, with special attention to medicinal botany as well as animal 

and mineral data. Martinez1 work is a continuation of the tradition of 

this interest in indigenous herbal remedies. The first part of the 

book concerns those plants whose botanical classification is well-known 

and whose properties have been studied through scientific experiment, 

sometimes fully. The plants are listed alphabetically by common name. 

With each, other common names, current Linnean name, place of indigenous 

growth, anatomical description, which parts are used and chemical 

analysis are presented. The botanical illustrations are of such quality 

that identification is not difficult for the non-botanist. 

The second part of Martinez1 book treats plants whose botanical 

classification is known, but which have not been studied scientifically, 

or whose therapeutic uses have been exaggerated by non-pharmacologists. 
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The third part is an enumeration of plants which are not identified, 

and that the common people use as home remedies. The fourth treats 

plants of Yucatan. An appendix summarizes plants under terms of their 

therapeutic usage. Most of the herbs my informants use are in the 

first or second sections of the book, in other words, the herbs whose 

use has been studied by western science. They use herbs that have been 

recommended for centuries. The herbs and treatments that have been 

used, persistently, are those which were formerly officially recommend

ed. As Grattan and Singer (1952) state, most folk medicine was 

scientific medicine at one time. 

The other book is doubtless a more important direct source of 

medical "theory" to the ladies of Kroeger Lane. In contrast to scien

tific precision is Arias Carvajal (n.d.) Plantas Que Curan Y Plantas 

Que Matan. The title page identifies the author as an "ex-medico." 

His book, which "treats the practical theory of medicinal botany for 

the curing of an illness" reads like its counterparts in home medicine 

written in other languages for other folk. His descriptions of 

pathological processes indicate roots in mid-19th century medical 

theory, as do the discussions of pharmacology. The basis is folk science, 

not magic. Such books are what the women of Kroeger Lane read, and 

quote, when asked about cures. 

Where do the women get their herbs? Some grow them in the 

garden. Eva and Maria both have estafiate plants which they share with 

their neighbors. Alicia has epazote. Dona Luz grows romero, ruda, 
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jLantdn, estafiate, epazote, flor de t^piro (sauco) and granada, and 

is the best source for most of her neighbors. 

Other of the herbs are collected from the bottom of the 

Santa Cruz River /hierba del burro, golondrina, malva/. Some are 

collected during mountain excursions /sangreendrago/, and others are 

found in swampy areas /epazote, hierba colorada/. Some women feel 

that it is preferable to be assured of a fresh supply by collecting 

it themselves, for "stores sell old medicine." However, most women 

are not so particular and purchase their herbs at certain drug stores. 

"Certainly you can collect your own pamita, but these tiny seeds are 

a lot of trouble, and Tito Flores sells them for 79 cents a pound." 

Women in Kroeger Lane go to one of three pharmacies in Tucson. One of 

these has an extensive mail order business and lists more than 300 herbs. 

In Nogales, Sonora there is a convenient Expendido de Yerbas which 

sells the same herbs at greatly lower prices, and also offers amulets 

such as "deer's eye" and iron filings against mal ojo, and cards with 

pictures of saints who are associated with illness. It is at these 

special drug stores that the women are told what herbs are efficacious 

for which disorder. The vendors get their information from the folk 

pharmacopoeias and pass their instructions to the purchaser. 

More Cures 

The pharmacologic action of the medicine constitutes the basic 

dimension for another taxonomy of cures in Kroeger Lane (see Figure 23). 
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Medicine 

•Medicine 

Reliever 

Herb Antibiotic Tranquilizer Sleeping Pill Aspirin 
Alka-
Seltzer 

Figure 23, Alternative taxonomy of cures. 
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Basically, there are three kinds of cures: medicines, drugs, and 

relievers. The term medicine operates at two levels of contrast, 

that is, it includes the other two categories and is a category 

itself. Medicine is 'everything that cures one,' todo con lo se cura 

uno. Depending upon the frame of reference, medicina contrasts with 

all substances which do not make you well, materials that are ineffec

tive because they are inert, dangerous or poisonous, or simply 

ineffective. 

The class "medicine" is specified by materials that are 

directed against the factors that cause illness, such as antibiotics 

against infeccirfn, and herbs against malestares. The second class, 

"reliever," consists of those medicines that make you feel better, but 

don't do anything to cure you. No mds quita el dolor. The class is 

also called "pain killers," and has no Spanish gloss. The-third class, 

drugs, no mds calma uno, 'just calms you.' "It makes you not care 

that you are sick." This class is specified by tranquilizers and 

sleeping pills. 

Referring again to the Table of Remedios Caseros. Pages 166 

to 168) it will be noted that the vast majority of remedies are for 

treating enfermedades benignas. And that in most cases, the herb is 

prepared as an infusion or as a tea. Malestares are commonly treated 

by yerba buena, 'mint.' More severe conditions such as cdlico may 

require anis, romero, or naranja. If it is a simple ataque de viento, 

two or three cups of tea made from hierba buena should relieve the cold. 
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Boldo is also used. Congestion is usually provoked by overeating, or 

something that disagrees, and may be soothed by one of the above teas, 

or by Alka Seltzer or Peptobismol. Td de manzanilla, camomile^ is used 

to treat malestares ('digestive disorders') and cdlicos. Basca, 

'nausea,' may be treated by flour and water solution, flour and lemon 

juice, or cornstarch mixed with a little ground aflil, which is laundry 

blueing prepared commercially into balls. Diarrhea is "cured" with 

epasote, a ferocious treatment! 

Estdmago sucio is the result of eating something which is too 

highly seasoned, or simply overeating, which gives rise to this con

dition of 'dirty stomach.' It is treated by removing the offending 

material. Laxatives are employed frequently (cada ocho dias or weekly) 

by the ladies to treat all of the family, including the children. 

Persistent symptoms will be treated by an enema, perhaps prepared with 

one of the herbs listed for malestar, now often purchased in disposable 

equipment by the young women. For small babies, calillos, 'supposito

ries' are used. Severe aire, gas, may be treated by a tea made of 

burro manure. Cow chip tea is given for a similar condition to Tucson 

blacks (Snow 1971). 

Anginas, 'tonsils,' are prevented by never walking barefoot, 

especially on cold concrete. But when the children grow older, they 

take off their shoes as soon as they come home from school. So, when 

the seasons change, and there may be daily temperature variations ex

ceeding 50 degrees, sore throats are common. Hot tea, especially lant^n 
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may be given, or gargarismos, 'gargles,' of hierba colorada or salt 

water may be offered. Or a poultice of chopped potato and tomato may 

be applied to the throat. 

Treatment of catarro, 'cold,1 is directed primarily to prevent 

complications, especially of the cold "falling" to the chest. To 

prevent or treat pulmonxa, fomentaciones, which is the application of 

hot cloths, also known as antiflogisticos, is used. Some recommend 

cataplasmos, 'poultices' of hediondillo. Most popular by far is the 

use of Vicks or some other mentolato. Two informants had heard of 

ventosas, suction cups, but none had experience with this venerable 

therapy. 

Dolor de oxdo, earache, is a frequent complication of catarro. 

The herb of choice is ruda, pulverized and held near the auditory canal 

with a bit of cotton. Most homes have patent ear drops containing ruda. 

Trini's mother once applied the following remedy to Fernandito when 

these ear drops had been left behind: fry three or four chiltipines, 

the tiny and exquisitely hot variety of chili, in lard until they turn 

black. Still hot, wrap them without breaking in a little cotton and 

place in the ears. Close the ears with the hands. You will hear a 

sound like thunder, of air rushing out, and then you may remove the 

cotton and chili. Trini states that after this treatment, the earache 

did not return. 

When children have a fever, they may receive an enema made of 

an infusion ("you wash it and cook it for 25 minutes") of malva leaves, 

again to prevent pulmonia ('pneumonia'). 
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Tos, ('cough') may be treated by a hot tea of ordgano. Medicine 

may be given also por vapor, 'via steam.1 Hierba del Pasmo is too 

bitter for a child to swallow, so inhalations are prepared. Hedion-

dillo, the creosote bush which grows everywhere, may also be used, 

especially for bronchitis. A syrup compounded from Yerba del Manso, 

sauco, borraja and raisins cooked together is used for persistent 

coughs. 

For sangre d^bil (Veak blood') special foods should be added to 

the diet. One which the Fuentes' recommended is morcilla ('black 

pudding'), a sausage made with coagulated blood left over after 

butchering, and mixed with onions and cilantro. The spiny twigs of 

sangre engrado, which when boiled make a bright red tea, also enriches 

the blood, as does canutillo, the close relative of the ancient Chinese 

herb, ephedra. 

Dolor de cabeza is often treated with aspirin or Anacin, or 

other frequently advertised proprietary drugs. A few old-fashioned 

women prepare "frontals." Pionilla may be ground and rubbed into the 

forehead. Or raw potatoes may be sliced and held in place with Vick's 

Ointment. The potato slices may simply be placed on the affected part. 

When the potato turns black, its rapid oxidation indicates that the 

fever has been absorbed by the potato and thus lowered. 

Conditions of the skin are treated by the ladies in Kroeger 

Lane. For rasguno infectado ('infected scratch') some recommend that 

a dog lick the sore. Others will apply grated potato or tomato, 
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especially when you have a llaga "with a lot of pus and you want it to 

bust." Solutions of golondrina or hierba del burro are good for 

granos ('boils') and llagas ('pustules'). The itch of chicken pox 

lesions may be alleviated by applying browned flour. Such ampollas 

('blisters'), the lesions of sarampi6n malo ('measles') and of less 

severe skin conditions that come with fevers, are treated systemically. 

The blossoms of the elder (Sambucus mexicanus), are administered in a 

tea so that all the lesions will erupt, para que se brote. "Otherwise 

they will go inside the body and cause severe complications." 

Treatment of Enfermedades Graves 

Most of the enfermedades graves are left to medical prescrip

tions. One group that is excepted is the enfermedades Mexicanas 

^Mexican Diseases') since the distinctive feature of this category is 

the fact that it consists of conditions not recognized by official 

western medicine. One of these conditions, pasmo, the infection that 

follows sudden chilling of the overheated body, was previously a greater 

risk when there were no indoor facilities for bathing. The treatment 

that was recommended was drinking azufre, sulfur flowers dissolved in 

alcohol, or bathing the swollen parts in an infusion of hediondillo. 

Some state that the condition is not nearly as bad as the treatment. 

A more acceptable treatment is drinking tea made from Yerba del Pasmo, 

and washing the affected parts with an infusion of the herb for three 

days. The other Enfermedades Mexicanas ('Mexican Diseases') will be 

discussed in the section on curers, below. 
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Mai de riiion ('kidney disease') may be treated by a tea of corn 

tassels or the root cosabe. Cocolmeca, 1sarsaparilla1 is Mexico's gift 

to Europe for kidney conditions. Acute 'kidney' (or anywhere in the 

urinary tract) disease is, of course, referred to the doctor, but 

putative chronic conditions are alleviated at home. Actually, although 

enfermedades cr<5nicas are commonly given to the ministrations of the 

doctor, there are usually some attendant symptoms which are treated at 

home. For example, dizziness may be caused by alta presion ('high 

pressure'), "Don Enriquez" is a patent medicine frequently employed 

to treat high blood pressure. de azahar, 'orange blossom tea' is 

taken for the heart whether or not a medical prescription is also taken. 

Treatment of Enfermedades Mentales 

Of the enfermedades mentales, only the benign ones are treated 

at home. Tirisia has several cures, all involving the color red. A 

child may be dressed in red. Or he may be bathed in water colored by 

the addition of Brasir, which may be purchased at the drug store. A 

young woman may wear a gold ring tied around her neck by a red ribbon. 

Similar uses of red to treat depression are known all over Europe. 

An attack of coraje, 'rage' is immediately handled by throwing 

cold water on the face of the victim. Since the "nerves" and the heart 

are considered to be closely interrelated, treatment of all nervous 

conditions is directed to the heart. One informant spoke of alcohol 

being applied to the swelling that was allegedly visible on the left 

side of her chest when she had a "nervous breakdown." The doctor 



prescribed tranquilizers for the condition, but she had to discontinue 

their use because they made her too sleepy. Azahar tea and alcohol 

applications had no such unwanted effects. 

Curers 

For enfermedades pasajeras or temporales, few women go outside 

their own home for advice. "A little whiskey on the sore gums of 

dentici(5n, hot compresses for mumps--what more do you need?" 

Enfermedades benignas require more knowledge. All of the older 

women in the sample were authorities in the treatment of enfermedades 

benignas. They were consulted by their daughters, daughters-in-law and 

ahijadas for their special knowledge. Knowing enfermedades was more 

important to those families who, at some time in their lives, did not 

have access to care from medical doctors. "When we lived on the ranch 

the doctors were too far away to consult, but my mother knew every

thing," recounted Faustina Romo. "Now I still ask her what to do for 

my babies. After all, all eleven of her children lived." 

For all the enfermedades graves, a specialist is consulted. To 

learn what is wrong and to get treatment, the women of Kroeger Lane 

usually go to a doctor. He may be a doctor of medicine or an osteopath. 

Informants cite different kinds of doctors; surgeons, pediatricians, 

obstetricians, dermatologists, specialists in heart disease or allergy. 

"Some diseases can't be cured, but only a doctor can know what disease 

you have." 
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For "Mexican Diseases," a folk curer is frequently sought, 

even though such illness is grave. Lowest in status of folk curer 

levels is the sobador (f. sobadora). This status of 'massager' is 

usually occupied by a woman who has learned from her mother or grand

mother. She gives "therapies" rather than medicines. The sobadora 

soba un dolor ('rubs a pain1); e_s para descomposturas ('is for unfixed 

joints'). She is particularly needed in cases of empacho, to diagnose 

the location of the adhering food, and also in cases of mollera cafda, 

for lifting the fallen fontanel. If you are new to the neighborhood, 

and don't know someone skilled in these techniques, you ask around for 

un fulano ('some Joe') who has this skill. Consuelo's husband went to 

Mexico to find a sobador, and others go to chiropractors in Tucson. 

A curandero is competent not only in sobando, 'rubbing,' but also 

knows much more about herbs than the usual housewife. None lives in 

Kroeger Lane, but there are two who are not far away. One is the 

boarder of Inez Otero's sister. He is a part-time curer who is avail

able to help sick people in the afternoons. "He knows how to cure 

mollera, empacho, descomposturas, everything! He has a special cure 

for almorranas, ('hemorrhoids'), and is especially gentle with mollera." 

There are several ways to treat mollera ca{da ('fallen fon-

tanelle'). Most people who just dabble in curing will exert pressure 

for at least two minutes on the palate to elevate the fallen fontanelle. 

This pressure causes pain and the infant will cry long and hard. The 

curandero is more likely to use gentle measures involving holding the 
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baby by the ankles, and then moving the little body in cruciform 

motions over a pan of water. Poultices of various materials—eggs, 

salt, ruda--may be applied to the scalp after the pulsating "soft 

spot" has been sucked by the curandero. 

Several of the younger women suggested that the term curandero 

could be synonymous with 'witch doctor' because: 

El conoce enfermedades dariados ('he knows illnesses of witch

craft'). Other informants objected that a 'witch doctor' was really 

a brujo, distinguished because, "Es malo" ('he is bad') "El pone da'fios" 

(1he harms me'). 

Linda had seen someone she identified as a witch doctor in 

English, and a curandero in Spanish, a few years ago when medical 

doctors failed to treat her "nerves." She had a course of treatment 

which included massages with oil, prayers, and lengthy explanations 

of how "your nerves can make you sick." He offered no herbal remedies, 

usually the special knowledge of the curandero. This man, who is a 

black, not Mexican, has, together with his mother, a large clientele 

among Spanish speaking people. Many Kroeger Lane women have consulted 

him, although they are usually embarrassed to admit needing such care. 

Consulting Frank, who "has a license, so you know he isn't a quack", 

is less humiliating than consulting a psychiatrist, according to Linda. 

His license is from a school of Swedish massage, according to an 

anthropologist who studied the illness referral system of Tucson 

blacks (Snow 1971). 
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Many women discount curanderos. "Doctors can't understand 

cancer and leukemia. What can you expect from a poor curandero?" 

scoffed one. Perhaps no other topic elicited more disagreement among 

informants than the role of the curandero and the validity of his 

treatments. Many of the young women are simply ignorant of the treat

ments of previous days. I was interviewing Rebecca Hawkins about 

folk diseases one morning. Her daughter", Dora, found the entire 

discussion both interesting and novel. "Muy interesting," said Dora 

sincerely, "I never heard of that before." Yet, Dora's maternal 

grandmother had been both a curandera and a partera, or midwife. And 

Evangelina recounted a time when her grandmother told her to give her 

baby enemas for empacho, and then it developed that the child's fever 

was really caused by pneumonia. "I might have killed Felicia." 

Ignorance or disdain for folk curers changes, however, when 

there is an episode of illness that the medical doctor cannot handle. 

According to many investigators of medical behavior, summarized in 

Weaver 1970, the illness referral system is commonly as follows. If 

folk curers are consulted, it is always before official scientific 

doctors. Folk curers are consulted after the individual has exhausted 

the resources of his family. Then, only after the folk curer fails, 

the medical doctor is sought. In Kroeger Lane, the folk curer is 

consulted after the official system has been utilized without alleviation 

of the condition. When diarrhea strikes the infant, his mother usually 

seeks official advice. 

/ 
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I took Ruben to Dr. Valdez. He gave him pure skim milk, 
and medicine to cut the diarrhea, and also antibiotic 
injections. After a week, Ruben still wasn't well. My 
concuna was visiting and she told that Rubenito had mollera. 
When her husband came home from work, they took me to 
Arsenio so that he could lift up the mollera. 

It seems likely that women in Kroeger Lane have departed from 

the sequence found in the "classic" referral system because of force

fully directed culture change. Specifically, the doctors scold 

mothers severely when a baby is brought in for treatment "with salt 

glued to his scalp and the palate a mass of bruises." 

Mai ojo, the evil eye, is included among the beliefs of most 

peasant societies. It gets little attention in Kroeger Lane. However, 

one informant believes firmly that her children survived their early 

childhood despite many episodes of mal ojo only because of her curing 

skill. 

I take an egg, very fresh-~one that hasn't been in the 
refrigerator or bought in the store. Now the child with ojo 
has a terrible headache and can hardly open his eyes. I put 
him down on the bed and lo persigna. I make signs of the 
cross on him using the egg. I begin with the head. And I 
pray while I am making the signs of the cross, ten Padre 
Nuestros and ten Ave Marias, all over his body. I do it 
for three days, in the morning 3till fasting, en ayunas. 
It is the same with empacho excepting that one needs pamita 
and afiil and olive oil to give. And also one has to rub 
under the ribs. 

Tripa ida ('locked intestines') is cured by garlic, heated in olive oil 

and used as a suppository. Latido ('cachexia') is treated by tying 

bread and onions around the waist. Again, not all informants know 

these cures. They all know that Manuela, Francisca Terraza's nuera 

is an authority on such cures, but most consider Manuela a foolish 

woman. 
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The partera ('midwife') has previously had an important role 

for the health of Spanish speaking women. In 1952 the Arizona legis

lature passed a law requiring literacy in English or Spanish for 

licensing midwives (otherwise the midwife could not register the 

birth for an official birth certificate). This regulation immediately 

reduced the number of midwives in Tucson to two. At the same time, 

hospital benefits began to be included in the contracts of the unions 

of construction workers to which Kroeger Lane men belonged. So their 

wives began to give birth in hospitals. In their last years of prac

tice, the two midwives had ever decreasing numbers of deliveries. With 

advanced age (one at eighty-eight, the other at eighty-four), the two 

finally retired. Today, the status of partera has all but disappeared. 

But because women feel that they present a special problem in health 

and illness, the chapter that follows will treat women, reproduction, 

and illnesses specific to the woman. 



CHAPTER 7 

CHILDBEARING AND HEALTH 

We have seen that certain enfermedades temporales occur in 

women. In this chapter we will consider the life cycle, emphasizing 

reproduction. Women in Kroeger Lane believe that vulnerability to 

illness is influenced by age, or stage in the life cycle. The stages 

are labeled as follows: 

Criatura. This is the only term that is used commonly for a 

fetus and a newborn baby. The term extends to any creation of God, 

and thus even applies to animals, like its cognate, 'creature.' 

Bebe or bebito. Baby--this is a child under three years of 

age. A boy baby is a varon. 

Nino (f. nifia). This is a small child, from three to fifteen 

years of age. He may also be called such tender pejoratives as mocoso, 

('runny-nosed'), indito ('little Indian'), and chipilyate (penultimate 

child'). Translations which convey similar sentiments in English are 

respectively, 'snot-nose,' 'little savage,' and 'crybaby.' 

Muchacho (f. muchacha). This term is usually reserved for 

children fifteen years and over. Synonyms are chamaco and buqui, the 

latter term commonly used by Sonorans and other norteffos, and derived 

from Cahita. 

Joven. Youth, aged 18-21. 

185 
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Juvenil. Also youth, but the term usually refers to a 

delinquent adolescent. 

Senor. Adult, applied after 21 years of age, whether married 

or not. The unmarried adult is senorita, although the term is formally 

applied to the married woman who is a senora. 

Viejo, viejito, viejecito, senor grande. Aged. This term is 

rarely applied to persons under 70 years, or to those who have not yet 

retired. 

A young woman in Kroeger Lane may look forward to many years 

of fecundity /fecundity and fertility are used differently by biolo

gists and sociologists. In this discussion, fecundity refers to 

capacity for reproduction, fertility, to performance/. Menstruation 

may commence from the eleventh to the seventeenth year, with the secular 

trend towards earlier menarche reflected by many younger women. Al

most all have menstruated by age fourteen. Cambio de vida, 'change of 

life,' is usual by fifty years. Menstruation is also called el periodo 

and la regla; to menstruate is reglar. 

A delayed menstrual period is periodo atrasado. Many remedios 

caseros are given to "treat" this problem. The women list epazote, 

oregano, cilantro and ruda teas para bajar la menstruacidn ('to bring 

down menstruation'). One informant candidly states that these medica

tions are also useful para provocar abortos, 'to induce abortions.' 

Most women report incapacitating pain during menstruation. Severe 

discomfort, dolor de i.jar, may be alleviated by drinking de 
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manzanilla, ordgano with canela, or yerba buena. These same herbs are 

used in European folk medicine to soothe abdominal and menstrual 

cramps; the putative abortefacients have had the same reputation in 

Europe. 

After each menstrual period, and also following cessation of 

postpartum bleeding, un lavado vaginal ('vaginal douche') is indicated. 

Chicura, tlachichinole, damiana or ruda may be used "to clean every

thing out." The first three of these herbs are indigenous to the 

New World. Again, the practice of vaginal douching has been common in 

folk medicine everywhere, and has recently been given commercial encour

agement by drug firms. Heavy bleeding is treated by a douche made from 

a solution of boiled nut shells or leaves of nogales, walnuts. 

During menstruation, foods which are "acid" such as lemonade, 

or "fresh" such as cucumber, tomato and watermelon must be avoided. 

Older women describe these same foods harmful because they are muy 

frfo, muy helado, 'very cold.' They will demonstrate to the observer 

that foods like lemon juice are astringent to meat. Similarly, if 

acids are ingested, the menstrual "blood" may be congealed, later to 

reappear as cancer. Taking a bath in the presence of vaginal bleeding 

is similarly dangerous. 

Pregnancy is suspected as soon as a menstrual period is missed. 

A woman who esta gorda ('is fat'), esta encargada ('is burdened with'), 

or est^ con familia ('is with family') for a euphemism more commonly 

uttered, may be pampered during her first pregnancy. She is more 

likely to experience anto.jos, 'cravings,' which must be catered to or 
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the baby may be marked. She is also supposed to influence the formation 

of her baby by having pleasant experiences, thinking nice thoughts, and 

listening to lovely music. Defectos de nacimiento, 'congenital 

deformities,1 may occur. Although women know that the first three 

months are crucial for the formation of the fetus, they feel that care 

should be taken during the rest of the pregnancy, too. Quarrels with 

your husband, not attending Mass, and permitting coraje, 'rage,' to 

smolder can tie knots in the umbilical cord and kill the unborn baby. 

The young woman goes to the doctor, va con /sic/ el medico, for 

diagnosis. Some women experience complications such as elevated blood 

pressure, prolonged mareo and basca, dizziness and nausea, or mal de 

rin<$n, 'kidney disease.1 These women report promptly and regularly for 

medical supervision. In the absence of such enfermedades, women 

avoid official prenatal care as long as possible. The pelvic examina

tion is dreaded as painful and unnecessary, and is simply unknown to 

the Mexican immigrants. A few husbands are said to resent such intimate 

examination by another man. The Kroeger Lane woman who does not report 

for prenatal care is usually one who owes money to the doctor. All 

the women take the prescribed vitamins and minerals faithfully, for 

they impute great importance to these supplements. 

Ideally, the young woman who is expecting her first baby is 

given a 'shower,' which is literally translated as lluvia de regalos. 

This is a party which is a female solidarity rite in contrast to 

wedding showers, to which men and women are invited. The usual hostess 
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is the mother of the expectant woman. The living room is decorated 

for the event with items used for games, balloons, and a stork, which 

may be rented from a nearby variety store, dominates the table on 

which guests place gifts for the baby. The shower is supposed to be a 

surprise. Since the young woman's presence has to be assured, it 

seems unlikely that she does not know of the party, but the pretense 

is not challenged. The games follow simple formulas—there are 

guessing games and races with the theme taken from the occasion of 

the birth of a baby. The games may be primly obscene or scatological 

and attended by much laughter. Mexican hot chocolate, cookies, pan 

dulce and guacamole dip are common refreshments. 

Much behavior of the pregnant woman is culturally prescribed 

to assure an easy delivery. The prospective mother should be active, 

not sleeping too much or the baby will stick to the uterus. Further, 

she should not gain too much weight, for that would cause a large baby. 

A large baby, or one that "adheres to the sides of the womb" or a 

slow labor will necessitate extraction con hierros, 'with irons' (for

ceps) . Such deliveries are thought to be injurious to the baby, 

perhaps causing orthopedic deformities. The mother should continue 

with sexual intercourse until labor is imminent, to keep the birth 

canal lubricated. 

Many women will undertake the prediction of the sex of an unborn 

baby. "A girl is conceived from the right ovary and will occupy the 

right side of the uterus, where it can be felt." Also, ". . .a 
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woman carrying a female baby will have no depression between the two 

muscles that lie along either side of the spine and insert into the 

crown of the head." It is "known" that girl children are stronger 

than boy children, and less vulnerable to disease. 

The position of the baby must be attended to during pregnancy. 

The partera, the folk midwife, always saw her patients several times 

for treatments during each pregnancy, para que se componga, 'in order 

to fix.1 This is a type of massage, mild or vigorous according to 

the operator. Abdominal manipulations of this kind are not commonly 

given by obstetricians so some of the women have received them from 

others among them who know how to do it. Francisca Salas has always 

given this service to her daughters and daughters-in-law. 

During the last month of pregnancy, some women take t6 de 

manzanilla nightly. When uterine contractions, dolores, commence, 

more manzanilla is taken. "If it is true labor, manzanilla makes the 

pains stronger. If your time hasn't come, it makes the pains go away." 

Women are taught to keep active as long as possible during 

labor because that causes the baby to be born quickly. The distinctive 

characteristic of a good labor is its rapidity, not the amount of pain 

suffered. Strong uterine contractions are described as "good ones." 

Some women stay at home as long as possible during early labor, because 

they have learned that they will be put to bed as soon as they are in 

the labor suite of the hospital. The utterance that expresses pain is 

/ai/, severe pain, /ai-yai/. 
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Menstruation may be referred to when a woman says she est4. 

enferma, ('is sick1). When pregnant she may be enferma con nino, 

('sick with a child'). Delivery may be called sanarse ('to be healed'). 

These linguistic cues would suggest that such women see the whole 

process as pathological. But many have a more positive attitude toward 

their reproductive functions. Several women in Kroeger Lane told me 

that they like being awake for their deliveries so that they can see 

what is going on. These women refer to call delivery as 'parto'. 

They, and others who are more squeamish about watching, claim that 

childbirth really isn't all that painful, and prefer not to be given 

the pain medication as is common in the hospital. These medicines are 

considered disagreeable because of the mental confusion that they cause. 

"The partera never gave you anything more than manzanilla." 

La dieta is the period of convalescence following delivery. 

Precautions to be taken during this time may include the same menstrual 

taboos, such as avoiding bathing and eating foods which are "i:oo acid." 

Most women who have delivered in the hospital have become used to 

bathing within a few hours after birth. There are still some who 

"because my mother so accustomed me" will go into the shower room, turn 

on the water but avoid getting wet. Thus they satisfy both the hospital 

staff and their socio-cultural pressures. Once safely home, they con

tinue with such precautions for their health. Sexual abstinence is 

considered the most important aspect of la dieta. The newly-delivered 

mother is considered particularly vulnerable to infection. Formerly 
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she was "required" to rest for forty days following delivery. Such a 

holiday is not possible in Kroeger Lane, and no one imputes ill health 

to her resuming some activity. "Of course she shouldn't be mopping 

the floor barefooted now." 

The most serious immediate result of transgressions from la 

dieta is the condition of pasmo. This term is another homonymous 

lexeme, referring to various conditions of which some have already 

been discussed. In connection with childbirth, pasmo has features 

similar to those of tetanus, kidney disease and septicemia. As a 

diagnostic term, pasmo is well-known by the older women. Young women 

speak of having the diagnosis made on them when visiting in Mexico, 

the distinctive feature apparently an appearance of swelling around 

the eyes and ankles. Even in the absence of this condition, the older 

women prophesy dire fates to the young women who refuse to observe the 

precautions of la dieta. In Kroeger Lane, only those young women who 

are directly under the supervision of their mothers of mothers-in-law 

follow these customs. 

Delivered mothers wear a fa.ja, a wide band of heavy cotton 

fabric (manta) to bind their abdomens for a given period after delivery. 

Some women have replaced the faja with an elastic girdle. The function 

of such support is supposedly to restore the figure to the condition it 

was in before pregnancy. Younger women pursue this objective in a more 

active fashion, by exercises, again to the dismay of their older mentors. 

(No informant knew of the use of the fa.ja during pregnancy as described 

by Van der Eerden 1948 or Officer 1964). 
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Failure to wear the faja or observe la dieta results in fr£o de la 

matriz, externally visible by a fat belly. 

If the newborn is breast fed, the mother avoids certain foods 

in her diet which are thought to affect her milk. The first milk 

(colostrum) is thought to be bad for the baby, and babies are given 

olive oil, aceite de comer, or even castor oil to promote evacuation. 

Breast feeding is considered best for the baby by both mother and 

father, so most mothers attempt to nurse. Grietas, the name given to 

cracks on the tender nipples, may appear. Older women say insufficient 

covering of the back or taking acid foods cause breast infection. 

Most infants are soon on the bottle, commonly given leche evaporada. 

Waters from cooked beans and rice are also given. Breast feeding may 

continue to be given at night to the infant who sleeps with the 

mother, often past a year of age. 

In Mexico, the first solid foods are atoles de maizena, sweet 

gruels made of cornstarch, and champurro, made of wheat flour. Commer

cially canned baby foods are taking the place of this traditional food. 

Most women believe that a fat baby is a healthy baby, and the infant 

soon doubles and then triples his weight at birth. 

The ombligo, navel, is "cured" with aceite de comer and the 

abdomen is firmly wrapped in a smaller version of his mother's faja. 

This practice is thought to prevent umbilical hernia. When the stump 

of the dessicated cord fallss it is casually discarded. The baby is 

kept warmly dressed during the early weeks of his life, firmly wrapped 
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in blankets that come up to the armpits. Diapers, locally called 

zapetas, are changed frequently. On the rare occasion that the baby 

is taken outside, his head is usually covered. He also wears the 

religious medal that his mother wore while she was carrying him. 

He is bathed frequently unless he has a runny nose. Then he 

is cleaned with baby oils and lotions, even up to school years. Toilet 

training is casual, and usually complete within the second or third 

year. Discipline seems to vary a great deal, depending upon the 

mother's convictions. 

Most women are reluctant to have their infants receive immu

nizations before they are school aged, "My children never had shots 

from a doctor. 1 cured them myself as my mother told me." They state 

that the fevers that follow baby "shots" are dangerous, and besides, 

11. . .my husband won't allow it." The age at which a baby is brought 

for immunization to the serious communicable diseases of childhood is 

the best single indicator that the writer has found for acculturation 

to western scientific medicine. 

Practitioners of western medicine urge that baby boys be circum

cised, but most families do not consent. The results are considered 

disfiguring to the baby's cosita or weenito. The older women are 

firmly opposed to the practice because they believe that when the child 

grows up and gets married, he will inflict pain to his wife if he is 

circumcised. 
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Fertility and its Control 

In the sample of women who were interviewed intensively, it 

was found that all women over fifty years of age who were fertile 

/one woman appears to be genetically sterile, i.e., her physical 

characteristics suggest Turner's Syndrome. Two others have a history 

of many spontaneous abortions/completed families of at least eleven 

children. One woman was pregnant eighteen times, another reported 

twenty-two pregnancies. For childbearing is the appropriate role of 

the woman, "When I got married, I knew it was to have children." 

"There were nine years between my second and my third child. I used 

to cry at night, why don't more children come?" "I have many vexa

tions with the children, to feed them and take care of them. All the 

same, I want as many as the Lord will send." The woman who decides 

to limit the size of her family faces disapproval primarily from her 

mother, "My mother says, 'How can you say you don't have enough to take 

care of more children? Your enough for four is so much more than we 

ever had for our ten.'" Only one woman in our sample that was over 

fifty years of age had ever attended Planned Parenthood Clinic, and 

this was after six children had been born. Another woman in this oldest 

age group had each of her four pregnancies end prematurely with a 

stillbirth. A third had only one live birth. She, herself, had been 

one of five survivors of her mother's fourteen pregnancies. One young 

woman had five girls, then six spontaneous abortions when she kept 

trying for a boy. 
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Women with such a history of pregnancy wastage, that is, many 

spontaneous abortions or stillbirths, understandably felt strongly 

that it was wrong to practice contraception. Those who found them

selves with ten children while they were still in their thirties 

sought sterilization, the most common method of family limitation 

among Spanish speaking women in the New World, prior to the development 

of the contraceptive pill (see Scrimshaw 1970). 

Previously, especially fertile women attempted to space their 

children by prolonging lactation, having learned that menstruation is 

delayed by many months in the breast-feeding mother. They also "took 

care of themselves" i.e., practiced coitus interruptus. Other women 

tried the diaphragm. "They put that thing in me. I felt like the 

whole world could see it as I walked. As soon as I got home, I took it 

out and threw it away." Contraception is becoming more common in 

Kroeger Lane, but the woman who follows this practice does so with mis

givings. She has to hide her practice from her mother. Heir priest 

will not absolve her for this sin. The women themselves dislike the 

effects of oral contraceptives, especially weight gain and the 

deposition of pigment, called pario, on their faces. 

Two factors have been blamed for high fertility among Spanish 

speaking women. One is machismo, i.e., the need for a man to demonstrate 

his virility by having many children. Such a reason is not considered 

influential in Kroeger Lane, if indeed it really obtains anywhere. 

Machismo has been repudiated by the sociologist who first proposed it, 

Stycos (1968:vii-viii), but few have heard the retraction. 
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The other factor suggested is the sexual prudery which is 

imputed to women who are heir to traditional peasant concepts of 

marriage roles. Kroeger Lane women are not peasants, as we discussed 

(Pages 63 to 64). But because of certain child-rearing practices, they 

are modest in comparison with their contemporaries in other ethnic 

groups. For example, very little girls are taught never to undress 

completely--they even bathe with their panties on. Children are 

taught that "touching yourself" is very wrong, co contraception using 

mechanical means is difficult for them. 

Their knowledge of reproductive anatomy and physiology is 

rather vague. None was told about menstruation before her menarche, 

and it is still a mysterious subject. They are not sure what organs 

are involved, just that it "has something to do with the matriz." 

Matriz and vientre appear to be used synonymously for 'womb' or 'uterus.1 

But careful feature analysis shows that vientre refers to "all the 

female organs down below," especially in the pregnant state. This 

definition is reinforced each time the Ave Maria ('Hail Mary') is 

repeated, for in this prayer, Jesus is called the Fruit of her vientre. 

Matriz, on the other hand, refers to the mature but empty womb. A 

girl who has menstruated has a matriz; so does a newly delivered mother. 

Sterility is called frio en la matriz ('inflammation or cold in the 

• », • 

womb') . 

Taught little about reproduction, women in Kroeger Lane are 

taught less about sex. Sexual instruction has heretofore been left to 
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the husband, which has ultimate effects on the sterilization practices 

common to Mexican Americans. Many men refuse vasectomy, litigation of 

the sperm ducts, because this surgery is thought to make them lose their 

interest in sex. No pueden alborotar ('they can't get aroused1). On 

the other hand, some women believe that they can avoid pregnancy by 

not permitting orgasm. No acaban, no vienen ('they don't finish,1 

'they don't come.'). These women may learn to enjoy sex after they are 

no longer fecund. 

It is difficult to make generalizations that would apply to 

every woman of the four families, for the gap between the young and the 

not-young is wide in this regard. For example, recently an informant 

was asking about the use of the new "adult" films for sexual instruction. 

She, indeed, is far from Redfield's and Lewis' Tepoztlan! The particular 

problems of discussing "the" culture of Kroeger Lane women will be 

considered in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER 8 

THE ETHNOMEDICINE OF KROEGER LANE 

In concluding this thesis, I should like to remark upon the 

findings of the study and their applications. In the introduction, 

I expressed my intention of formulating a description that would be 

useful for making generalizations. Hopefully, this work has impli

cations for both ethnographic methodology, and for specific application 

in health care. Let us first turn our attention to the assumptions 

of ethnoscience, those of classification. 

Simpson (1961) states that the basic postulate for classifi

cation is that nature itself is orderly. It is the aim of theoretical 

science, he says, that the classification reflect the order of nature. 

I would modify his idea by suggesting that the ordering must reflect 

a culture's definition of nature. In other words, the nature seen by 

a man is an artifact of his particular culture. Historians of western 

science, such as Kuhn (1962) have considered how different assumptions 

of the nature of reality have produced entirely different orderings of 

nature. As L^vi-Strauss (1966:19) noted, "... the scientist never 

carries on a dialogue with nature pure and simple but rather with a 

particular relationship between nature and culture definable in terms of 

his particular period and civilization and the material means at his 

199 
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disposal." The ordering is further complicated, he states (p. 61), 

because of, "... the polyvalent nature of logics which appeal to 

several formally distinct types of connection at the same time." 

The philosophy of disease classification by scientific offi

cial medicine is explicated in the International Classification of 

Diseases (United States Government 1963:xii) as follows: "Disease is 

classified along different axes. It may be approached, as the anato

mist would, by the part of the body affected. The pathologist would 

consider the nature of the disease process. The clinician considers 

these plus etiology, or cause." For western science, it would appear 

that the most elegant classification is based on etiology, by this 

quotation from a volume on arthritis (Hollander 1966:25), "... until 

the etiology of all types of arthritis is known, no groupings can be 

accurate. The present classifications are based on clinical patterns, 

pathological change in the tissues and etiology when known." 

Most writers on the ethnomedicine of. Spanish speaking people 

assign categories based on etiology. For example, Isabel Kelly 

(1965:22-25) stated that her informants recognized two major categories 

of illness at the time of her work. These categories are: 1) bad or 

sorcery-inflicted, and 2) good, natural or God-sent. The former are 

specified by illnesses caused by the evil eye and emotions such as 

fright. In "natural" illnesses, the dominant theme is the antithesis 

between hot and cold. Nash's (1967) scheme is similar. Clark 

(1959:164) states that the people she studied had no clear-cut 
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classification of pathologies, so she grouped them for her own pur

poses of organization into these categories, "... diseases of 

'hot and cold1 imbalance, diseases of dislocation of internal organs, 

diseases of magical origin, diseases of emotional origin, other 
l 

folk-defined diseases, and 'standard scientific diseases'." 

My informants did not classify diseases in any of these ways. 

The taxonomy presented on page 124 is organized by inclusion. Within 

the hierarchical taxonomy, different aspects of nature are contrasted. 

At Level I, one total concatenation of conditions is contrasted with 

another, i.e., illness with health. At the second level, the location 

of these conditions is separated into the physical body and the emotions. 

At the third level, illnesses are contrasted according to their probable 

course, self-limited, mild or severe. The fourth level is generic, 

with diseases grouped according to the sharing of some symptom. The 

fifth level is based on unique aggregates of symptoms, i.e., the 

"defining features" which distinguish specific lexemes. 

The distinctions that emerge at Level II and at Level III are 

made to facilitate therapy. The symptom is important as a cue for the 

type of treatment to be sought, and the type of curer to be consulted. 

For an enfermedad temporal, the woman of Kroeger Lane will try to make 

the sufferer more comfortable. With an enfermedad benigna she may ask 

for suggestions from someone who knows more. "You tell the herb lady 

when you have something benigna so she can look it up in her book." 

Enfermedades graves go to official curers, the doctor in most cases 
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except for "Mexican" diseases. At a higher level, enfermedades 

corporales go to specialists in physical ailments, mentales to 

official or folk curers of emotional disorders. Una enfermedad moral, 

distinguished by the fact that the individual "wants" to be bad, 

cannot be treated by anyone. 

Women in Kroeger Lane classified diseases differently for 

varying occasions. The taxonomy discussed above is a composite of the 

taxonomies of all informants. Another spontaneous classification of 

disease was based on prognosis. The highest level of enfermedad was 

divided into can cure/maybe can cure/can't cure. A third classifica

tion of disease was based on etiology, separating those diseases caused 

by germs and those which are deformities. But basic to these different 

classifications was also therapy. 

At the .lowest level, where distinct kinds of enfermedades are 

located, there were differences. The complete taxonomy on pages 130-133 

came from informants, women who ranged from 19 to 78 years of age, and 

were either born in Mexico or were first, second or third generation 

American born. Each gave only some of the disease names. When they 

were asked about lexemes given by other informants, the individual 

woman would either agree that such words did describe a specific 

disease, or that she didn't "believe in" such a category. So each 

informant had a unique aggregate of lexemes. She also had her own way 

of ordering these disease names, although differences did not reflect 

opposing principles of organization. 



Such differences in classifications are disturbing to some 

students of cognition, whose search for the "real" or "correct" 

taxonomy is similar to a neo-Aristotelean belief in the immutability 

of the species, and disregards the totally artificial nature of the 

genus. As Huxley (1940) stated, there cannot be one ideal and abso

lute scheme of classification for any particular set of things, for 

even classifications based on the same criteria, using the same data 

and interpretation, may lead to equally good or valid classifications 

that differ from person to person and time to time. 

Goodenough (1969:256) notes that: 

The very fact that it is possible to construct more than 
one valid model of a semantic system has profound implica
tions for cultural theory, calling into question the 
anthropological premise that a society's culture is "shared" 
by its members. Until these matters are more fully explored, 
debates about the relationship of componential analysis to 
cognitive processes must remain inconclusive. 

It seems to me that rather than question the relationship of componen

tial analysis to cognitive processes, it is more fruitful to accept 

the fact of difference and direct the inquiry to the reasons for the 

differences. 

An individual's taxonomy has experiential and existential 

components that stem from his unique life. Below, I have suggested 

factors which might account for different classifications of illness: 

1. There is a difference in the opportunity to learn about the 

dominant system of western medical science. It may be a matter of 

exposure of formal education, roughly measurable by years of schooling 
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It may result from feasibility of participation with western medicine 

because of insurance through unions, age-specific programs like Head 

Start or Medicare. There are also individual differences in experi

ence with illnesses that demand crisis care in modern hospitals. 

2. There is a difference in the reinforcement of an ethnomedical 

system through increased contacts with its "lesser tradition." 

Reinforcement may be measured by recency of immigration to the United 

States, and the frequency with which the border between the United 

States and Mexico is recrossed for visits. 

3. There are differences in individual patterns of enculturation, 

sometimes the result of the proximity of the mother and the mother-in-

law and the degree to which their ideas are sought and adhered to. 

4. There are differences in the ability to perceive relationships, 

as demonstrated by elaborateness and explicitness of categories. Some 

informants particularly enjoyed or were better at the game of "how does 

x differ from y." 

There is more immediate relevance for this dissertation. To 

learn the present applicability of the findings of this study to 

health and illness, I should like to consider these questions. What 

are the major ideas of the ethnomedicine of Kroeger Lane and how do 

they converge with the theory of western medicine? How do they con

verge with other ethnomedicines, especially the ethnomedicine of other 

Spanish speakers? Finally, given such differences, what are the 

implications for the delivery of health care? 
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Kroeger Lane women believe that some illnesses are transmitted. 

There is a category, 1.312 of maledades de andancia ('epidemic disease'). 

There are variances in understanding of just how disease may be 

carried. 

The Santa Cruz River carries illness through^its water. 
People die, the bodies are washed, and when they throw 
the water away, a little red animal leaves the body and 
gets into the water. This filthy water carries the illness. 
The river comes from Nogales, and places back there like 
Sahuarita. 

After the wind passes over a dead thing, it next attacks 
the back of someone else^ giving him sarampion, viruela 
difteria or influencia /sic/. The wind may carry sickness 
from as far away as Viet Nam where there are so many dead. 

The dirt carries a virus. The cooler moves the dirt 
from different places, also the water in the cooler may 
be dirty. 

Flies go to excrement and then walk on your food. 

Viruses, which can be seen only by special microscopes, 
cause many diseases. You get sick when your body is -
attacking the virus. 

Western medicine has not been entirely successful in dealing 

with the question of why one person gets sick, and not another. Its 

theory includes the germ theory, that some illnesses have specific 

microorganic causes, and that these microorganisms are spread by 

vectors such as flies and mosquitoes, and can be transmitted through 

the air, water and food. In the ethnomedicine of Kroeger Lane, the 

more observable of these factors are stressed. 

In Kroeger Lane, "hacer desarreglosroughly 'to break the 

rules' is frequently cited as a cause of illness. The person who 
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disregards hygienic rules is likely to get sick. The rules that are 

invoked in Kroeger Lane are often rules that are recognized trans-

culturally, in all ethnomedical systems that share roots with present 

scientific thought. Scientific medicine grew from a tradition (see 

Sigerist 1961; Inglis 1965) that was first recorded in Babylonia, from 

where it went both to Greece and India. The Indian interpretation 

spread eastward to China and Japan, where illness was seen to be a 

disturbance of Yang and Yin. The Greek theory, conventionally cred

ited to Hippocrates, diffused westward to Rome where it was systematized 

by Galen. In the middle ages it was deflected through Arab physicians 

such as Avicenna who brought it to Europe. From this medical tradi

tion came ideas of how to preserve health and prevent illness that 

are transcultural. 

A widespread rule is that one must be careful about what he 

eats. So in Kroeger Lane, women impute much illness to eating wrong 

foods. One of the largest categories of illness is that of males-

tares,1. 23, which come from the ingestion of foods which disagree with 

an individual. Most of the maledades Mexicanas affect the gastro

intestinal tract, as do the various cblicos. Throughout the world 

there is enormous variety in beliefs about which foods or food 

combinations are good, and which are dangerous. Culture almost alone 

determines what is utilized as food from what is available, and beliefs 

^ about food are transmitted early to the individual. 
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Another widespread concept is that it is dangerous to change 

the environment that the body is accustomed to. In warm climates, 

illness is ascribed to absorbing additional heat, and in cold climates, 

danger is noted in getting colder. So iri Kroeger Lane one is told 

that one will get almorranas ('piles') from sitting on heat, such as 

in a hot car, particularly on plastic seat covers. (In northern 

states, the same condition is caused by sitting in the snow, or on 

cold cement.) 

There are also ethnomedical rules against exposing oneself to 

rapid change in temperature, for this is considered dangerous. Sudden 

chilling by bathing when one is overheated or when generally feeble or 

weak from illness is courting trouble. When taking a bath, one should 

provide for gradual temperature change by letting at least one hour 

elapse before leaving the house. Bathing should be avoided entirely 

during the menstrual period, and when suffering from fevers. The 

individual who is complaining of heat on a summer's day must avoid 

drinking iced fluids; tepid water is safe. Standing in a draft in the 

winter or sleeping under an evaporative cooler is unwise, since it 

usually leads to illness. Of course, many of these illnesses are merely 

temporal ('temporary discomforts'). 

Today we often read about scientific studies in which experi

mental groups are exposed to cold and wet conditions and then examined 

for respiratory infection. In neither case do chilled subjects 

develop more infections than non-chilled. But Kroeger Lane women 

would never accept such findings; they "know" better. Likewise, no 
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followers of a folk medicine that is heir to western thought would 

believe that temperature change is not pathogenic. Why are these 

ideas so persistent? 

It seems to me that the underlying principle is the belief 

that illness occurs when an individual makes changes in some aspect 

of his life style. This principle is found in most explanations of 

pathology. It derives from a concept of disease that is found trans-

culturally, the concept of "balance." One of the primary paradigma 

which scientific medicine uses to explain pathology concerns change 

and bodily adjustments to achieve homeostasis. Pathology is demon

strated when intracellular fluid shifts to extracellular paths, and 

when the chemistry of the blood is outside the narrow range of balance 

between acid and alkaline, due to metabolic or respiratory alteration. 

The same explanations have been used by systematists throughout 

millenia. Thus Grecian humors, Chinese Yang and Yin principles, 

American color-directions, and twentieth century fluids and electro

lytes must remain in balance, or there will be illness. 

Foster (1953a:202-3) sees a single explanation for such ideas, 

the transmission of humoral theory by Spaniards: 

The Hippocratian doctrine of the four "humors"--blood, 
phlegm, black bile ("melancholy"), and yellow bile ("choler")— 
formed the basis of medical theory. Each humor had its 
"complexion": blood, hot and wet' phlegm, cold and .wet; 
black bile, cold and dry; and yellow bile, hot and dry. 
As the three most important organs of the body--the heart, 
brain, and liver--were thought to be respectively dry and 
hot, wet and cold, and hot and wet, the normal healthy body 
had an excess of heat and moisture. But this balance varied 
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with individuals; hence the preponderantly hot, humid, 
cold or dry complexion of any individual. Natural 
history classification was rooted in the concept that 
people, and even illnesses, medicines, foods, and most 
natural objects, had complexions. Thus, medical prac
tice consisted largely in understanding the natural 
complexion of the patient, in determining the complexion 
of the illness or its cause, and in restoring the 
fundamental harmony which had been disturbed. 

Since this article was published, it has been accepted in all analyses 

of the folk medicine of Spanish speaking people that there is a level 

of contrast in disease categories between hot and cold diseases, for 

according to Foster (1953a:204) "there is surprising homogeneity from 

Mexico to Chile." 

Because the hot/cold contrast is ascribed by so many anthro

pologists to Spanish-speaking people, I tried to elicit it from 

informants. The women were asked about hot/cold diseases and hot/ 

cold herbs (nothing was known of hot/cold foods). No woman under 

thirty could make such distinctions or seemed to be aware of this 

system of classification. Petra Lopez, the aged lady from Jalisco, 

was able to explicate a contrast. Hierbas frxas ('cold herbs') are 

those which refresh, which bring down fever. They include sauco 

('elder blossom') and rosa de castilla ('rose'). Hierbas calientes 

('hot herbs') are those which bring heat to the chilled person or 

organ. These herbs include manzanilla ('camomile'), romero ('rosemary'), 

chicura ('ragweed'), hediondillo ('creosote'), canela ('cinnamon'), ' " 

yerba buena ('mint') and estafiate ('wormwood'). Enfermedades 

calientes ('hot diseases') are those in which fever attacks, and 
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enfermedades frias are specified by diarrhea or dysentary, and are 

caused, "If you sit on a cement bench, you will catch cold. Or if 

you go around inadequately covered. Or if you don't wear the kind 

of clothes that warm the stomach." 

Other informants did little with this contrast. They used 

frfo ('cold') interchangeably with inflamacidn ('inflammation'). 

Their consensus was that all herbal teas are hot, because you cannot 

brew the infusion without boiling water, and cold teas don't taste 

good. 

This is not classical humoral theory that Foster referred to 

when he stated (1953a204) that "the isolation of Spain and the Spanish 

colonies from European thought and scientific progress preserved the 

classical theories for a century or more after they were superseded 

in northern Europe." Foster suggests that this classical 

medicine was spread by priests. if the situation was in fact as 

Foster has postulated, it then becomes important to recall certain 

facts about northwest Mexico that were discussed in Chapter 2. North

west Mexico was always marginal to the cultures of Mesoamerica, where 

humoral theory was taught by Spanish professors of medicine. Moreover, 

northwest Mexico was missionized by German Jesuits who carried a 

medical tradition that had discarded Galenic humors. Further study 

of the contact situation shows that none of the northwestern Indian 

tribes seems to have classified their treatments by hot and cold 

(see Owen 1963, Pennington 1963, for examples). Physiological 
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chilling or absorbing too much heat were noted as causing illness by 

both Nentuig (Unknown:1951) and Pfefferkorn in Treutlein:1949 before 

these Jesuits were expelled from Sonora. Pfefferkorn was 

astonished that some Indians could withstand rapid change from hot to 

cold: 

When hunting, running, or some other strenuous exercise 
has so heated them that their whole bodies are dripping 
with perspiration, they plunge into water and swim about 
until they are entirely cooled off. Such sudden change 
from heat to cold would have fearful consequences for the 
European; to the Sonoran, thanks to his bodily strength, 
it causes not the least harm (p. 186). /Hy italics/. 

Foster (1953a: 205) himself adnitted that "many people who do not 

classify illnesses and their causes as hot or cold," but then goes on 

to state that these people "nevertheless reveal the underlying presence 

of classical concepts in their beliefs that foods should be combined 

according to their hot or cold qualities or that sudden heat or cold 

may cause one to fall ill." Clark (1959:165) found in 1955 that few of 

her informants knew which foods are hot and which are cold. The only 

universal in my opinion is the one of trying to interpret the course 

of an illness. 

One should note that it is not uncommon for an infection to be 

first evident by a sensation of chill. The chill is followed by a 

fever. The prodromal chill is then interpreted as the cause of the 

disease. The physiology is universal. Its misinterpretation is 

common. 

This fragmentary adherence to a system of hot/cold classifica

tion today simply reflects old-fashioned ideas, perhaps taught by the 
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medical doctors that once practiced in Kroeger Lane. They are not 

survivals of a specifically Spanish version of medieval medicine. 

Everybody used to think that chills brought illness, and fever was a 

disease. The use of leeches and blisters to bring out heat, and laxa

tives and enemas to lower fevers, the soaking of the feet in hot 

water to prevent or treat pneumonia were all recommended, for example, 

to the housewife of Victorian England (see Beeton's Book of Household 

Management, originally published 1859-61). These concepts of disease 

are no longer a part of western science, but at one time they were, 

passing later into folk medicine. That English vocabulary has terms 

like "caught a cold," "the cold went to the chest," "he has chills 

and fever," etc., suggest that when temperature change is cited as a 

cause, or as a disease, this identification is not peculiarly Spanish. 

It is instructive to return to the mentor of the Victorian 

English housewife, Mrs. Beeton. The diseases that she lists as 

incident to childhood include dentition, measles, scarlatina, 

hooping /sic/ cough and worms, a list comparable to category 1.11 in 

the taxonomic key of Kroeger Lane. She suggests the use of emetics 

or purgatives for practically every condition. She directs therapy 

for assuring the eruption of diseases such as measles and scarlet 

fever. Much therapy is designed to draw "congested blood" or "air" 

out of the lungs--by hot baths, fomentations, or poultices which will 

bring heat to the chest and lungs. These are Kroeger Lane practices. 
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Other therapy is directed to warm the insides, by douches, or hot 

drinks, again similar to what my informants would recommend. 

Other aspects of Kroeger Lane ethnomedicine are in dis

tinct conflict with the current ideas of western science. Kroeger 

Lane women express beliefs that colds should be allowed to run; 

that rashes should erupt; that diarrheas should not be checked; that 

ulcers should continuously drain. The philosophy underlying their 

beliefs is that these processes are natural phenomena which provide 

for the draining off of "dirt." If the stomach aches, it does so 

because something wrong was put into it and should go out. So 

vomiting or eructation are encouraged, or "neutralization of acid" 

is promoted by administering patent medicines or herbs "known" to 

have the desired properties. Diarrhea may mean that the body is 

trying to "throw off" the "poison," and the process should not be 

discouraged. Constipation is feared not only because it is uncom

fortable, but because "the dirt" is being reabsorbed by the body. 

Thus there is much emphasis on herbs, that are purgatives. Children 

should be purged regularly, and if the medicine doesn't work, an 

enema must be given. These ideas occur in many different ethno-

medicines, and were part of official medicine at one time. 

There are some differences between Kroeger Lane ethnomedicine 

and that of other Spanish speakers which are not immediately evident 

from looking at the lexemes that are names of diseases, cures or 

curers. Let us look briefly at some terms which have, in Kany's 

(1960:8) words "although outwardly appearing intact have shifted their 
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semantic values." Just because a common folk term is still used, it 

does not mean that the word still encodes the same features for all 

users. For most of my informants, envidia is not a disease. It is 

not a form of witchcraft unconsciously inflicted on the sufferer as 

it is for Rubel's (1966, 1969) informants. Envidia is simply a word 

that is synonymous with celos ('jealousy'), and indicates poor mental 

habits which are widespread but not seriously pathogenic. If it 

causes illness, the disease is a neurosis in the individual who feels 

this emotion, not one that is projected on to the one who is envied. 

Aire, studied by Redfield (1930), Adams and Rubel (1967), Madsen (1968) 

to name only a few, as a volitional wind causing disease, is now 

thought of as 'gas' or 'flatus' best treated by yerba buena or Alka 

Seltzer. Fiebre ('fever')once signified a disease. Now it is seen as 

a feature of many, if not most diseases. The meaning of dieta, which 

used to refer to post delivery practices of seclusion, food taboos, 

bathing taboos et cetera, has been narrowed to sexual abstinence only. 

Curandero has degenerated to 'witch doctor.' Susto is hyperbole now. 

Formerly a great shock which was also an illness, the present meaning 

is only 'an unpleasant surprise' at most, 'trauma.' 

In some cases, old familiar disease names are elevated to 

scientific status. Bilis, which Aguirre Beltrdn and Pozas (1954:234) 

found to be the single most widespread condition in Mexico, is still 

seen as a condition that has emotional pathogenesis. The disease is 

caused by anger in the individual which acts on the gall bladder. But 
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the cure is now surgical, or a low fat diet, just as cholecystitis, 

or gall bladder disease, is treated scientifically by removal of the 

gall bladder or by decreasing the dietary stimulation of this organ. 

Mollera cafda is recognized as a disease, but it is seen by many 

informants to be caused by dehydration, which is best treated by 

administering fluids. 

Finally, there are some concepts which appear to be shared 

with western science which in fact are not. The specific disease 

lexemes for which features could not be elicited suggests that the 

women do not recognize these conditions. They accept illness labels 

without sharing in the scientific concept of causation or lacking a 

precise grasp of pathology. Thus blood clots are "known" to cause 

strokes, but the origin of the clots is not understood. The women 

speak glibly of "viruses" and "antibiotics," but assume that the 

second is used to treat the first, which is not so. 

This study indicates that women know a great deal about minor 

illnesses, how to distinguish them and how to treat them. The tax-

onomic key lists seven different kinds of stomach aches, and four kinds 

of runny nose. The symptoms are treated with therapies that are 

common to the ethnomedicines of western Europe and Mexico. It is only 

in the United States where all diagnosis and treatment is in theory 

funneled through the physician. In practice, mild and passing disorders 

are usually cared for by housewives even here. With serious illness, 

the women of Kroeger Lane, consult people with special knowledge. 
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When it has become economically possible for them to get care from 

institutions of western scientific medicine, they are quick to take 

advantage of this care. This suggests that economic changes in the 

delivery of health care are more successful than direct assaults in 

changing health culture. 

The many differences in the ethnomedicine of Kroeger Lane 

from those described in other ethnographies of Mexican Americans show 

how quickly culture can change. Even old women can be taught new 

ideas. This teachability should be exploited. At present there are 

various booklets printed in Spanish for intended use in teaching. 

Most of these aids are misleading because they use technical words 

which are incomprehensible in either English or Spanish to lay people, 

or they are otherwise culturally incorrect. Also, few American-born 

Mexican Americans can read Spanish. 

Meanwhile, there can be some accommodation of western medical 

practice to local ethnomedicine. Since diseases are defined at one 

level by symptoms, there should be real effort to treat symptoms. 

Otherwise, the client will seek other practitioners. For example, a 

fever will dehydrate feces, so that the excrement is hard, small in 

volume, and perhaps also difficult to expell. The patient is more 

likely to concentrate his attention on the inadequate defecation and 

seek treatment of "empacho" if the health practitioner notes only the 

fever and concentrates only on finding the cause of the fever. 
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Also, Mexican Americans feel very defensive about the category 

"Mexican disease" which is defined as "illness that the Anglo doctor 

does not recognize." The retention of these concepts should not be 

discouraged. Alternative diagnoses may be suggested in a non-

threatening manner. The entire expected course of the disease should 

be outlined, so that quick cures from diseases like mollera cafda won't 

be expected. 

Herbal remedies are used extensively. Practitioners should be 

familiar with the pharmacological properties of these herbs and 

incorporate them in the therapeutic regime if they are desired by the 

patient. Since a sick infant will be given a tea, it can be calculated 

into the diet. Dangerous herbs such as epazote ('chenopodium1) should 

be recognized and discouraged. 

Health practitioners should spend enough time in the neighbor

hoods where their patients live and work to become familiar with their 

characteristics. It has been demonstrated that women attend to the 

physical environment when considering a disease. But some of this 

consideration is not verbalized, sometimes because of unawareness of 

other environments (the entire Sonora Desert is hot and dry). In 

other cases, the woman is all too aware that her surroundings are 

different from those of her practitioners, and she does not want to 

mention her outside privy, her lack of beds, etc. Health practitioners 

are cognizant of the importance of the microecology of their patients' 

habitats, but the women do not always know that they are. 
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In Kroeger Lane, the world of the women is still mostly a 

kin-bound world. But the stereotypes of marriage relationships of 

lower class Spanish speakers do not obtain. More work needs to be 

done in order to give appropriate advice in marriage and family plan

ning. 

This study also shows that some accommodations to ethnomedicine 

are unnecessary. Non-western practitioners are dying out. There is 

no reason to encourage their use. It was noted that Mexican Americans 

consult practitioners such as curanderos only if their experience with 

western medicine is unsatisfactory. Incorporation of manipulative 

therapy, if there is any therapeutic justification at all, may make 

western medicine even more acceptable. 

Since a category of supernaturally caused disease is not recog

nized, religion should not be seen as competing with science in curing. 

Prayers, vows and pilgrimages (which in any case take place following a 

cure) should not be discouraged. It should also be noted that there is 

little stress on witchcraft. Now it is altogether possible that witch

craft is more important than the taxonomy of disease indicates. For a 

variety of reasons the women may be reluctant to admit to such beliefs, 

or to behavior which would evoke such retribution. In any case, 

witchcraft is a last resort in diagnosis, an explanation to be used 

only when others fail. 

This study has demonstrated that it is not advisable to apply 

data from one group of Spanish speakers to another, or from one 
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ethnographic present to another. Does it follow then that every 

health practitioner needs be an anthropologist? Such a recommenda

tion would be impractical. But there are specific attitudes and 

techniques that can be learned from anthropology. This study has 

stressed the methodology of ethnosemantics, which is designed to 

make descriptions in culturally relevant terms. It suggests that 

questions be designed so that non-scientific concepts may be reflected. 

It also suggests that health practitioners overcome their glottocen-

trism and learn to communicate in the language of their patients. 
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